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SLEEPING AND WAKING

PREFACE
When asked to write

a fairly brief book about sleep, I was, in part, at first
by the very existence of Kleitman's "Sleep and Wakefulness"
published in 1939, for he set so high a standard of excellence and breadth.
I have tried to present especially an account of advances since the time of
Kleitman's book, together with a rather greater emphasis on the psychology
of sleep.
The volume of research publications increases logarithmically. Although
this book does not set out to be an exhaustive reference work, I hope that it
gives a representative selection of references from which the interested reader

deterred

can

obtain further references. There exists such

an

extensive literature

on

the

topics of dreams and of narcolepsy, for instance, that I could noDattempt
than what is, I hope, a fair summary of the present position. The
specialist reader may here and there miss a favourite reference which is
absent because of my ignorance. In other cases I have deliberately excluded
some reports because of the apparent absence of a critical attitude in the
authors towards their data. This has been true especially of psychoanalytic
writers. The reader of psychoanalytic works would be left with the impression
that hypnagogic hallucinations consist mainly of visual impressions of
breast-like objects and tickling sensations of the palate, which is simply
more

untrue.

It is appropriate that I here acknowledge those who have made this book
possible. While a student at Cambridge, I interrupted my medical studies
to enjoy the Part II Tripos course in Psychology, a course such as I feel only
Cambridge could have offered, where one was not so much taught as
stimulated, in which respect I remember particularly Mr. A. T. Welford and
Dr. D. Russell Davis. My greatest debt I owe to Dr. V. H. Tompkins,
formerly Principal Specialist in Neuropsychiatry in the Royal Air Force,
who, with Dr. Denis Williams, during my service career at the Neuro¬
psychiatry Centre, Princess Mary's Royal Air Force Hospital, Halton,
encouraged me to take up electroencephalography and to embark on such
experimental studies as suited my interests. On this account, and through
the assistance of Mr. Trevor Oates especially, my interest in sleep developed.
Later Professor R. C. Oldfield gave me both encouragement and the hospital¬
ity of the Institute of Experimental Psychology at Oxford, while Dr. P.
Glees allowed me facilities in his department during the tenure of a Beit
Memorial Fellowship. More recently my thanks are due to the late Professor
Alexander Kennedy and Professor G. M. Carstairs of the University of
Edinburgh. In addition, I owe much to my other colleagues past and

VI

present, especially Anne and Michel Treisman and Ralph Berger.
I wish to thank those authors and editors who have

given permission to
reproduction from their works. The typing has been nobly borne by
Miss Anne Brown and Miss Betty Lindsay. Finally, for domestic reasons, I
should add what a lot my wife has put up with, for apart from helping with
translations, she has had to cope with a man who, because he was interested
in sleep, kept most irregular hours, leaped out of bed in the middle of the
night to make notes or even, at times, may have been irascible through
sleep deprivation. All this she has tolerated with good humour and much
fortitude through all the vicissitudes of life with four small children who
have deprived us both of more sleep than we could calculate.
Edinburgh, 1961

make
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CHAPTER I

The physiological

basis of sleep

The

period of the last three decades has been one in which there have been
outstanding advances in both knowledge and theory about the changes in
brain function forming the physiological basis of sleep. These advances
have largely been made through the development of electrophysiological
techniques and have attracted widespread interest. It is possible that these
rapid advances have tended to distract attention from other, age-old pro¬
blems posed by sleep, some of which we shall re-consider in this book, and
about which our understanding has also become a little clearer. Where
progress has been made we should often thank the indirect fillip given to
enquiry by electrophysiological advances. It will be as well, therefore, that
we pause and
swiftly survey in the course of this chapter the theoretical
basis provided by electrophysiological studies—a memorial to numberless
wee feline research assistants who, as
"preparations" little more substantial
or coherent than the
grin that Alice met in Wonderland, have yet taught
us a new understanding of even the human consciousness.
The

electroencephalogram (EEG)
on the scalp, on the exposed skull or, where bone
has been removed, on the exposed cerebral cortex. It is then possible to
record the very small moment-to-moment fluctuations of electrical potential
that reflect the activity of local areas of the cortex. The record, or EEG,
of sleep is different from that of wakefulness. In general the record of
wakefulness is made up of low-voltage fast frequencies, while that of sleep
is of high-voltage slow frequencies with brief bursts, or "spindles", of
medium-voltage waves of intermediate frequency. Provided that the
chemical environment of the brain cells has not been subject to artificial
alterations these differences are reliable guides to the presence of sleep or
Electrodes

can

be

placed

wakefulness in the intact animal.
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Sleep and responsiveness
Sleep is a recurrent, healthy condition of inertia and unresponsiveness. In
the normal individual the unresponsiveness is manifested not only by a
decrease of overt responses to stimuli, but also by a decrease of covert
responses. Signals reaching the central nervous system from the sense organs
may no longer bring about those responses within the brain that we believe
must underly perception.
A response might be less easy to elicit for one or both of two reasons:
(i) Something new might be acting more or less to prevent the operation of the
normal mechanisms releasing the response; or (2) Something which is usually
present, and which facilitates or helps the normal mechanisms to release
the response, might have been withdrawn.
At the present time the second of these alternatives has come to be
regarded as the principal change involved in the passage from wakefulness
to sleep. In the course of that passage there is a reduction of the help or
"facilitation" which, in the waking state, is derived from the brain-stem
reticular formation*.

The brain-stem reticular formation and

sleep

The so-called "reticular formation" extends within the central

core

of the

brain-stem from the medulla, through the tegmentum of the mid-brain to
the dorsal hypothalamus, epithalamus, subthalamus and thalamus, being
made up

of diffuse groupings of different types of cells with numerous fibres
coursing in all directions.
Nerve impulses ascend from the reticular formation to the cortex and
descend from the reticular formation to the spinal cord. It was shown that
such descending impulses from the lower reticular formation, when evoked
experimentally by artificial electrical stimulation, brought about very
considerable facilitation of motor responses (Rhines and Magoun, 1946;
Magoun, 1950). Just as descending impulses from some parts of the reticular
formation were found capable of facilitation at the spinal cord level, so it is
believed that ascending impulses from the reticular formation, especially the
mesencephalic and diencephalic parts, have a facilitatory, or generally "invig¬
orating" or "activating" influence on the cerebral cortex during wakefulness
and that in natural sleep the ascending facilitation is diminished, with conse¬
quent diminution of the responsiveness and working efficiency of the cortex.
*

The physiology of the brain-stem reticular formation, of which only a summary is given
here, has been the subject of intensive research in recent years and there exist many excellent
reviews of this work. The interested reader is referred to The Reticular Formation of the Brain,
edited by H.H. Jasper and others, J. and A. Churchill, London, 1958, or to the review of O'Leary
and Coben

(1958).
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The
If

a

encephale isole and

cerveau

cut is made below the medulla of the cat's

isole

brain, the animal preparation

is known

as an encephale isole (Bremer, 1935). The EEG of such a preparation
alternating periods of wakefulness patterns and sleep patterns. When
the EEG wakefulness patterns are present the pupils are dilated, the eyes
will follow moving objects and will shut in a "protective" fashion if an
object is quickly thrust towards the eyes. When the EEG sleep patterns
are present the pupils are very small as in natural sleep.
If a cut is made through the upper mid-brain of the cat, the animal pre¬
paration is known as a cerveau isole (Bremer, 1935). The EEG of such a
preparation, Bremer found, did not show the recurring wakefulness patterns
of the encephale isole, but persisting sleep patterns, together with the small
pupils and relaxed nictitating membrane ("third eyelid") customary in
sleep. Stimulation by smell and light failed to bring about signs of wake¬

shows

fulness. Bremer believed that
inflow to the cortex had been

even

with such stimuli the total afferent

greatly reduced that the cortex lacked the
normal impulses responsible for causing a wakefulness pattern. However,
it is now realised that in the cerveau isole the ascending facilitation, or
"activating" impulses, from the reticular formation had been prevented
from reaching the cortex.
In such a preparation a small part of the upper reticular formation re¬
mains above the cut. Using modern techniques, Batsel (i960), working
with the cerveau isole of the dog, was able to keep his animal preparations
alive for several weeks. After a period of a few days to several weeks EEG
wakefulness patterns returned, to be followed by a cyclic fluctuation be¬
tween sleep and wakefulness patterns. While some unknown chemical circu¬
lating in the bloodstream could have been responsible for stimulating the small
part of the upper reticular formation still connected to the cortex, it seems
highly probable that spontaneous cyclic fluctuations of activity are inherent
in the physiology of the upper reticular formation. A tendency towards spon¬
taneous fluctuations of this kind in the reticular formation could underly,
for instance, the sleeping/waking cycles of the human infant (see p. 173).
so

The reticular formation and arousal
It

first shown

by Moruzzi and Magoun (1949) that artificial electrical
mesencephalon and diencephalon carried out while the encephale isole exhibited an EEG sleep pattern
would cause the pattern to change to that of wakefulness. Their observa¬
tions form a major landmark in neurophysiology and have been abundantly
was

stimulation in the reticular formation of the

confirmed.
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It has

subsequently been shown that when stimulating electrodes are
implanted in the mid-brain reticular formation of intact, freely moving
animals, if the animal is allowed to fall into a natural sleep, reticular forma¬
tion stimulation brings about awakening. Segundo et al. (1955), who carried
out such observations on monkeys, found, moreover, that if the animals
were already awake reticular formation stimulation produced a reaction
in which the animals looked much more widely awake, raising their heads
and looking about expectantly.

other

relays)

shown, together with the branches or collaterals from them into the reticular
non-specific impulses ascend to the cortex to
keep the latter in a condition of wakefulness, with corresponding EEG "activation".
are

formation. From the reticular formation diffuse,

It had been known that bilateral lesions

involving part of the upper
hypothalamus of monkeys caused a state of
persistent sleepiness (Ranson, 1939). Lindsley et al. (1950),

reticular formation in the
extreme and

however, showed that in the cat
formation

a

chronic lesion of the mid-brain reticular

sparing the classical sensory paths was followed by a state of
sleep extremely resistant to sensory stimulation while, on the other hand,
a chronic bilateral lesion in the mid-brain interrupting the ascending sensory
paths, and sparing the central tegmentum, left an animal which spent
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AWAKE

PERSISTENT

despite interruption
of long sensory tracts

B

A

Fig.

(A) The state of cat A of Fig.

2

AWAKE
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SLEEP

despite sensory
input to cortex

:

MIDBRAIN

3;
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(B) The state of cat B of Fig.
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3.
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t'sr do. dar
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TEGMENTUM

B

cc-u

hth pq. day"

/*/r.

(A) Animal standing awake, with characteristic waking EEG pattern A', has interrup¬
tion of long ascending sensory tracts but an intact reticular formation. (B) Animal lying per¬
sistently asleep, with sleeping EEG pattern B', has intact sensory tracts but damage to mid¬
brain reticular formation. Information from sense organs still reaches the cortex but cannot
be handled efficiently by the latter without the diffuse faciliation from the reticular formation.
(Reproduced with permission from Lindsley et al.f 1950.)
Fig.3
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large amounts of the day fully awake. Fig.

is reproduced from their paper.
input along
classical tracts that was responsible for the sleep of the cerveau isole,
the interruption of ascending impulses from the mid-brain reticular

Their work made it clear that it
the
but

was

3

not the loss of the sensory

formation to the cortex.

Lindsley and his colleagues found that at those times when the cats
Fig. 3 did sleep, they could still be aroused by auditory
or somatic stimuli, even
though the paths to the cortex for such stimuli had
been interrupted.
similar to cat A of

Collateral afferents
It became clear that sensory
at

stimulation must keep an animal awake, partly
least, by some indirect pathway. It was subsequently shown by numbers

of different workers that

impulses passing along paths serving all sensory
through connections which
deviate from the classical pathways into the reticular formation. These
connections have been called "collateral" and are indicated in Fig. 1.
It became accepted that sensory signals passing along the collaterals
helped to keep the reticular formation excited, so that the reticular forma¬
tion, in turn, sent up diffusely distributed "activating" impulses to the
cortex to maintain normal wakefulness. Despite the small size of the reticu¬
lar formation some authors even suggested that the reticular formation
was the seat of discrimination and perception. However, there is a loss of
specificity of incoming information when it reaches the reticular formation.
Impulses from different sensory paths go to common areas within the
reticular formation and "occlusion" results (French et al., 1953). If signals
from different sensory paths are timed to reach the same area of the reticular
formation at the same moment, the recorded potential evoked in the reticular
formation is no greater than would be evoked by a single signal from any
one of the
sensory paths separately—their individuality becomes lost. The
ascending, activating impulses from the reticular formation are, therefore,
believed to carry little or no specific information to the cortex.
modalities

can

reach the reticular formation

Exciting influences

on

the reticular formation

As

already mentioned (p. 3) the reticular formation may be capable of
spontaneous fluctuations in its activity, but, in order that it shall be kept
in

is

a

state of effervescent excitement sufficient to maintain

wakefulness, it

that it be kept excited from without. Animals whose
sense organs have been destroyed tend to sleep excessively (see, for in¬
stance, Hagamen, 1959).
normally

necessary
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In addition to afferent impulses from the exteroceptors provoked by
specific stimulation, it is today known that sense organs maintain a rate of
spontaneous discharge. Impulses such as these, together with proprioceptive
and other internal stimuli, would be expected to play an important role in
maintaining the degree of excitement of the reticular formation via collateral
input pathways. However, there are other influences which help to maintain
wakefulness.

Corticofugal impulses
An animal learns that it needs to

keep awake if it has received a signal
experience has shown to indicate that it may need to flee. Since the
cortex plays a major role in learned behaviour one would expect it to be
capable of exerting some kind of exciting influence on the reticular forma¬
which

tion.

Segundo et al. (1955) implanted stimulating electrodes in various parts
monkeys. The animals recovered from the operation
and had full freedom of activity within a cage. Stimulation of certain areas
of the cortex at times when the animal had fallen into a natural sleep caused
awakening. The deeper the sleep, the stronger the stimulus needed. A relaxed
but waking animal would become extremely alert. Similar observations were
made in cats by Fangel and Kaada (i960). Furthermore, certain parts of
the archipallium have important connections with the reticular formation
(Gloor, 1955) along which it is believed excitatory impulses may flow
(Adey et al., 1956). Ursin and Kaada (i960) found that artificial stimulation
of the amygdaloid complex of the sleepy cat brought about arousal—the cat
looking around in an attentive, investigatory manner, while still being
able to react appropriately to environmental stimuli such as noise or light.
It might be expected that under normal circumstances afferent impulses
passing direct to the cortex would provoke corticofugal impulses to the
reticular formation, which could play at least as important a role in its
excitement as do impulses along collateral afferents. Indeed, Ingvar and
Hunter (1955) found that in the case of visual stimuli the route via the
cortex was the faster, in harmony with the finding of Lindsley et al. (1950)
that the arousal they could elicit in an animal like cat A of Fig. 3 during
sleep took place more slowly than normal.
of the cerebral cortex of

Humoral

factors

It has been shown that adrenaline and noradrenaline act
reticular formation to
let et al., 1954;

on

the mid-brain

bring about the EEG picture of wakefulness (BonvalRothballer, 1956) as do substances with comparable pharma-
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cological actions, such as the amphetamine group of drugs (Hiebel et al.,
1954; Rothballer, 1957). Since, in an arousal response, descending impulses
from the brain-stem bring about release of adrenal hormones (Cannon and
Rapport, 1921) into the blood it is evident that here is a possible selfperpetuating mechanism, of adrenaline release -* brain-stem reticular
formation activation and an increased degree of sympathetic tone -+ more
adrenaline

release, and

so on.

A decrease of blood oxygen content
carotid body and the discharge from

stimulates the chemoreceptors of the
the latter stimulates the mid-brain

reticular formation. An increase of blood

C02

or

of acid metabolites stimulat¬

the mid-brain reticular formation

by direct action (Bonvallet et al., 1955).
physiological mechanisms controlling hunger, thirst, mating and
other basic drives are not yet fully elucidated but it is to be expected that
they will be found to be associated with a direct exciting effect on the upper
reticular formation. Satisfaction of such drives tends to be followed by
sleep. The regulating mechanisms are at least partly located in the hypotha¬
lamus and it has, indeed, been shown that hypothalamic thermodetectors
influence reticular formation activity (see p. 11). Hagamen (1959) found
that his blind, deaf, anosmic cats, which usually slept nearly all the time,
slept much less when fasted or when cold.
Bonvallet and Sigg (1958) showed that sudden distension of the intra¬
hepatic biliary ducts of the cat was followed by a delayed but prolonged
depression of the reticular formation, and EEG signs similar to those of
sleep. They showed that this was brought about by a humoral agent,
which I suppose one could think of as a "hypnotoxin".
es

The

Damping influences

on

the reticular formation

Hypnotoxin and similar theories (discussed by Kleitman, 1939), which
supposed that sleep was caused by the superimposition of some sleepproducing chemical agent on the waking brain, are no longer in fashion. It
will have been apparent from the preceding discussion that sleep has almost
come to be regarded as the basic state, and wakefulness as something brought
about temporarily by certain specific exciting agents. Yet such a condition
would be unusual in the central nervous system, for, where multiple con¬
trolling factors are present, they are generally both excitatory and in¬
hibitory. Our realisation that such is the case with sleep owes a great deal to
the Paris workers associated with Professor P. Dell. It is true

that,

as

W. R.

Hess first showed

(see Gloor, 1954), artificial electrical stimulation in the
region of the massa intermedia and the thalamus of the cat, when carried
out for about half

a

minute several times, at intervals of a minute, will

DAMPING OF RETICULAR FORMATION
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cat to curl up and sleep (Hess et al., 1953) though capable of the
normal arousal to the smell of meat (Akert et al., 1952). Yet it is difficult to

cause a

see

any

connection that this might have with normal behavioural mecha¬

nisms, particularly as the voltages used (0.5 to 2 volts) in artificial stimula¬
tion of this nature

are huge compared with
physiological voltages—the
only parallel natural condition where sleep might be thought to succeed the
intense arrival of impulses at the thalamus would be animal hypnosis (see
p. 146).

Blood

pressure receptors
impulses from a number of internal structures have long been
known to act on centres in the medullary reticular formation concerned
with the regulation of vital functions such as blood pressure. Independently
of this, however, afferent impulses from the blood pressure receptors
(baroceptors) of the carotid sinus and aortic arch have a damping effect on
the upper reticular formation and bring about EEG changes characteristic
of sleep (Bonvallet et al., 1954; Nakao et al., 1956). This work made it clear
why, in earlier experiments of Koch, by raising the pressure within the
isolated carotid sinus of the dog, the animal simply fell asleep*.
The baroceptors, therefore, not only play a role in the homeostatic
maintenance of blood pressure but also in governing the level of upper
reticular formation excitement and, in turn, the degree of wakefulness. If
strong stimulation acting through the brain-stem were to cause an excessive
rise of the degree of wakefulness with a big increase of sympathetic tone,
the rise of blood pressure which ensued would tend to reduce the excessive
degree of wakefulness. The impulses from the carotid sinus to the brain¬
stem, therefore, may be seen as a link in a negative feed-back circuit. It is,
in fact, a widely applicable principle in the central nervous system that if a
group of cells, A, is responsible for causing an increase in a given activity
of a group of cells, B, then some device will be present whereby that in¬
crease of activity in B will bring about, or be inevitably accompanied by,
some action, X, upon A that causes a reduction in the influence of A upon
B which brought about the given activity in B. X is the negative feed-back
and will increase in proportion to the degree of the influence of A upon B.
Afferent

Negative feed-back from the cerebral cortex
The existence of another extremely important homeostatic mechanism
governing the degree of reticular formation excitement and the level of
*

A charming photograph appears in a well-known textbook: Samson Wright's Applied
Physiology, 1945, Oxford University Press, London, p. 253 in the 8th edition.
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wakefulness

was
again elegantly demonstrated by the Paris workers
(Hugelin and Bonvallet, 1957a, b, c, and 1958); namely, that the cortex
itself is responsible for restraining the degree of reticular formation excite¬
ment. These workers have propounded the functional unity of the descend¬
ing facilitation and the ascending facilitation (or activating influence on
the cortex) from the reticular formation.
They used a monosynaptic brain-stem reflex, the masseteric reflex in the
cat, to exemplify the facilitatory action of the reticular formation. They
showed that if, while this reflex was rhythmically evoked, the reticular
formation was exicited either by direct stimulation or by the stimulation of
a sensory nerve, there was an initial brief enhancement or facilitation of the

reflex but that within about three seconds it decreased to its former value

though the stimulus to the reticular formation continued. A parallel
frequency of the cortical electrical rhythms was likewise,
though to a lesser degree, reduced within a similar period. They interpreted
these observations as indicating that the reticular formation excitement
caused increased cortical "activation" (with increased signs of wake¬
fulness) which brought about negative feed-back, viz. descending impulses
from the cortex to damp down the reticular formation. The negative feed¬
back always operated to maintain an equilibrium. If a steady displacement
was applied to the system by means of a slowly and steadily increasing
strength of direct reticular formation stimulation, then there occurred a
parallel steady increase in the EEG frequency, but the masseteric reflex
remained constant because the increasing degree of cortical activation gave
rise to an increasing degree of descending negative feedback to the brain¬
stem which annulled the effect of the increasing reticular formation stimula¬
tion on the masseteric reflex. The great importance of this dynamic equili¬
brium has been stressed by the Paris workers.
Hugelin and Bonvallet showed that this negative feed-back had a diffuse
origin in the cortex and disappeared if the cortex was either removed or
prevented from functioning by refrigeration. It was reduced in proportion
to the amount and not the site of refrigeration of local areas of the cortex.
It varied with spontaneous fluctuations in the EEG signs of the degree of
wakefulness/sleepiness in the encephale isole. The negative feed-back de¬
creased directly in proportion to the decrease of the EEG frequency.
If needle electrodes are implanted in the mesencephalic reticular forma¬
tion of the intact cat, slow waves and spindles are recorded from these at
times when similar appearances are present in the EEG of the cortex. If the
neocortex is now removed and the cat kept alive the mesencephalic electrical
rhythms are always fast, even throughout behavioural sleep, with characeven

increase in the
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teristic

hippocampal electrical rhythms. Likewise, fast electrical rhythms
always present below the level of section of a chronic cerveau isole pre¬
paration. On account of these findings Jouvet et al. (i960) proposed that the
neocortex plays a vital role in normal sleep with neocortical slow waves and
spindles, believing that it actually dampens the excitement of the mid¬
brain reticular formation, especially at the onset of sleep during intense or
monotonous environmental stimulation (see Chapter IX).
are

Blood

temperature

It has been

reported by Euler and Soderburg (1957) that gentle local heat¬
ing of the hypothalamus, presumably acting via hypothalamic thermoceptive
structures, has a damping effect on the reticular formation and so promotes
EEG changes of sleep in the cat and the rabbit. These changes are accom¬
panied by changes of muscle spindle activity consistent with muscular
relaxation—we

for, of
and

a

see

here another illustration of

sleepiness and relaxation. Excessive heating,
to provoke arousal.
The

homeostatic mechanism

on

the other hand,

was

found

hippocampus

The electrical
a

a

increased muscle activity causes increased heat production
rise of blood temperature, which would then, in turn, tend to provoke
course,

rhythms that

can

be recorded from the cat hippocampus bear

curious relation to those of the cortex. When the EEG record from the

cortex shows

sleep pattern of slow waves the hippocampal record is one
activity. When the EEG record from the cortex shows the fast activi¬
ty of wakefulness the hippocampal record is one of slow waves (Passouant
et al., 1955). At the time of writing the role of hippocampal function in the
control of sleep is uncertain, though some believe that when it has fast
electrical rhythms it is exerting a damping influence on the reticular forma¬
tion through various direct and indirect connections (Lissak, 1957; Jouvet
et al., 1959a).
a

of fast

A

damping mechanism within the reticular formation

It has

now been shown
by the Italian group of workers associated with
Moruzzi that within the lower brain-stem reticular formation of the cat is
area which exerts a
damping effect on the upper reticular formation,
tending to bring about the EEG pattern of sleep. The evidence for this will
an

be discussed below.
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Differentiation of function in the reticular formation
Hitherto

we

have considered the reticular formation

as

a

more

or

less

homogeneous whole. On histological examination, however, it is seen to
contain assorted, rather ill-defined nuclear aggregates. It has been known
for a long time that the lower reticular formation contained areas with
specific functions, e.g. the respiratory and cardio-acceleratory centres.
Austin and Jasper (1957) found discrete nuclei in the upper reticular forma¬
tion having specific facilitatory or inhibitory actions on spinal cord ele¬
ments. The lower reticular formation had earlier been discovered to

well

have,

related to facilitation of

spinal cordmotor function, an
area which, when stimulated, had the opposite effect; namely, one of
inhibition (Magoun, 1950). Furthermore, Sprague and Chambers (1954)
showed that for postural adjustments and control the concept of generalized,
diffuse, non-reciprocal inhibitory and facilitatory functions could be valid
only for limited experimental conditions and that normally facilitation and
inhibition are reciprocal.
If, as was proposed on p. 2, impulses from the reticular formation
ascend to facilitate or help forward cortical response during wakefulness,
and since thinking and action are normally selective (see p. 66), one might
expect that while some important theme was being helped forward the
ascending activating impulses from the reticular formation would have some
directed qualities and be accompanied by some equally directed reciprocal
as

as an area

inhibition. Since the anatomical localisation of such ideas

or

stimulus-

response patterns as, for
rather than discrete, we

instance, "There is some milk over there", is diffuse
might expect to have difficulty in finding anatomi¬
in which there were EEG signs of special wakefulness

cally localised areas
related to reticular formation excitement. This has indeed been the case,
but there are a number of reports indicating the possibility of lateralization
and localization

(see also p. 72).
(1956) reported that while studying the damping effect of
impulses from the carotid sinus on reticular formation function it was found
that unilateral rise of pressure in the carotid sinus brought about EEG sleep
changes on the same side in the cerebral cortex of the dog. Cordeau and
Mancia (1959) found that a hemisection through the lower pons of the cat
was followed
by persistent EEG signs of wakefulness in the cerebral cortex
of the same side (see also Fig. 5), even though from time to time signs of
sleep were present over the other cerebral hemisphere. This last observation
suggested that in the lower brain-stem was a mechanism which exerted a
damping effect on the upper reticular formation and in consequence tended
to promote EEG signs of sleep in the cortex, that it exerted its effect ipsilaMazzella et al.
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terally on the upper reticular formation, and that the latter had an ipsilateral
activating influence on the cortex.
The

mid-pontine pre-trigeminal preparation
encephale isole was produced by a section
through the junction of the hind-brain and the spinal cord, and that it
showed alternating periods of sleep signs and wakefulness signs.
Batini et al. (1959a and b), cut through the hind-brain itself at the level
of the pons just rostral to the rootlets of the trigeminal nerve, as in Fig. 4.
Despite the major loss of afferent inflow compared with that prevailing in
the encephale isole with intact trigeminal nerve input, the mid-pontine
pre-trigeminal preparation showed persistent signs of wakefulness which,
during nine-day survival periods in cat preparations, occupied much more
It will be remembered that the

of the 24 hours than in the case of normal cats. The view that the state was
one of "wakefulness" was supported by the fact that the pupils were not

only dilated but that they would also dilate further and the

eyes

would

illustrated.

follow

actively visual stimuli such as a dog or a mouse in the visual field.
pointed to the presence of a mechanism below the level
of section which would normally exert a damping effect on the upper reti¬
cular formation so as to tend to promote EEG sleep patterns. It was further
The observations
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observed that

a more rostral cut through the upper pons produced a prepara¬
showing persistent EEG sleep signs and constricted pupils. When the
latter section was made in cats with previous midpontine pre-trigeminal
section and interrupted baroceptor inflow the picture of persistent wake¬
fulness changed in the same animals to a picture of persistent sleep. This
suggested that in the upper pons was located a part of the reticular forma¬
tion especially potent in respect of impulses ascending to "activate" the

tion

cortex.

Confirmation of the presence

in the lower brain-stem of a mechanism
promoting EEG signs of sleep was provided by experiments in which the
lower brain-stem was selectively inactivated by barbiturate drugs (Magni
et al., 1959). The encephale isole preparation was used, and by clamping the
basilar artery it was possible by intra-arterial injection of thiopentone to
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Fig. 5 (A) shows the effect on the EEG of the encdphale isoU of an injection of 0.3 mg of thio¬
pentone into the right vertebral artery. Injection during the solid line. The high-voltage sleep
pattern is changed to the low-voltage fast pattern of wakefulness (which persisted for a minute),
by getting rid of the sleep-promoting influence of the lower brain-stem. (B) shows the effect of an
injection of 0.3 mg of thiopentone into the right carotid artery, viz. the appearance of sleep
signs in the ipsilateral cortex. (C) shows the effect of a larger dose than in B, 0.6 mg. (Reproduc¬
ed with permission from Magni et al., 1959.)
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interfere

selectively with (a) the function of the rostral pons and structures
by intracarotid injection and (b) the function of the caudal pons
and medulla by intravertebral injection. Injection (a) provoked immediate
EEG sleep signs if waking patterns had been present; if the dose was small,
the changes were in the ipsilateral cortex only. However, injection (b)
provoked immediate waking patterns if those of sleep had been present
above

(Fig- 5)The existence of another zone,

in the rostral pons, particularly potent in
maintaining wakefulness was supported by the finding that while the persist¬
ing wakefulness patterns of the mid-pontine pre-trigeminal cat could be
changed to those of sleep by cutting the olfactory and visual afferent paths,
after about 24 hours a picture of enduring wakefulness reappeared (Batini
et al., 1959c). It is interesting (see p. 104) that the temporary abolition of the

Fig. 6

The factors that maintain the dynamic equilibrium of the upper reticular formation
and the consequent level of sleepiness/wakefulness.
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persistent wakefulness patterns could not be brought about by darkness
and dark adaptation of the eyes, but could be by cutting off the retinal
blood supply through increased intra-ocular pressure (Arduini and Hirao,
1959). Evidently the spontaneous discharge of receptors in the retina can
play an important role in stimulating the reticular formation.
"Paradoxical

phase" of sleep in the cat
sleeps with slow waves and spindles in the EEG recorded from
its cortex, similar electrical rhythms can be recorded from the mesencepha¬
lon, but fast waves are present not only in the hippocampus but also in
recordings from needles placed within the hind-brain. From time to time,
while the cat appears to sleep on, the EEG alters and for periods of up to
10 minutes or so low-voltage fast patterns are present in the EEG of the
cortex (Dement, 1958). In the cat these patterns resemble those of wake¬
fulness, although the electrical discharge patterns of individual cells can
be quite different (Evarts, 1961). At these times the hippocampus has the
slow rhythms of wakefulness in an especially pronounced form (Grastyan,
1959), but in the hind-brain the fast electrical rhythms give way to slow
waves and spindles. Accompanying this "wakefulness'
of the fore-brain
and "sleep" of the hind-brain, a loss of the descending facilitatory impulses
from the reticular formation and a very sharp decrease of muscle tone
(Jouvet et al., 1959 b; Karmos and Grastyan, i960) apparently occur. In
addition there are occasional bilateral rapid eye movements (Dement, 1958;
Jouvet et al., i960).
This "paradoxical phase" can be elicited during the sleep of cats by
While the cat

moderate electrical stimulation of the reticular formation

and, according
Grastyan, stronger stimulation causes full arousal. In addi¬
tion it is reported (Grastyan, 1959) that electrical stimulation of the hippo¬
campus during the "paradoxical phase" was followed by the more orthodox
sleep pattern of neocortical slow waves.
Jouvet et al. (i960) found that periods of pontine electrical slow-wave
activity with loss of muscle tone, irregularity of the respiration and heart-rate
characteristic of the "paradoxical phase", were still present in cats with cuts
through the mid-brain. These episodes could be abolished by atropine or
increased by neostigmine. Cats sectioned through the rostral pons did not
differ but a more caudal section, producing the mid-pontine pre-trigeminal
preparation, abolished all evidence of the "paradoxical phase". The authors
propose that the latter is dependent on the activity of the pontine reticular
formation and that in the intact animal this forms part of a circuit of activity
with the hippocampus and other rhinencephalic structures.
to Karmos and

"paradoxical phase"

of sleep
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If cortical

signs during the "paradoxical phase" were to lead us to expect
was present, we might expect that consciousness would
be present also (see Chapter II) and, indeed, Dement (1958) thought that his
cats were dreaming, for they occasionally twitched their tails and whiskers
in the way domestic cats do when we see them by the hearth, conveying the
impression that they are "dreaming". At these times Dement noted, as did
Grastyan (1959) and Jouvet (1961), that the animals were particularly hard
to "awaken" in the behavioural sense. Benoit and Bloch (i960), using
electrical stimulation of the reticular formation to a predetermined criterion
of arousal, found the threshold slightly higher in deep EEG sleep than in
medium, but an enormous rise during the "paradoxical phase". There is
reason to believe that humans dream during a comparable phase of sleep (p.
134) and, especially if it is a fearful dream, it may be difficult to "bring them
round", so that it could be postulated that cats in the "paradoxical phase"
are too preoccupied with their various fantasy-lives to be easily distracted
by sensory stimuli. However, Huttenlocher (i960) noted that it was abnor¬
mally difficult to produce evoked potentials in the mid-brain reticular forma¬
tion by clicks during the "paradoxical phase", even though cochlear evoked
potentials were normal. The latter observations may indicate some active
inhibition of mid-brain reticular formation responsiveness to impulses arriv¬
ing via collateral afferents. At the time of writing further considerable
advances in our knowledge about the basic physiology of sleep are expected
to follow explorations of the "paradoxical phase".
that wakefulness

Habituation
It is appropriate to consider here a phenomenon which is a property of
stimulus-response mechanisms of all degrees of complexity and found in
some degree throughout the whole
biological kingdom (Harris, 1943). If a
repeated stimulus repeatedly evokes a response, that response will gradually
disappear, to reappear if some degree of novelty, such as a change of the
rhythm of stimulation, is introduced into the stimulus situation. The
disappearance can be regarded as a simple variety of learning (Humphrey,
1933). Regularity of the repeated stimulus is a favourable but not essential
condition for the disappearance or habituation of the response (Oldfield,
1937). The reappearance is said to represent dishabituation and it is this
feature that distinguishes habituation from the adaptation of a sensory
nerve ending which does not show
recovery to minor changes of stimulus.
The arousal or awakening response is in no way immune from habituation.
The arrival of some new sensory data causes the reticular formation to be
excited by impulses travelling from the cortex or via the collateral afferents,
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and the reticular formation

responds by increased ascending impulses to the
response". Uniformity of stimulation, either by its
continuousness or its repetition, is followed by habituation or disappearance
of the arousal response. Actually, of course, while one may observe such dis¬
crete responses, one is really considering a continuous process. This fact
of habituation is of great importance for the study of sleep, since it means
that uniformity of stimulation will tend to be followed by decreased wake¬
fulness and that stimuli occurring repeatedly during sleep will soon cease
to cause awakening.
The disappearance of the behavioural and EEG awakening response from
sleep on repetition of a tone stimulus has been studied in rats by Caspers
et al. (1958). Sharpless and Jasper (1956) and Jouvet and Michel (1959)
observed habituation to a specific tone in cats—at first the cat would wake
up, but when allowed to fall asleep and the tone then re-sounded, and
so on again and again, after a while both the behavioural and the EEG
arousal signs disappeared. When, however, a slightly different tone was
cortex—an "arousal

then sounded there

was

immediate dishabituation—the cat awoke.

Jouvet

and Michel found this discrimination between different tones

greatly im¬
paired in decorticate cats. Sharpless and Jasper also employed simple
patterns of several tones and found, by a similar procedure, that sleeping
cats with ablation of the auditory cortex could not discriminate between
different patterns having the same components. While habituation is, as
mentioned, an ubiquitous phenomenon, Humphrey (1933) concluded that
it occurs more readily with "higher level" responses, especially those involv¬
ing the cortex, and it is of interest that Jouvet and Michel (1959) were
unable to observe habituation to
led to propose

a

tone stimulus in the decorticate

cat, and

that the reticular fdmation lacked the informationstoring mechanisms essential for habituation. However, this is unlikely on
the grounds of the universality of habituation and is not consistent with
observations on decorticate dogs by Kleitman and Camille (1932).

were

CHAPTER II

Sleep and consciousness

It is

impossible, I believe, to arrive at a definition of sleep or a definition of
satisfy everyone. When we are "conscious", we
are aware of things around us or, as in dreams, aware of fantasies
having
sensory, conceptual and affective qualities which are of internal construc¬
tion. Let us suppose, for a moment, that the human had some part of the
brain as a memory-store (though as far as we know, there is no such localized
store in vertebrates). Impulses could then travel to those parts of the brain
proper concerned with awareness, just as impulses travel in the same way
from the retina (which is embryologically a part of the brain). In either case,
the brain proper could respond to the incoming impulses both covertly
(perception) and overtly (effector response). In either case there could be
said to be a response. I would not align myself with those psychologists
who are prepared only to consider responses to sense-organ stimulation. I
may perhaps be allowed to add that I am not able to persuade myself of
any fundamental differences between covert and overt purposive responses
in respect of the response mechanisms operating within the brain—different
neurone
groups, but the same principles of nervous action.
It is possible to pursue the theme of awareness in Man, through monkey,
consciousness which will

cat,

mouse

and bird, to fishes and

so on,

and, likewise, of

awareness

in those

with minor to those with

major degrees of mutilation of the brain. I believe
that for practical purposes limits to the existence of consciousness must be
drawn and would regard a cerebral cortex, functioning up to a minimal
standard of efficiency, as essential for human consciousness.
The cerebral cortex
Whereas consciousness will be

regarded

as a

cerebral cortex, this will not be the case with

condition dependent on the
sleep and wakefulness (Kleit-
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1957, adopts a similar position). The alternation between sleep and
wakefulness appears to depend on fluctuations of excitement in the reticular
formation of the brain-stem. The reticular formation exerts its effect not
man,

only

on

nervous

the cerebral cortex, but also on response-functions mediated by
mechanisms outside the cortex, in the brain-stem and spinal cord.

If the

degree of excitement of the intact reticular formation were to fluctuate,
by reason of inherent properties or by reason of the oscillations
which are inevitable in a system governed by homeostatic devices, one
would expect to see those fluctuations of bodily functions which are char¬
acteristic of sleep and wakefulness. Behavioural characteristics of alternating
sleep and wakefulness were observed, in fact, in the decorticate dog by Goltz
(1892), though the signs suggestive of dreaming so often seen in normal dogs
were noticed to be absent. Such
dogs tend to fall asleep soon after feeding.
During sleep the arousal threshold to an auditory stimulus is greatly raised.
When they wake, they yawn and stretch in a natural way, then tend to walk
around in circles. The 24-hour rhythm, being a learned one, is lost, according
to Kleitman and Camille (1932). Nevertheless, in a human monster lacking a
cortex which has survived several years (Kuhlenbeck et al., 1959), I under¬
stand (personal communication from Professor Kuhlenbeck) that a diurnal
rhythm has developed, the child sleeping about nine hours at night and about
two hours in the early afternoon. It is of interest that, despite decortication,
habituation to a repeated tone (see p. 18 and p. 30) is possible as the
decorticate animal falls asleep (Kleitman and Camille, 1932).
Similar alternation between the behavioural signs of sleep and those of
either

wakefulness has been observed in cats in which the brain-stem had been
sectioned at the rostral

mesencephalic level (Head, 1923; Rioch, 1954, P- *33)
However, animals that survive transection at the caudal margin of the mid¬
brain, viz. below the part of the reticular formation most vitally concerned
with sleep and wakefulness, do not show changes of bodily activity which
could be regarded as analogous to sleep and wakefulness (Rioch, 1954)-

mentioned on p. 18, studied sleep in the decor¬
rhythms of the hippocampus as a criterion
of sleep, for sleep rhythms continued to appear from time to time.
Wakefulness, therefore, can be said to be present without consciousness,
though an intact cerebral cortex under conditions of wakefulness is believed
Jouvet and Michel (1959),

as

ticate cat and used the electrical

to confer consciousness in Man at least.

Vigilance
(1923) described how the decorticate cat could be found "as if asleep;
contact, or in some instances even a noise, will rouse it . If we were

Head
any

.

.
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dealing with an intact animal, we should say that these
asssociated with the presence or absence of consciousness.

differences were
But
I would
sugest that we employ the word 'vigilance' for the state of high-grade
physiological efficiency."
The term "vigilance", in the sense that Head used it, is peculiarly well
fitted to our modern knowledge of reticular formation function affecting
responsiveness. Vigilance, Head proposed, could be lowered in several
ways—by anoxia, chloroform or sleep—by conditions which lessen the
efficiency of responsiveness of nervous structures. In the case of sleep, this
decrease in the efficiency of responsiveness would take place through loss of
facilitative impulses from the reticular formation. Consciousness, being
dependent on the cerebral cortex, "stands in the same relation to the vigil¬
ance of the higher centres as adapted and purposive reflexes to that of lower
ranks in the neural hierarchy".
If the level of vigilance is lowered, "specific mental aptitudes die out" as
if "the voltage falls below the necessary level". "The more highly differen¬
tiated the act, the greater the degree of vigilance does it require." (Head,
1923). If we apply this to the cerebral cortex, we can say that the higher,
within limits, the level of cortical vigilance in wakefulness (the level being
dependent on the constantly fluctuating ascending facilitation from the
reticular formation), the more complex the data that can be dealt with. In
drowsiness, on the other hand, cortical vigilance is lowered because the
ascending facilitation is reduced to an extent sufficient gravely to impair
efficient thinking (see Chapter VII). Likewise, the level of vigilance can
fluctuate from moment to moment

so

...

that, from moment to moment,

an

individual may pass to and fro
fulness (p. 60). Less skilled and

from a condition of sleep to one of wake¬
less complex acts would be possible despite
lower levels of vigilance, such as repetitive movement during light sleep
(p. 54) or stereotyped activities dependent on innate reflexes.

Sleep in different species
When cerebral

vigilance is lowered during deep sleep, postural adjustments
still occur. I have seen vague brushing movements made by the hand of a
man during very deep sleep when his nose was pinched, without any EEG
signs of arousal or subsequent behavioural awakening (see Fig. 12b). Just
as the scratch reflex is still present in a spinal animal, so innate, stereotyped
reflexes dependent on subcortical structures can continue during sleep.
Striking examples can be found if we consider sleep in other species, though,
admittedly, we are not in a position positively to aver that local vigilance in
various parts of the central nervous system may not be maintained at a
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fairly high level even though cortical vigilance falls.
The majority of birds sleep standing on one leg with their heads tucked
underneath one wing (Hediger, 1945). Man can probably sleep lightly, but
there is no evidence that he can pass through even medium-depth sleep and
still remain standing without extra support and he obviously lacks a set of
postural reflexes capable of functioning during sleep after the manner of birds.
Whereas horses lie down on their sides and appear to sleep deeply, rumi¬
nants such as cows, goats and sheep do not (Balch, 1955; Bell, i960). Cows
and goats become recumbent but keep their heads erect and eyes open, and
both Balch and Bell maintain that these animals do not sleep. They argue
convincingly that since the anatomical arrangement of the digestive tract
renders it partly dependent on gravity, and since tilting leads to dysfunction,
this is the reason for not lying on one side. However, I do not find the
views of these authors, that ruminants do not sleep, convincing.
Bell (i960) describes the EEG of goats. In an alert condition the EEG,
like that of other species, is one of low-voltage fast frequencies. When the
goat becomes drowsy, it is usually recumbent and the head, though still
held up, droops a little, as do the ears. The goat will now ruminate—chew,
swallow and regurgitate in a "somnolent" state during which the EEG is
one of slow waves and spindles like that of other
sleeping animals and
similar to the goat's EEG while anaesthetised with thiopentone. It would
appear to me that this somnolence could properly be called sleep, with
acknowledgment of the fact that in other species digestive processes can
continue during the sleep that tends to follow a good meal, and that the
peculiar digestive arrangements of the goat may be associated with stereo¬
typed movements during sleep. In support of this may be brought a number
of Bell's statements. Firstly, that the more profoundly somnolent the goat
looks in its behaviour, and as judged by its EEG, the more intense the
stimulus needed for arousal. This is a normal criterion of sleep. Secondly,
the seven hours' sleep of the horse parallels the eight hours' "somnolence"
of the goat. Thirdly, the fact that the eyes are open does not mean sleep is
impossible even though, like sleeping while standing on one leg, it is not
the usual human experience. Actually, humans can sleep with eyes open (p.
154) and definitely sleep with their ears open. According to Bell, auditory
stimuli are, in any case, more potent in causing arousal than visual stimuli dur¬
ing the somnolent state, which, in addition, normally occurs during darkness.
Bell and Balch both say that goats and cows do not lose consciousness
during these periods of nocturnal somnolence, but this belief seems to rest
on the fact that the
eyes remain open and takes no account of the raised
auditory threshold. Balch considers the repetitive chewing and regurgita-
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tion of rumination
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as so disturbing as to rule out sleep, but repetitive stimuli
sleep (p. 155) and habituation to them would be rapid. The view of
Balch that a considerable degree of consciousness is necessary for maintain¬
ing the head erect is not compatible with the fact that decorticate animals
will do so. Balch mentions that occasionally, when lying resting, without
rumination, there are rare periods of up to half an hour of slow breathing
—these one might surmise to be the deepest sleep of cows.
Anderson and Parmenter (1941) studied the sleep of sheep by recording
their movements on a specially sensitive floor. Sheep that the experimenters
had made neurotic became restless at night as if suffering from "insomnia".
Sheep in normal health kept still at night, as if asleep. Consideration should,
however, be given to the fact that the experimenters found it practically
impossible to produce "inhibitory neuroses", which are probably of the
nature of sleep (p. 149), a fact which would support the contention of Balch
and of Bell that ruminants do not sleep. Further support for the views of
Bell and Balch that "somnolence" with a sleep-like EEG and open eyes
is not to be regarded as sleep may be found in the observations of Lerique'
reported by Debre and Doumic (1959), that the human newborn infant'
while sucking and apparently awake, has an EEG like that of sleep.
It will be apparent that sleep may vary considerably between different
species and that care should always be exercised before assuming that what
may be true, of, for instance, animals that normally hunt, is also true of
animals like ruminants, that are commonly preyed upon. Equally, an aquatic
mammal which is forced to breathe at intervals would have a different sleep
pattern, and Dr. L. Harrison Matthews tells me that seals sleep under water
for periods of minutes at a time, between which they surface for air. Like¬
wise, men differ from cats and, in consequence, the physiological basis of
human sleep, with which this book is specially concerned, will be dealt with
in the next chapter in an attempt to ascertain whether or not the mechanisms
discussed in Chapter I can be considered to hold for the human.

favour

CHAPTER III

The

physiological basis of human sleep

Subcortical

regulation of human sleep

Clinical observation of

patients with local brain-stem* damage has been res¬
ponsible for a belief, at least seventy years old, in the sub-cortical regulation
of sleep and wakefulness. Kleitman (1939) reviewed the evidence up to the
time of his book, including the important studies by von Economo of damage
within the mesencephalon and diencephalon in cases of encephalitis lethargica, an infective disease characterized by gross sleep disturbance. Kleitman
was able to conclude that wakefulness depended on the continuous activity
of areas within the diencephalon and mesencephalon.
Cairns (1952) reviewed those disturbances of consciousness which result
from lesions of the brain-stem. He pointed to the lack of disturbance of
consciousness in the case of lesions of the upper cervical spinal cord, unless
the lesions extend into the medulla. When the lesions

are

in the

mesen¬

cephalon and diencephalon the state which commonly results resembles
persistent sleep and there are EEG signs similar to those of sleep. The
degree of resemblance of the clinical picture, to sleep is subject to variation,
and it is necessary to remember that it is difficult to be sure in all cases
exactly which structures are involved by the lesion, and also that inter¬
ference with hypothalamic function is liable to cause disturbance of many
hormonal and metabolic functions. Local or widespread cortical damage or
compression does not of itself result in stupor, but this may follow when, as
is often the case, the mid-brain is subject to compression at the tentorial
opening. Drowsiness passing into stupor follows mid-brain compression at
*

The term brain-stem includes all the brain except

the cerebellum, the cerebral hemispheres
callosum (Dorland's American Illustrated Medical Dictionary, 21st ed., W.B.
Saunders, Philadelphia, 1947).
and the corpus

SUBCORTICAL REGULATION

this
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even though the cortex is undisturbed, in cases of haemorrhage
posterior fossa (Jefferson and Johnson, 1950).
Human anencephalic or hydrocephalic monsters, if cared for, may survive
for many years. Despite the absence, virtual or complete, of the cerebral
cortex these monsters eat, cry, smile, make crude movements of their limbs
and react to hunger and to external stimuli. They show obvious alternation
of sleep and wakefulness (Cairns, 1952; Kuhlenbeck et al., 1959).
It is not possible in the human to attempt to cause arousal by direct

point,

within the

electrical stimulation of the reticular

formation, but it will be recalled

(p. 7) that this has been possible in lower primates. The amphetamine
drugs are very effective in preventing sleep in man, and it is reasonable to
infer that they may do so in man, as in animals, by their action on the
reticular formation (p. 8). The same applies to adrenaline, which, on
intravenous injection into a wakeful person, renders him extremely alert
and anxious (Gerard, 1955). The concentration of adrenaline in human
plasma is lowered during sleep, though that of noradrenaline is not,
according to Renton and Weil-Malherbe (1956). Elmadjian et al. (1958)
found that both adrenaline and noradrenaline urinary excretion decreased
in sleep.
A group of drugs which animal experiments have shown to dampen the
responsiveness of the reticular formation to incoming impulses (while the
responsiveness of the cortex appears to be, if anything, enhanced) is the
barbiturates (Arduini and Arduini, 1954). The assumption of a similar
action
clinical

on

the human reticular formation would be consistent with the
of these

drugs as hypnotics. Actually, the animal evidence of a
specific damping action of these and other anaesthetic agents such as ether
on the reticular formation, can
explain a fact that often puzzled anaesthe¬
tists ; namely, why two people, the one anxious and the other not, with the
same blood concentration of ether, would differ
markedly in the ease with
use

which

they would lose consciousness. We can now realise that in the anxious
the reticular formation was subjected to exciting impulses, presum¬
ably from the cortex (see p. 29), and to the action of adrenaline, which had
effects opposite to that of the anaesthetic.
person

There

is, therefore, sufficient direct and indirect evidence of subcortical
sleep and wakefulness in the human, the anatomical localization
corresponding closely to that of the reticular formation, to justify the
assumption that the principal facts of reticular formation function demon¬
strated by animal experiment are also true of Man.
control of
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Consciousness, baroceptor impulses and respiration
If consciousness

or awareness is dependent on changes of cortical vigilance
occurring concomitantly with changes of the level of reticular formation
excitement, we should expect that awareness could be influenced by baro¬
ceptor impulses (p. 9). The fact that, as will be shown, this is indeed so is
a

neat illustration of the relation between reticular formation function and

consciousness.
Bonvallet et al.

(1954) described the rhythmic fluctuation of the level of
vigilance with the rhythmic fluctuation of blood pressure (Mayer
waves). These waves (sometimes miscalled Traube-Hering) occur also in
man when at rest, having a periodicity of 10 seconds or so and in at least
some circumstances they may synchronize with fluctuations of both heart
rate and vasomotor tone. The latter fluctuations were studied by experi¬
mental psychologists about the beginning of the century and, following an
early suggestion by Roy and Sherrington, they were found to synchronize
with fluctuations of awareness of faint stimuli. Griffits and Gordon (1924),
for instance, found this synchronization to be true both of faint visual
stimuli and of voluntary vivid visual images ("mental pictures") that the
subjects conjured up while sitting in the dark. The voluntary visual images
were seen to become
rhythmically brighter and fainter or larger and smaller.
A plausible explanation would be that awareness of the images, the quali¬
ties of which were not imposed by sense organ activity, varied as cerebral
vigilance rose and fell with the fall and rise of afferent inflow from barocep¬
tors. It is a very old observation that, if persons who can conjure up such
voluntary vivid images concentrate on them for half a minute and then look
away, an after-image will spontaneously appear comparable to that which
follows fixation of a real visual pattern (Oswald, 1957a) and similar after¬
images have been described following dreams (p. 132). I described one man
in whom such after-images persisted for an exceptionally long period, of
up to a minute, and consistently fluctuated in size during that time at the
rate of his arterial pulse (Oswald, 1959a). As Bonvallet et al. (1954) were
at pains to emphasize, other factors influencing the reticular formation can
easily mask the effects of baroceptor impulses, especially, one may believe,
corticofugal impulses to the reticular formation associated with voluntary
effort and attention in the human. Since the after-images of the man referred
to were entirely spontaneous and effortless cerebral events they would seem
particularly open to the effects of baroceptor impulses on the reticular
formation, and it is known that a brisk shower of baroceptor impulses
passes to the mid-brain with each arterial pulse. It is known that it is possible
cortical
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for cerebral
of the

vigilance to fluctuate rhythmically at rates comparable to that
pulse (p. 61).

Even in the

case

of

awareness

of stimuli which affect the

sense

organs,

fluctuations of cerebral

vigilance, such as those caused by the oscillations of
the blood pressure about the homeostatic mean, provide an explanation of
rhythmic fluctuations of the sensory threshold. Wertheimer (1953) found
evidence of simultaneous fluctuations of the thresholds of different
modalities and concluded that "there is

sense

kind of

damping factor in the
sensory mechanism" of the nature of a physiological rhythm*. One may
suppose that the rhythmic rises of threshold, i.e. recurrent relative loss of
awareness, were the result of recurrent falls of cerebral vigilance of a sleep¬
like nature. Sleep is associated with a big rise of sensory threshold (p. 44
and 135).
Sleep is also associated with motor inertia; wakefulness with purposive or
restless movement. Lacey and Lacey (1958) studied the spontaneous motor
activity of waking but resting subjects and found that it fluctuated with
rhythmic fluctuations of heart rate. They interpreted their results in terms
of the effects of baroceptor impulses, since spontaneous activity was
minimal at times when the greatest damping by baroceptor impulses on the
reticular formation would be expected to be present. Dr. E. W. Poole in
some recent work at the Institute of Psychiatry, University of London, has
observed a similar relationship of spontaneous activity to the respiratory
cycle. He has reported (Poole, i960) evidence of the influence of the respira¬
tory cycle on the human EEG in certain patients, and Gurevich (1949) has
reported fluctuations of the EEG with the respiration of the rabbit. Such
fluctuations might be regarded as evidence of ascending irradiation from the
respiratory centre in the medullary reticular formation, or as indicating
the effects of afferent impulses related to respiratory movement. If, indeed,
cerebral vigilance can fluctuate with the respiratory cycle it would explain
why Lehmann (1894) and subsequent workers, including Griffits and Gordon
*

some

Howarth and Bulmer (1956) questioned Wertheimer's view of the importance of physiological
rhythms. They carried out experiments in which, following a warning bell, a faint light was
exposed and the subject thereupon pressed a key if he saw the light. After a long series of such
trials, three presentations of the bell without the light were followed by a significant tendency
for the threshold to be raised for the next presentation of the light. We may adopt a Pavlovian
terminology and regard the bell as a conditioned stimulus, the light as an unconditioned stimulus
and the key-pressing as a voluntary conditioned response. The presentation of unreinforced
trials would be expected to cause a state of internal inhibition, on the argument of Mackworth
(1950). Internal inhibition represents a change of cerebral vigilance in the direction of sleep
(p. 150). Hence Howarth and Bulmer's observations are compatible with those of Wertheimer
if the rhythmic rise of thresholds noted by the latter is attributed to falls of cortical vigilance
in the direction of

sleep.
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relation between

of faint stimuli and the respira¬
on p. 26 also experienced
respiratory fluctuations in the size of his after-images, reporting shrinkage
at the end of inspiration—a moment of minimal awareness in Lehmann's
subjects.
a

awareness

tory rhythm. The subject of my study mentioned

The carotid sinus and human
There is thus

sleep-reactions

considerable amount of evidence indicating

subtle variations
readily be explained in terms of reticular
formation physiology, baroceptor impulses and variations of cerebral
vigilance. It is also a matter of no doubt whatever that gross variation,
namely, sleep, can result from excessive inflow from baroceptors to the
reticular formation. On the island of Bali medicine-men employ massage
over the carotid sinus for about two minutes as a means of
inducing sleep
which can subsequently persist for a prolonged period with slowing of the
pulse and respiration (Schlager and Meier, 1947). In at least the initial
minutes of this state, hypotension, bradycardia and possibly actual carotid
artery compression might be thought to play a part in inducing loss of
consciousness. However, the fact that apparent sleep can occur in the
absence of such factors was shown by Ferris et al. (1935) in a carefully
controlled study of clinical cases of abnormal carotid sinus sensitivity. Such
patients are liable to lose consciousness from such slight carotid sinus
stimulation as that caused by turning the head while wearing a tight collar.
The sleep-response can be prevented or reduced by events which would
help to keep the reticular formation excited, such as noise, pain, light or
excitement. This cerebral type of carotid sinus syncope (Engel, 1959) is
accompanied by the EEG slow-wave picture of sleep and, in the light of the
observations of Mazzella et al. (1956), it is interesting to note that in the
human, too, the effect on the cerebrum can be ipsilateral (Engel et al., 1944).
The blood circulates under pressure in a closed, elastic system. Just as a
balloon will expand before bursting if the air around it is evacuated and
atmospheric pressure lowered, so we should expect distension of the arterial
system were atmospheric pressure to fall. The distension would include the
carotid sinus and we should expect an increased liability to sleep. Raboutet
el al. (1959) carried out an analysis of the conditions favouring the appearance
of the spontaneous sleep which occurred in 18 per cent of 642 routine EEG
examinations. They found that while there was little or no relation to
temperature or humidity there was a striking and statistically significant
relation to atmospheric pressure, the lower the atmospheric pressure the
greater the tendency to fall asleep.
a

of human consciousness which

can
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Corticofugal influences
In the

case

of

of the cortex

on the human reticular formation
it is necessary to point to indirect evidence of the influence
the reticular formation. Every clinician is familiar with the

man
on

effect of mental

"set",

or

attitude of mind,

on

tendon reflexes, like the knee-

jerk, elicited by suddenly stretching the tendon by tapping it with a
hammer. These reflexes can be elicited not only by the usual mechanical
stimulus but also by direct electrical stimulation of the afferent nerves.
Paillard (1956) studied these phenomena and found that while the reflex
elicited mechanically varied greatly with the attitude of mind, such variation
was

not found when electrical stimulation

was

the two situations lies in the exclusion of

used. The difference between
the muscle

stretchreceptors
adjust¬
ments of the muscle stretch-receptors are controlled by the reticular formation
(Granit, 1955). Presumably, therefore, the attitude of mind of Paillard's
subjects must have influenced their tendon reflexes by impulses travelling
either directly or indirectly from the cortex to the reticular formation.
It is obvious that worry, acting via corticofugal influences on the reticular
formation, can keep an already wakeful person awake. Again, a drowsy,
relaxed person can suddenly become very wakeful if on waking in the morn¬
ing he realises he should have leapt out of bed twenty minutes earlier in
order to catch a train. Segundo et al. (1955), by direct electrical stimulation
of the cortex, were able to awaken sleeping monkeys. Artificial stimulation
of this kind is unphysiological and scarcely feasible in man, and my
colleagues and I preferred to use natural stimulation to try to discover
whether corticofugal impulses could arouse persons actually fully asleep
(Oswald et al., i960).
We found that our volunteer subjects were capable of tasks involving
complex auditory discriminations while they slept (p. 48). We played
from a tape recorder a series of hundreds of personal names which were
spoken in clear, urgent voices ("John
Mary
Bill.
Joan ..." and
so on)
ceaselessly. Each subject had been asked to awaken to his own name
in the second

case.

There is excellent evidence to indicate that

.

and to

one

other chosen

in order that the

name.

.

.

.

.

.

.

An almost endless series of

degree of novelty of

any

individual

.

names was

name

used

should be

no

greater than that of neighbouring names. It would have been no use, for
instance, to have played to them repeated banging noises, or the noises
of birds

singing, a door rattling or lorries passing by, and then to have
played the individual's own name. Had we done so we could not have been
sure that they had not remained asleep throughout the other noises on
account of habituation and awoken to the name because it was a novel

of noise—older

type
arguments that awakening under such circumstances indi-
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cated a fine degree of discrimination were rejected, as
between "familiar" and "new" would be required.
We found that

out" their

some

only

a

discrimination

people showed

own name or even

a remarkable capacity for "picking
another chosen one from all the others during

was also a much greater tendency for EEG arousal signs
awakening to follow any meaningful name called during their
sleep than was the case if the name had been made into a meaningless noise
by playing it backwards on a tape recorder.
There is clear evidence from animal experiments that an intact auditory
cortex is necessary for discriminations between complex auditory pattern
stimuli (Diamond and Neff, 1957) during wakefulness as well as during
sleep. Furthermore, there is ample clinical evidence that the cerebral cortex
is necessary for discrimination in the case of human speech sounds. It seems,
therefore, that the cortex must have made the discriminations during the
sleep of our subjects and then sent corticofugal impulses to excite the reti¬
cular formation and so cause either partial or full arousal. The capacity of
the subjects for doing this was much less than would have been the case
had they been awake, and became poorer in very deep sleep, supporting a
belief that a certain amount of continuous ascending facilitation from the
reticular formation to the cortex was still present in sleep, much less than
in the waking state and minimal in very deep sleep, but still enough to
enable the cortex to handle incoming signals in a useful way.
There is also good reason to believe that other corticofugal impulses may
be capable of damping the reticular formation, so tending to promote sleep.
These impulses may play a part at those times when a sleep state results from
overwhelming or terrifying stimulation (Chapter IX). It is probable also
that a similar influence is exerted on the reticular formation during habitua¬
tion of the arousal response, or "orienting" reflex, to use a Pavlovian term.
Although Kleitman and Camille (1932) found it was possible for habituation
of this response to take place in the decorticate dog, like previous workers
they found it more difficult than with an intact dog. One component of the
arousal or orienting response in the human is the galvanic skin response

sleep. There
without full

(GSR) which
of the

can

be recorded

as a

brief change of the electrical conductivity

palmar skin or as a brief change in the resting potential difference
between the palmar skin and, for instance, the skin on the back of the
forearm. This response gradually lessens if repeated electric shocks are given
every few seconds to a man, until it disappears as he becomes drowsy
(Oswald, 1959c).
Taylor, Treisman andl studied the behaviour of the GSRs provoked by
repeated auditory stimuli in subjects as they fell asleep, and observed that
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important excitatory influences bearing upon this in the cat derive
reticular formation (Wang, 1957, 1958). It looks, therefore,
might play a major role in the habituation of the arousal or
orienting response and, in particular, of the GSR, by some inhibitory or
damping influence on the upper reticular formation.
It will be remembered that Hugelin and Bonvallet (see p. 10) found that
damping influences from the cat cortex on the reticular formation declined
when cortical vigilance fell. The interesting thing about the human GSR was
that, having disappeared as the individual fell asleep, we found it often
returned as cortical vigilance fell even lower (Figs. 7 and 8b), suggesting that,
as in the cat, a damping influence of the cortex on the reticular formation
declined in medium-depth sleep. Jung (1954) had suggested that sleep
might eliminate some suppressing influence on GSRs, as he had observed
that GSRs to claps and pistol shots would disappear during wakefulness;
but be present again if the stimuli were repeated during subsequent sleep
(Jung, 1941). However, he had allowed an interval after the first group of
stimuli, during which the subjects fell asleep, before re-stimulating them,
so that the dishabituation could have been attributed simply to the fact
that the stimuli were again relatively novel, "forgetting" having occurred
in the interval. In our own experiments the auditory stimuli went on cease¬
lessly at intervals of a few seconds as the subjects passed from wakefulness
to sleep. Not only did the GSRs return during medium or deep sleep in
eight of our 19 subjects but they disappeared again as cortical vigilance rose
(Fig. 8f), suggesting again a direct relation between the degree of damping
influence from the cortex on the reticular formation and the degree of
cortical vigilance.
The usual latency of a GSR during wakefulness is 1.5-3 seconds and this
was also generally true in sleep. As sleep deepened, however, the latency
tended to become irregular or the fluctuations of skin potential became
random as in Fig. 8d. This last observation is rather reminiscent of the
experiments of Wang et al., (1956) who noted, after enhancement of the
cat GSR following removal of the cortex, a further enhancement together
with spontaneous fluctuations of skin potential when the influence of the
most

from the upper
as if the cortex

thalamus

was

The cortex

also eliminated.

quite evidently be said to be capable of affecting the reti¬
significance of a stimulus
which a cortex makes possible results in corticofugal impulses to the reticular
formation and a resulting general and directed increase of vigilance during
attention. The physical intensity of a rude remark is less potent than its
can

cular formation. The delicate assessment of the

contents.

CHAPTER IV

The EEG

At this

of sleep

point it will be convenient to outline the EEG features of sleep of
depths. The justification of attributing different EEG pictures to
different depths of sleep and an outline of some of the physiological and
psychological changes will follow in the next chapter.
The best-known feature of the adult human EEG is the alpha rhythm.
This is a rhythm of wakefulness, having a frequency of about 10 c/s (the
accepted limits being 8-13 c/s) present over the posterior part of the head.
The voltage is usually about 30-50 /iV but quite normal persons may have
alpha rhythms of as much as 150 f*V, while about 10% have little or none
at all. Even in these last non-alpha individuals, however, a little alpha can
nearly always be seen occasionally, for a second or two when, for instance
the eyes have just been shut.
The alpha rhythm is present when a person is relaxed, generally with
eyes closed. It will appear while the eyes are open at times of visual inatten¬
tion (see p. 73) and boredom. The alpha rhythm is a feature of a certain
level of cerebral vigilance. It gets faster and disappears with increase of
cerebral vigilance, and gets slower and disappears with fall of cerebral
vigilance. The disappearance of alpha rhythm from the EEG of a person in
whom it is normally present requires us always to ask the question, "Is
the individual now very alert or is he drowsy?". If we have no other physio¬
logical indicators of the level of alertness, we may be unable to answer the
question in any individual instance where the alpha rhythm disappears for
perhaps only a few seconds and where we have to rely on simple inspection
of the EEG record. Nevertheless, with experience, one can usually tell when
the loss of alpha is caused by drowsiness (a) by reason of the context and
(b) because usually low-voltage 4-6 c/s waves are present.
The first major EEG study of sleep was made by Loomis et al. (1937).
different
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They proposed a classification of the EEG into stages A to E of increasing
sleep-depth. A number of other writers have preferred somewhat different
classifications. The Loomis classification has been the most widely used
and it would seem desirable that it should be generally adopted. The
stages succeed one another as sleep appears to become deeper by commonsense observation, in addition to the criteria discussed in the next chapter.
The characteristics of these stages in the adult are described below. In the
infant the same general sequence of changes is evident, the most marked
difference being the presence of fairly high voltage 4-5 c/s waves at the
stage roughly corresponding to the adult B stage.

Stage A
Stage A is the stage of drowsiness, when some alpha rhythm is still present.
As a person falls asleep his alpha rhythm comes and goes for a variable length
of time (half a minute to half an hour or more). The alpha rhythm, having
first become accentuated in voltage and appearing more widely over the
head while still continuous, will disappear for perhaps a second or two,
reappear, disappear again for a few seconds, reappear at reduced voltage,
and so on. It is also slowed in frequency, the actual degree of slowing
varying greatly in different individuals; in a few it will slow from 10 to 8 or
even 7 c/s to merge into the slower activity of the B stage.
The coming and going of alpha rhythm during drowsiness actually indica¬
tes a moment to moment fluctuation of cerebral vigilance between what
could be called relaxed wakefulness and light sleep (see p. 60).

Stage B
of light sleep. The alpha rhythm is lost and the record is
rather flat, but low-voltage 4-6 c/s waves can usually be seen and become
greater in amplitude as the sleep deepens further. Of course, in persons who
have no alpha rhythm when wakeful, the transition from wakefulness to
stage B is not easy to discern from the EEG. Stimulation during the B stage,
especially by a novel or intense stimulus, tends to provoke a rise of cerebral
vigilance and return of alpha rhythm (as in Fig. 30b) If it is a familiar stimulus
it may fail to cause return of wakefulness. Fig. 9 illustrates the transition
between stages A and B.
Stage B is

one

Stage C and the K complex
stage is one of medium-depth sleep. The EEG slow waves of stage B
become irregular and slower in frequency, varying from 1 to 6 c/s, and their
voltage increases. From time to time (usually several a minute) brief bursts
The C
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or

"spindles" of faster

waves appear,

most marked over the front of the

j RESPONSE

AWAKE
WWV-

'<a^i(W'Wvv^

I

son
STIMULUS

NO

RESPONSE

ASLEEP

STIMULUS

Fig. 9 The record of a young man falling asleep.
which he should respond by pressing a key, which

Every 10 seconds a buzzer stimulus sounds to
superimposes a brief notch on the respiration
curve. EEG channels i and 2 are from left and right frontoparietal derivations, 3 and 4 from
left and right parieto-occipital derivations respectively. Time marker (seconds) at bottom of
trace. The upper exerpt shows the EEG of drowsiness or stage A. On the left the alpha rhythm
disappears for a second or so, returns for 6 or 7 seconds but slows and disappears again. The
stimulus occurs during a wakeful moment while alpha rhythm is present and he responds. In
the lower excerpt we see how stage A passes into stage B. Alpha rhythm of low voltage reappears
for about a second in channels 3 and 4 but disappears again, to be succeeded by irregular lowvoltage slow waves. The stimulus recurs, but because it is familiar it does not awaken him and
he sleeps on without responding.
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head. The

spindles

ual variations

are usually of 12-15 c/s waves but considerable individ¬
both in the actual amount of this spindle activity and

occur

in its

frequency, which in some persons may be as low as 8 or 9 c/s. Although
frequency is in the alpha range the distribution over the head is
different, being more anterior, and even in individuals in whom the back¬
ground slow waves are of low voltage, confusion with the A stage is not likely
to occur for stimulation in the C stage evokes the most striking of all episodic
EEG phenomena of the normal person: the K complex. Examples of the
C stage and of K complexes can be seen in Figs. 7 and 13.
The K complex has three principal components (Roth et al., 1956), the
first one of which is inconstant. This is a small sharp wave, lasting about a
quarter of a second; then follow one or more large, slow waves. Thirdly,
faster waves at about 12 c/s, most prominent over the front of the head,
appear after about one second and are superimposed on any large, slow
waves present. This faster activity may be present for only a fraction of a
second or it may continue for several seconds, in which case it may be
succeeded by full awakening with return of the slower alpha rhythm over
the back of the head. The fast component is similar in appearance to the
spindles of the C stage and to waves of similar appearance which, in some
persons, may be seen briefly following stimulation in the deeper levels of the
this last

B

stage.
The K

complex, though most marked

mid-line, is distributed
sense

over

the front of the scalp

near

the

the entire head. It follows stimulation of any
modality with a latency of the order of 100-500 milliseconds or
over

occasionally longer (Schwab et al., 1954; Roth et al., 1956) and not just
auditory stimulation as was first described (Davis et al., 1939). Internal
stimuli from viscera can probably also provoke it. The evocation of the K
complex by auditory stimulation provides a means of determining auditory
thresholds for sounds of varying frequency in young deaf children who can¬
not be tested by conventional techniques while awake (Derbyshire et al., 1956).
It is change of sense organ activity which provokes a K complex; if a tone
is sounded for a prolonged period a K complex appears only at the start and,
less often, at the end of the tone. Taylor, Treisman and I studied the evoca¬
tion of K complexes and agree with Roth et al. (1956) that if brief stimuli
in our experiments we used tones) are repeated about every three seconds
or less, K complexes do not follow individual stimuli. We
agree also in our
failure to confirm the statements of Schwab et al. (1954) and Pampiglione
and Ackner (1958) that, if regular stimuli evoke repeated K complexes,
cyclic conditioning will occur, a K complex appearing after the same interval
when

a

stimulus is withheld. We used

a

series of 260 tone stimuli with
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occasional ones missed out on seven subjects, and we found no evidence of
cyclic conditioning of K complexes. Nor did we find evidence, either by
inspection or superimposition photography, of anticipatory changes in the
EEG before repeated stimuli as was claimed by Pampiglione and Ackner,
whose report was not supported by statistical evaluation of the distribution
of K complexes in relation to stimuli. We agree, however, with Schwab and
his colleagues and Pampiglione and Ackner that, contrary to the report of
Roth and his colleagues, habituation of the K-complex response does
occur in sleep.
An example of habituation is shown in Fig. 10, where tone patterns,
which at first evoked K complexes, soon failed to do so, though different
stimuli such as claps or a pencil tap would do so.

rvv--yv«v-~~—

—■—~

——

Fig. 10 Example of habituation and dishabituation of the K-complex response to repeated
auditory stimulation. The numbers indicate the members of a series of tone patterns played at
seven-second intervals through a loudspeaker. At the point indicated they were made deafeningly loud (and the amplification on the stimulus indicator turned down). The first seven stimuli
evoked K complexes, but after that they occurred only occasionally, till, as can be seen in the
lower excerpt, they ceased and such big slow waves as were present bore no obvious relation in
time to the stimuli. A novel auditory stimulus, a pencil tap, evoked a K complex, and after that
a small K complex was evoked by the tone seven seconds later (dishabituation).

In addition we were able to show that a K complex was more often evoked
by those members of a long series of stimuli which were significant for the
individual than by others lacking such significance. There was a degree of
habituation to the latter with dishabituation by the former. We showed that
a
person's own name was significantly more likely to provoke not only a
K complex with awakening but also, alternatively, a K complex alone
without subsequent awakening, than were other persons' names. In the
course of these experiments we followed the playing of a couple of thousand
name stimuli by several other tapes of repetitive stimuli with various tone
pattern stimuli at intervals ranging from 3 to 12 seconds. Subjects had, in
all, several thousand auditory stimuli over the course of about six hours
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and seemed to become

unresponsive not merely to a particular pattern of
auditory stimulation but to any auditory stimulus.
In the course of these we also noticed that a person's own name or that
of his girl-friend was liable to provoke especially large and long K complexes.
In further investigations we showed that a meaningful stimulus, if it evoked
a K complex at all, was more likely to evoke a K complex having three or
more large slow waves in it than was the identical stimulus made meaningless
by being played backwards by a tape recorder (Oswald et al„ i960).
In view of these relations of meaningfulness to the evocation of a K
complex and especially the finding that a meaningful name, if it evoked
awakening, was practically always associated with a K complex, we agree
with both Schwab and Roth and their colleagues that the K complex
represents a partial arousal response. Consistent with this view is the fact
that other physiological features similar to those of an arousal, or "orient¬
ing", response from a state of relaxed wakefulness, are associated with the
K complex of sleep; notably a GSR (Figs. 7, 8 and 13), brief vasoconstric¬
tion in the skin of the hands (Ackner and Pampiglione, 1957) and a specially
deep breath.

Stages D and E
These

the

stages of deep sleep. In the D stage the spindle activity of stage
present, though slightly slower, and is superimposed on a back¬
ground of slow waves which are slower, at 1-2 c/s, and of higher voltage
than the slow activity of stage C. The slow waves may reach 2-300 juV.
are

C is still

It should be made clear that there are big individual differences in the vol¬
tage of EEG sleep waves. It is of interest that Lyketsos et al. (1953) found
schizophrenic patients to have a lower average EEG voltage during sleep
than normal persons.
In the D stage of sleep a stimulus can often be seen to provoke an
K complex, for on the background of slow activity one or two

apparent

big slow
activity may stand out. Stage E is used to desig¬
nate the stage of deepest sleep, when the spindle activity is less obvious
(though rarely, if ever, lost) and the record is dominated by high-voltage
slow waves at about 0.5 to 1 c/s. Stimulation during this stage needs to be
intense to provoke an EEG response; K complexes cannot be seen and stimu¬
lation results in a brief burst of activity of the spindle type, at about 10-12
c/s, among the high-voltage slow waves.
Stage E, if reached at all, does not under normal circumstances occupy
more than a very brief period during the early part of the night and stage D
is also usually confined to the first hours of sleep.
waves

with associated fast

SHIFTS BETWEEN EEG SLEEP PATTERNS

The

separation between the D and E stages is

no more
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absolute and is

rather less clear than that between the other

stages. I would not quarrel
with the use of the term "delta" stage for both the D and E stages, after the
manner of Blake et al. (1939), were it not for the need to adopt some univer¬
sally agreed single classification. The EEG in Fig. 14 shows a deep D stage
pattern and that of Figs. 8d and 12 an E stage pattern.
Shifts between EEG
If there is

one

sleep patterns

fact that the EEG has established it is that, as Loomis et al.

(1937) first emphasized, sleep does not normally get gradually and progressi¬
vely deeper and then gradually and progressively lighter during the course
of a night's sleep. Just as there are frequent to and fro shifts between the
A and B stages, so also sleep often undergoes sudden shifts from the C or D
stages to a lighter stage. These shifts may follow external stimulation. They
accompany most, but not all, bodily movements during sleep (80% according
to Blake et al., 1939) and occur many times during a night's sleep. Lightening
of sleep is usually abrupt, occurring in a few seconds, though I have seen
exceptions when gradual lightening from stages D or E to A has taken a full
minute after some stimulus has initiated the process. Shifts to deeper stages
take place gradually.

CHAPTER V

The decline

of cerebral vigilance

If the normal waking consciousness depends on a high though subtly and
continuously graded upward flow of facilitation from the reticular formation
to the cortex, and if sleep is manifest at times when that upward flow
declines, then we should expect that there would be a continuum of cerebral
vigilance from very high to very low. We should expect a gradually declining
cerebral efficiency as high-grade alertness passed through relaxed indiffer¬
ence, drowsiness and light sleep to deep sleep. In practice such a decline of
efficiency is obscured by mechanisms which tend to raise cerebral vigilance
immediately a response to the stimuli of such tests as we may devise is
required. It is this fact which caused many failures to demonstrate objective
effects of sleep deprivation (p. 180). The arousal response, or rise of cerebral
vigilance when the situation requires it, will disappear through the mecha¬
nisms of habituation in dull, prolonged, unexciting or repetitive circum¬
stances. Circumstances of this nature are ideal for demonstrating the
effects of decreased cerebral vigilance. They most often prevail when we
retire to our customary beds, and at such times our perception, thinking
and speech reveal impairment of our cerebral efficiency during drowsiness
and light sleep. These phenomena will be discussed in Chapters VII and
VIII. There are other, objective indications of lowered vigilance and these

will

now

be considered.

Reaction time and sensory

threshold
of inert unresponsiveness. One
measure
It would be expected that the
lower the level of cerebral vigilance at the time of a stimulus, the less likeli¬
hood would there be of a skilled response, such as pressing a timing key,
and if a response occurred at all the more delay there would be in effecting it.
Sleep, it

was said, is a healthy condition
of responsiveness is reaction time.

REACTION TIME AND SLEEP

Coleman et al.
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(1959) found that the deeper the level of sleep as indicated
was the reaction time. They used a loud auditory

by the EEG, the longer

stimulus of random noise which, when once started, continued till the

subject responded. The subjects had to make a fairly skilled response,
viz. turning off a switch requiring eight pounds' pressure. Five stimuli
were given to each subject during the course of the night, one stimulus
at each of the five stages A to E as judged by an observer watching the
EEG. The experimenters ensured that the first stimulus of the night was
equally distributed between the five stages of sleep among the twenty
subjects, the remainder being randomly distributed among the five stages,
an order to obtain a numerical indication of the depth of sleep they used
In integrating device which produced a series of pips on the tracing,
the rate of production of pips being proportional to the amplitude of the
EEG, and they counted the number of pips occurring in a ten-second
period (just prior to the onset of the stimulus, one presumes). They found a
positive and statistically significant correlation between the EEG amplitude
measure and the
length of the reaction time. The amplitude of the EEG, of
course, increases as sleep deepens, although the amplitude in the B stage
is often rather lower than in the A stage, and had they been able to take
account of this the correlation they obtained might have been even closer.
They noted some discrepancies from the usual trend of reaction time lengths,
especially that the reaction times to some of the stimuli given during light
sleep were long, and they believe that the subject may have incorporated
the stimulus into a dream (see p. 127) during which he would not remember
that it demanded a switch-turning action of him. Their data indicated
numerous fluctuations in depth of sleep during the night, with a tendency
towards lighter sleep as the night wore on.
Fischgold et al. (1959) used simultaneous light-flashes and auditory clicks
as stimuli, and requested
subjects to respond by a hand movement. These
authors also report an increase of reaction time as their subjects fell asleep
and an absence of responses in deep sleep. They draw attention to an impor¬
tant consideration in experiments of this nature; namely, that the subject's
attitude may cause his response to be delayed or absent even if he is merely
drowsy, just as in normal waking life we may fail to notice something if
preoccupied with some personal matter. Again, as one subject said to me
after failing to wake up to certain tone stimuli, which he had promised to
try to do during the first sleep he had had for 36 hours, "I'm sorry I didn't
do well but I was so tired I just didn't care about your silly old experiment."
Zung and Wilson (1961) found that subjects sleeping in the B, C, and D
stages of sleep responded to auditory stimuli 7, 5.5, and 4 times more fre-
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reported that, in all
specifically to certain chosen stimuli if
motivated by offer of financial reward.
A sleep-deprived person tends to keep falling into a light sleep (p. 181).
The group of workers at the Walter Reed Insitute in the U.S.A. who have
made many contributions to the study of sleep-deprivation have found a
high, significant correlation between reaction time and the presence of waves
slower than the alpha rhythm in the two seconds preceding the stimulus
(personal communication from A. Lubin).
A subject may fail altogether to respond to a stimulus if he is asleep,
especially if it is neither novel nor particularly intense. If he is only drowsy,
quently respectively than in the E stage. They also

stages, subjects could awaken
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drawn to
The
electrocardiogram on the next channel shows slowing in association with the EEG slowing.
On the respiration channel is superimposed a marker for responses made by the subject when he
Fig. ii The EEG is in the upper four channels, below this a solid line has been
indicate where rhythms in the alpha range of frequencies are clearly present in the EEG.

The subject has been engaged on this task for
closed. He is very bored and has become drowsy, and
his EEG is fluctuating between that of wakefulness and light sleep. When awake, he hears the
buzzer and responds, when asleep he fails to do so. The record in Fig. 25 (q.v.) is continuous with
the present one. He later reported that he had had to keep "getting back to the job" after recurrent
episodes of idle "thinking" and seeing "visions".
hears
a

a

buzzer which is indicated on the line below.

quarter of an hour

while lying with

eyes

as he fluctuates in his drowsiness between wakefulness with EEG
alpha rhythm and light sleep with low-voltage slow waves, so also his
sensory threshold will fluctuate; he will fail to respond to a repeated stimulus
of constant character if it falls during moments of light sleep, but may
respond if it falls during moments when alpha rhythm is present. Fig. n
illustrates the fluctuation of responsiveness to a constant stimulus during
fluctuation of vigilance in a drowsy person, who, it may be added, was not

then,

sleep-deprived but merely bored with this task. Failures of response of this
nature are liable to occur under any monotonous conditions and in sleepdeprived persons.
The EEG signs of sleep indicate that the deepest sleep mostly occurs dur¬
ing the early hours of sleep, though frequent changes of depth take place
during the night. Kleitman and his colleagues used the intensity of a tone
necessary to cause awakening as a criterion of the depth of sleep; the louder
the necessary stimulus, the deeper sleep was considered to be (Kleitman,
1939). Progressively louder tones of 10 seconds' duration were used at 20second intervals and, though this method is not ideal because of the uncer¬
tain degree of habituation to repeated stimuli, their results indicated that
the greatest amount of deep sleep occurred in the early hours of the night,
with many fluctuations of degree during the night. Their results were entire¬
ly consistent with the data of electroencephalography from more recent
years.
An indication of the

unresponsiveness of

some

people to

sensory

stimula-
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(a) The unresponsiveness of deep, natural sleep. This man had been lying in a semiDuring the time indicated his eyelids were pulled widely open to expose his constrict¬
pupils, a 150 watt electric light was switched on so that it shone from a distance of 8 ft
directly onto his face, and a hand was waved to and fro in front of his eyes. There were neither
behavioural nor EEG signs of awakening, nor indeed of any response at all: E stage of sleep,
(b) Five minutes later. In the interval I had shouted at him, poked his eye hard with one finger,
ed

pinched his

and shaken his head while lifting it off the pillow by the hair. No awakening,
brushing movements with his hand after poking his eye. Now again his eyes are
opened beneath the light and he brushes his left hand across his face but sleeps on apparently
just as deeply. Lightening of sleep did not occur till several minutes later.
but

some

tion

nose

crude

during really deep sleep is to be found in Fig. 12a, where a healthy young
in natural, undrugged sleep had his eyes pulled widely open, a 150-watt
electric light was switched on so that it shone directly onto his face from
8 feet away, while I waved my hand to and fro between his eyes and the
light. Despite all this he showed no behavioural or EEG signs of awakening.
Lindsley (1957) described a device for measuring depth of sleep which
depended on unresponsiveness to auditory stimulation. The subject wears
a helmet with headphones inside it
through which an unpleasant highpitched tone is played. In his hand he holds a switch that will immediately
cause the tone to cease, but after switching the
intensity slowly rises again.
If he presses the switch frequently the tone is kept quiet, but if his rate of
pressing falls the tone gets louder. Consequently a period of low or nil rate
of pressing the switch indicates a period of very loud tone when sleep is
presumably deepest, and it was found that this measure of sleep-depth was
in agreement with others in indicating deepest sleep in the early hours of
the night, while prior sleep-deprivation prolonged the hours of deep sleep.
The method leaves open the problem of the uncertain degree of blockade of
auditory input at the cochlear nucleus which might occur during the
inevitable habituation (p. 68). Despite this drawback the method might
man
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prove
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useful in the case of, for instance, drug evaluation as Lindsley suggests.
Sensory discrimination

When cerebral

vigilance is high we are capable of fine degrees of discrimina¬
tion. In the case of auditory stimuli not merely can we discriminate between
different spoken words but also between the finer inflexions with which they
are said. When cerebral vigilance falls our ability to discriminate in this way
is impaired, for fine auditory discrimination requires an efficient cerebral
cortex (see Chapter III).
In some experiments with cats, Rowland (1957) found that if a cat, in a
series of waking training trials, received an electric shock after each presenta¬
tion of a 25 clicks per second stimulus, then habituation of the EEG arousal
reaction to the 25 clicks per second stimulus during subsequent sleep was
much slower than to a 240 c/s tone stimulus, the inference being that
discrimination between the stimuli was occurring in sleep, and that the
painful experiences of waking life were influencing sleep behaviour. The
possibility that a 25 c/s stimulus might be inherently the more disturbing
must be borne in mind. Rowland claimed finer discriminations between 384
c/s and 480 c/s tones, but gave no details. In an experiment with a human
volunteer I had observed discrimination during sleep between tones of 530,
690 and 790 c/s. In the course of four training sessions several hundreds of
these tones were presented at varying intervals, the 690 c/s tone being follow¬
ed by a severe electric shock and an intense light flash on half of all occasions.
When the three tones were presented during sleep the middle of the three,
the 690 c/s tone, which was the "important" one, evoked K complexes more
frequently than the others, the difference being statistically significant
(Oswald, 1958).
In some later experiments more complex auditory stimuli of speech were
used (Oswald et al., i960). Hundreds of personal names were spoken at
intervals of 5, 7, 4, 8 and 6 seconds repeatedly and recorded on tape. There
were 56 different names, each one of which occurred singly
eight times in all,
and then without a break the names were twice recorded doubly (Alan,
Alan! Stephen, Stephen! etc.) on the remainder of the spool of tape. The
tape was played repeatedly to subjects while they were awake, falling asleep
and sleeping at various depths. Subjects had been asked to squeeze their
left hands after their own name and after the name of one other person. It
was so arranged that subjects acted as one another's controls, each
subject
being asked to respond to the name of one of the other subjects as well as
his or her own. We were looking for evidence of discrimination between
names during sleep.
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had been

spoken in alternating male and female voices, as we
thought the male subjects might be more easily aroused by a female voice
speaking their names and vice versa. Actually this did not prove to be the
case. The female voice, though certainly no louder than the male, was
The

names

more provocative of K complexes
of both sexes—probably because of its

than was the male voice in
higher pitch.
The subjects not only moved their left hands (and usually woke up
completely) significantly more often after their own names had been played
than at other times during the playing of the tape, but also (though less
frequently) after the other crucial name to which each was asked to respond.
Only sleep where the EEG signs were of stages C, D or E were considered in
assessing these results. The subject's own name was also significantly more
liable to provoke a movement response than the other crucial name. This
evidence of complex auditory discrimination during sleep was almost entirely
confined to the C and lighter D stages, but some indication of its presence
in the E stage was also found (see Fig. 8c).
An excellent illustration of the dishabituating effect on the arousal res¬
ponse of a mere change in the rhythm of sensory stimulation was provided
by the moment of onset of the double-spoken names, which followed the

significantly
the

case

others with

break and

no apparent change of loudness. On no less than
change was marked by the subject's awakening,
turning over or making some major movement (Fig. 8e).
The question must arise whether the discriminations actually took place
in sleep. It could be argued that possibly the sheer noise quality of each
stimulus caused an arousal response in which cerebral vigilance was moment¬
arily raised to wakefulness levels, and that during this period information
stored in some short-term memory store was examined discriminatively so
that, where appropriate, overt response could subsequently be made. The
fast third phase of the EEG K complex would seem a likely time for such
raised vigilance. However, our data revealed that, in fact, complex discrimi¬
nation preceded arousal, at least in so far as it was manifested by the
K complex. EEG interpretation is subjective and the decision on the
presence or absence of a K complex response is no exception. Therefore our
records were examined and the decision whether or not a Iv complex had
occurred after each stimulus was made by an observer who was denied all
knowledge of the individual name stimuli. K complexes were found to
occur significantly more often after a subject's own name than after other
ii

no

of 26 occasions this

names.

In further

experiments

our

sleeping subjects were, in effect, offered a
see if they would discriminate between

rather easier task. We wanted to
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played forwards by a tape recorder and the identical names played
alternately backwards by a special controlled technique. Playing a name
backwards completely destroys the phoneme structure of speech and
meaningfulness is lost. Using an independent scoring technique as before,
names

it

was

found that the forwards

names

were

much

more

evocative of K

complexes than the backwards names and that the K complexes were more
often polyphasic ones, these differences being statistically highly significant.
Fig. 13 illustrates the sort of record seen, including an example of a poly¬
phasic K complex, and it also illustrates that galvanic skin responses
(another feature of arousal responses) occurred far more often to the mean¬
ingful forwards names. Even in deep sleep where K complexes no longer
occurred, the GSRs indicated that complex discrimination was still possible,
as in Fig. 14.
We tried to find out whether even finer discriminations were possible. A
tape recording was made of spoken words of two categories, which were
distributed randomly. Words were either (a) "taboo" words of a sexual or
abusive nature or (b) "neutral". Each group was matched as nearly as
possible for number and type of syllables and the words were all spoken in a
"dead-pan" voice. We could find no evidence from either the K complexes
or the GSRs of discrimination between these categories of words during
sleep, considering as before only the C, D and E stages.
Ability of waking subjects to hear their own names against a background
of interfering noise has been studied by Howarth and Ellis (1961) and they
conclude that the pattern analyzing mechanisms operating in their wakeful
subjects were the same as those in our sleeping subjects. In their subjects
discriminative efficiency was impaired because of interfering noise; in our
subjects discriminative efficiency was impaired because of reduced cerebral
vigilance. Their results, therefore, are consistent with the view that the
brain goes on functioning during sleep, but not as efficiently as when awake.
Their results also indicate that there are no grounds for supposing that our
subjects let most of their brains go to sleep, as it were, but left some small,
special night-watchman device "set" to respond to their own names.
These experimental results are all consistent with the view that a reduced
degree of discriminative function is possible while cerebral vigilance is
reduced during sleep, and that the impairment is greatest in the deepest
sleep. It is evident that "mental" life does not abruptly cease at some part¬
icular depth of sleep but, rather, that as vigilance falls lower and lower
various forms of response may disappear consecutively according to the
degree of "neural potency" necessary for their evocation (Head, 1926).
Registration of events in the form of "memories" is an example of a func-
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tion which

apparently requires

a

critical minimum of cerebral vigilance.

Memory and sleep
(1939) reviewed the evidence indicating that less forgetting of
previously learned material goes on during sleep than during wakefulness.
Things learned eight hours previously are recalled better if the eight hours
are spent in sleep than if they are spent in wakefulness.
Normally, forgetting
or failure to recall
accurately is partly due to interference with the memory
of a particular series of events by memorization processes which take place
when subsequent, more or less related, events are experienced. If the latter
memorization processes were absent in sleep then their interfering effect
would be absent also, so accounting, in part at least, for the improving effect
of intervening sleep on recall of prior events. The experimental evidence
Kleitman

does, in fact, strongly suggest that memorization processes are absent in
all except very light sleep.
A number of workers attempted to bring about learning during natural
human

sleep and conditioning during animal barbiturate sleep (e.g. Sterling

and Miller, 1941). In some cases claims were made that learning of auditory
material presented during sleep would improve scholastic performance or

eradicate, by suggestion, undesirable habits such

as

thumb-sucking. Simon

and Emmons

(1955) reviewed earlier studies and concluded that they were
unreliable on account of faulty methodology, especially the failure to mon¬
itor continuously the presence of sleep during the period of presentation of
material to be learned in

sleep. As has been, and will be, stressed in this book
sleep are both conditions which can, and often do, exist
for very brief periods during what to a casual observer may apparently be
continuous sleep or wakefulness respectively. Repetitive auditory suggestion
("psychic driving") asatypeofpsychiatrictherapyhasa number of adherents,
and it is claimed that beneficial effects are achieved by presentation of these
auditory signals during sleep (Cameron et al., 1959). Once again it can be
objected that the authors have not actually shown that the results achieved
differ from those that might have been achieved had wakefulness and sleep
been monitored continuously and the auditory signals turned off during
moments of sleep.
In order to ensure continuous monitoring of sleep Emmons and Simon
used the EEG. They used 21 normal subjects possessed of good alpha
rhythms and prepared a list of 96 factual questions on general knowledge.
The subjects' base-line knowledge was first assessed by a pre-test. Then
during an eight-hour sleep period the questions were presented at fiveminute intervals, each followed by its answer after a five-second delay.
wakefulness and
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Subjects were asked to call out their names immediately if they heard an
during the sleep-period. The next day subjects were tested, first by
seeing if they could recall the answers to the 96 questions and, secondly, by
seeing if they could choose the correct answer from a number of alternatives
given to them.
The authors (Simon and Emmons 1956; Emmons and Simon, 1956a)
found that with increase of sleep depth there was a progressive decline in the
frequency with which subjects called out to indicate that they had heard
the answers. In addition, with progressive fall of cerebral vigilance there
was a progressive fall in the amount of retention, or learning, as indicated
by the recall and recognition tests. When subjects were awake and the
question and answer provoked a rise of vigilance sufficient to block the
alpha rhythm, recall was nearly perfect. If the subjects were drowsy, but
the auditory stimuli (question and answer) provoked return of alpha
rhythm, subsequent recall was about 50%. Recall was less when the alpha
that did appear was very slow. It was less still when light sleep signs return¬
ed between question and answer even though both provoked a little alpha
rhythm. Recall was minimal when the question and answer had been given
while the EEG was flat and had not provoked return of real alpha rhythm
but only the faster, more anterior type of activity (mentioned on p. 38).
answer

cases where the EEG had been that of the C stage or
K complexes had been evoked.
overcome the objection that repetition of the auditory
signals, had it been carried out, might have effected learning, Emmons and
Simon (1956b) carried out further experiments. A list of 10 one-syllable
nouns was
played repeatedly by tape to subjects during an eight-hour
sleep period. Continuous EEG monitoring of sleep was used and the signals
stopped at once if any sign of alpha rhythm frequencies could be seen.
Subjects were later tested for learning of the 10 nouns by being asked to
select them from a list of 50. Except in instances where the subject had

Recall

was

nil in those

deeper,

even if
In order to

been

drowsy and immediately aroused by the signals, in which case there
little recall, the subjects who had had the words played to them again
and again during sleep showed no evidence of recall and were no better
than control subjects in picking them out of the list of 50.
The experimental evidence, therefore, would support the view that the
registration of experiences as memories or "engrams" does not occur when
the brain is asleep more deeply than the B stage. It is, therefore, not
surprising that, as we shall see in Chapter VIII, the recall of dreams appears
to be limited to recall of the mental life of stages A and B of sleep. There is
only one minor objection that might be made to Emmons and Simon's
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work, viz. the conditions of recall. Normal recall is favoured by a psychologic¬
al "set", mental attitude, or mood, related to that existing at the time of the
events to be recalled. Not

infrequently events experienced at times of a
psychological set, such as terror, quite different from that which normally
prevails, are subject to amnesia. It is difficult to invoke the psychological
set which would enable them to

come

to

mind, but conditions of relative

isolation from normal life, such as the hypnotic trance, dreams, mild narcosis
and the conditions usually prevailing during free-association, may bring
about recall. Obviously experiences of medium-depth sleep would be
experienced in a mood so far outside normal waking life that great difficulty
in recall might be predicted even if engram-formation still took place at
those times. It is known that some degree of hypermnesia can be effected by
recall in an hypnotic trance (White et al., 1940) and I think the possibility
remains that some slight degree of recall of the events of the C stage of sleep
might yet be demonstrated by the use of such methods.

Movement in

sleep
marching in their sleep. Narcoleptic patients
and sleep-deprived subjects sometimes fall asleep while walking (and bump
into things, such is the decline of their cerebral vigilance!), and Manaceine
(1897) wrote of "a punkah-wallah who could work the punkah with his foot
fairly well while sound asleep".
It will be noticed that the type of movement described in these anecdotes
is of a repetitive nature, not requiring important new decisions. Movements
of this type are indeed possible in light sleep. Experiments were carried out
with normal male adults who moved their arms and legs repetitively to loud
rhythmic jazz music with their eyes closed (Oswald, 1959c) or eyes stuck
open (Oswald, 1960a) for periods of about an hour. The monotonous nature
of the activity induced then to fall asleep repeatedly. Especially when their
eyes were closed they would often continue to move in time to the music,
although alpha rhythms had disappeared from their EEGs and been
replaced by low-voltage slower waves. Figs. 15 and 16 show both hand and
leg movements continuing despite loss of alpha rhythm.
Some of the subjects were jazz enthusiasts and were particularly liable to
show sleep signs in their EEGs during certain parts of the recorded music.
One passage played by a world-famous band contained frequent bursts of
applause and cheering, with the band-leader's voice making comments. This
passage especially made the subjects feel they were present with others in
appreciating the music and they experienced feelings of delight, and seemed
able to escape from their mundane laboratory surroundings into a dreamMost of

us

have heard of soldiers
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world in which

they became part of an audience and showed EEG signs of
light sleep. As we shall see in chapter VIII it is when the EEG shows light
sleep signs that dreams occur. Fig. 17 is taken from one subject's record

Fig. 16 The subject is sitting up in a chair, banging his arms and legs up and down to music.
He is drowsing, his alpha rhythms in channels LPO and RPO can be seen to come and go. The
music changes to a quiet, sweet clarinet solo and EEG slow waves become more prominent
on the right of the excerpt. Each downward bang of the hands every one and a quarter seconds
is followed by a burst of rolandic fast waves (in LPF and RPF) but these diminish as sleep
deepens. (Reproduced from Oswald, 1959c.)

of jazz music during one passage which
He is banging his hands and feet up and
rhythmically. His alpha rhythm has disappeared and been replaced by slow waves,
except that a burst of rolandic fast activity, most easily seen in the right frontoparietal area
(channel RFP) persists after each downward bang of the limbs (a downward deflection in the
arm trace.) Arm and leg movements become suddenly small, the fast rolandic activity for once
does not replace the slow waves in the usual way, the subject is "asleep all over" and then sud¬
denly he jerks awake (an artifact is visible in the LPO channel). The bodily jerk was associated
with an hallucination of something "flowing" across the body (see Chapter VII). (Reproduced
from Oswald, 1959c.)
Fig. 17 The record of a man moving to the rhythm
tended to promote sleep-signs and a dreamy condition.
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MOVEMENT IN SLEEP

ones.

In

the act,

the

words of Head

(1923): "The

more

highly differentiated

the greater the degree of vigilance does it require." In deeper

sleep, of C, D and E stages, the sound of one's own name being called out, or
some other significant signal, may evoke a crude movement with the limb
that it had previously been agreed should make a particular response (Davis
et al., 1939; Oswald et al., i960). An apparent example is to be seen in Fig.
8c, though whether or not there was differentiation between limbs is not
known in that particular instance. Coleman et al. (1959) state that while the
EEG remained that of "deep" sleep their subjects occasionally "responded"
to a signal, but the authors give no details, nor do they show examples of the
EEG. In very deep sleep a subject will sometimes make vague, defensive
movements while the EEG remains that of the D or E stages and he will
then continue in his apparently very deep sleep (see Fig. 12b). The degree
of cerebral vigilance necessary for this type of movement is probably very
low. It will be remembered that the spinal animal is capable of a scratch
reflex, and Kleitman and Camille (1932) described defensive reactions in
decorticate dogs. In the case of directed movements we see, therefore, once
again evidence of a progressive and not an abrupt loss as cerebral vigilance
falls.
Restless movement is

feature of

waking life, particularly when the level
vigilance is very high in anxious patients. It has previously been
pointed out that the frequency of restless movements in the waking person
is believed to fluctuate in rhythm with cyclic variations of cerebral vigilance
(p. 27). Sleep, as we have previously stated, is a condition of inertia and
unresponsiveness. Diffuse and restless bodily movements, like directed ones,
lessen as sleep deepens. Those readers who scan their newspaper advertise¬
ments will not be surprised to learn also that restless movements during a
night's sleep-period occur less often if the sleeper enjoys the luxury of a soft,
well-sprung mattress than if he has only a hard surface on which to lie
(Suckling et al., 1957).
Many workers have studied body motility during a night's sleep-period,
though since the time of Kleitman's review of the work (Kleitman, 1939),
study of motility as an index of sleep-depth has declined as the EEG has
become more widely used. Kleitman and his colleagues found that it was
during the latter half of the night that most body movements occurred,
when, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, sleep is lighter by other criteria.
Brooks et al. (1956) also found body motility higher in the second half of the
night when the EEG indicated lighter sleep. Coleman et al. (1959) found that,
in general, the longer periods of bodily quiet occurred in association with
the high-voltage slow-wave EEG picture of deep
sleep. Movements, on the
of cerebral

a
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other

hand,

were

and Beecher

commonest when the EEG indicated light sleep. Brazier

(1952) found the amount of EEG activity within the alpha

range of frequencies to be higher in the 10 seconds prior to a movement than
at other times in sleep, and suggested the use of body motility as an index
of the depth of sleep when comparing hypnotic drugs.

Light sleep and body movements both tend to occur cyclically about
during a night's sleep-period. These periods of
associated not only with increased body move¬
ment but also with an increase of heart rate, respiration rate and also with
bilaterally synchronous rapid eye movements (Aserinsky and Kleitman,
1955). These episodes are accompanied by dreaming (see Chapter VIII).
Major body movements, it is claimed, may precede or follow a dream or
mark the change from one dream sequence to another, while during the dream
itself the sleeper tends not to make major movements (Dement and Wolpert,
1958a) though if a movement does occur it is claimed often to be significantly
related to a particular physical activity dreamed about (Wolpert, i960).
every one and a half hours
EEG signs of light sleep are

Muscular tonus and vigilance
Prolonged practice of relaxation exercises (or a curarizing drug) can allow
profound relaxation of voluntary muscles during periods of wakefulness and
efficient mental activity (Das and Gastaut, 1957). Nevertheless, in the
normal person and in those patients who on account of hemiplegia or
Parkinsonism have excessive muscle tonus (Schaltenbrand, 1941), there is
increasing relaxation of voluntary muscles with increasing sleepiness.
One encounters scattered assertions to the effect that the tonus of the

voluntary muscles of the ocular, urethral and anal sphincters increases in
sleep. I know of no evidence to support this and believe the closing of the
eyes to be a passive relaxation phenomenon. Healthly children and, even
more commonly, dehydrated sick adults or children often sleep with their
eyes half-open and pupils partially exposed. Apparently the facial structure
of the Chinaman makes him particularly liable to sleep with only half-closed
eyes, according to Fuchs and Wu (1948), who studied the sleep of 500
healthy Chinese students. The eyelids of a sleeping person can easily be
gently opened by hand.
Evacuation of the bladder and rectum involves in each case a complex
series of reflexes, and retention of urine and faeces is not dependent on
tightly contracted external sphincters. When the tonus of the voluntary
muscle fibres of the external sphincter urethrae is reduced by bilateral
pudendal nerve block or by a systemic curarizing agent, incontinence does
not occur (Lapides et al., 1957). The internal sphincter, which is not a
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voluntary muscle, would appear to suffice and one need not expect that the
external sphincter would behave differently from other voluntary muscles
during sleep.
Muscle tension rises as cerebral vigilance rises, becoming high when the
individual meets a difficult task (Davis, 1938). Anxiety is associated both
with high cerebral vigilance and a high level of muscle tension. Extreme
anxiety may impair performance of a task which requires an optimum level
of cerebral vigilance to allow calm, efficient function. In general a fairly
high level of muscle tension is associated with optimal mental function
(Stauffacher, 1937) but suboptimal mental function may be associated with
deviations of muscle tension in either direction (Freeman, 1933). The
performance of sleep-deprived individuals at a look-out type of task is
better if their muscle tension is high (Wilkinson, 1961), a probable indication
in such cases of a special "effort" to compensate for sleepiness (see p. 190).
The fact that muscle tension falls as cerebral vigilance also falls can be
made use of to prevent an individual falling asleep during the time he is
engaged on an important task. Travis and Kennedy (1947) used an ingenious
device for this purpose. The electrical energy of the muscle spikes, picked up
by an electrode over the supra-orbital muscles, was monitored in such a way
that when the rate of that energy output fell below a critical level a relay
closed, which warned the subject what was happening by, for instance, a
red light flashing on. The potential value of such a device was indicated by
experiments in which subjects were engaged on a variety of tedious tasks.
It was shown that as muscle tension fell, the reaction time became longer.
Some subjects were given a tracking task to do for a two-hour period in
which they had continuously to operate a hand control like a lorry driver or
helmsman who has to steer a twisting path to avoid obstacles. The lower their
muscle tension fell, the more their errors increased. In this two-hour task

period there

were frequent episodes when muscle tension
when alertness was dangerously low. Then the stimulus

fell to a point
automatically
triggered by the fall of muscle tension caused a startled arousal and subse¬
quent high muscle tension in the subject. This fluctuation between high an
low muscle tension and efficient and poor performance occurred again and
again and was especially marked in subjects who were drowsy because they
had not had a good night's sleep (Travis and Kennedy, 1948).
There is little doubt that had EEG recordings been made by Travis and
Kennedy, EEG signs of lowered cerebral vigilance would have been found
to accompany the episodes of long reaction time, many errors and low muscle
tension (rather after the fashion of Fig. 23). Episodes of this nature can be
much briefer than is generally realised.
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Momentary episodes of sleep
pointed out that the human EEG alpha rhythm is a feature of a
particular level of cerebral vigilance, diminishing or disappearing both when
cerebral vigilance rises and when it falls. Not only can it disappear for a
period of a second or two at a time when cerebral vigilance rises briefly but
so also when, for a few moments, the individual sleeps lightly.
Miles (1929) studied the precision of eye movements in wakefulness and in
It has been

drowsiness. He found characteristic differences between the two states and
gave his opinion that one of
roused and went to sleep again

his subjects, with eyes open, went to sleep,
all within a period of four seconds. Magnussen
(1944), using a special apparatus, observed a characteristic difference
between the respiratory movements of wakefulness and those of sleep (see
p. 171). He reported that subjects could go to sleep for periods of a few
seconds at a time. Bjerner (1949) carried out experiments which in their
results are reminiscent of those of Travis and Kennedy. Bjerner's subjects
were given a serial reaction task. Each subject held a switch that he moved
to produce a signal which was one of three possible kinds, the subject having
no control over which particular kind would be produced. The subject then
made one of three possible movement responses with the switch, according
to which signal had been produced. This new movement initiated the
next signal. The task, therefore, allowed the subject no respite. Bjerner
observed that, from time to time, his subjects' responses were suddenly
delayed. These delays, lasting sometimes only a second or two, were accom¬
panied by EEG signs of sleep and slowing of the heart. An additional indication
of the lowering of cerebral efficiency at these times was found in the frequent
errors of response. Bjerner used slightly sleep-deprived subjects in a task
lasting only twelve minutes. Had he used a task of longer duration there is no
doubt that he could have obtained even more striking results, even with
persons not sleep-deprived. The fact that the delays observed with subjects
engaged on such monotonous tasks are often caused by very brief sleep can be
made more obvious if the performance is made a regularly repetitive one.
Loomis et al. (1937) and Gastaut et al. (1957) reported that a person lying
with eyes closed, while engaged in the monotonous task of making a brief
response to a signal occurring regularly once every minute or half-minute
respectively, would tend to lapse into sleep between each response and show
EEG signs of awakening at the time of each response. The same thing hap¬
pens if the rate of response is faster, at intervals of 10, 5 or 3 seconds
or even less
(Oswald 1959c, 1960a). Figs. 19 and 30b show EEG signs of light
sleep recurring at intervals of 10 seconds. Fig. 20 shows the same sort of thing
when responses are made every three seconds, viz. a waxing and waning of cere-
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vigilance between wakefulness
sleep every three seconds.
Comparable EEG signs of very
rapid alternation of this kind can
be seen if a drowsy subject moves
repetitively in time to rhythmic
music. In Figs. 15 and 18, the alpha
rhythm can often be seen to come
and go in time with the rhythm of
movement while the subject is
drowsy (see also Fig. 21.).
If a wakeful person with eyes
open has a strong light shone into
his eyes rhythmically for about
three quarters of a second every
one and a half seconds, his alpha
rhythm will disappear each time
the light is on. If, however, he
becomes drowsy, his alpha rhythm
may be absent when the light is
off and return while the light is
on—the light "awakens" him from
light sleep once every one and a
half seconds (Oswald, 1960a).
Pavlov (1955) described sleep as
and light

fa rP
<rO **

en

of the body,
spreading from involvement of first
the tongue, then the jaw, and so
on, till gradually the whole animal
was asleep. The EEG provides signs
consistent with the notion of

a

"partial sleep", for the EEG signs
sleep, while usually generalized,
are sometimes subj ect to local varia¬
of

tion

over

the head. Davis et al.

(1938) noted that, at the onset of
sleep, waves of alpha frequency
might be lost over the occiput
before the vertex and vice

versa.
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If recurrent movements

are

made in drowsiness, EEG

vigilance, related in time to the movements,

may

signs of raised
be confined to ro-

1 sec

STIMULUS
l

,

T

regularly (small blips on the respiration trace) to auditory
just less than three seconds. His eyes are closed and he is very
bored and drowsy. He "wakes up" with return of alpha rhythm at each response but the lowvoltage EEG slow waves of light sleep reappear each time. He is going to sleep and waking up
every three seconds. (Reproduced from Oswald, 1959c.)
Fig. 20 The subject responds
stimuli occurring at intervals of

~

LFP

™

leg

#rfTW

RPO

,

50

JJVI

„ARM

21
Same session as Fig. 17. Arms and legs moving rhythmically
RFP to the arm channel. The arm channel shows muscle spikes on a

Fig.

to music. Relate channel

rising

curve as

the

arms

slowly before being banged down (the sharp downward deflection). The subject is sleepy
again, and while rolandic fast waves follow each bang, slow waves are seen while he waits to bang.

rise

(Reproduced from Oswald, 1959c.)

'
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landic

(Roger et al., 1957; Oswald, 1959c) as illustrated in Figs. 21
one hand only, the EEG may contain
evidence of unilateral changes of vigilance (Gastaut et al., 1957; Oswald
1959c), as in Fig. 22.
and

areas

22.

If the movement is confined to

1 sec

STIMULUS

i—

Fig.

,

,

,

,

,

,

1

'

,

.

.

The subject has been drowsing while responding every five seconds (see blips on respira¬
channel) to regular stimuli, using his right hand. His eyes are closed. Same subject as in
Fig. 19. Signs of sleep and wakefulness have alternated every five seconds, but gradually sleep
has deepened, the alpha rhythm in the occipital channels has gone, and now the rolandic rhythms
in the LFP and RFP channels become more asymmetrical till, as may be seen, low-voltage slow
waves are generalised, except in the left rolandic area where faster rhythms appear briefly with
each movement. (Reproduced from Oswald, 1959c.)
22

tion

Denial of
It should be

having slept

strongly emphasized that when people fall lightly asleep for
very brief periods (as in Figs, n, 18 and 20) they are often subsequently
unaware of having slept. They are not aware of any break in consciousness,
for as their cerebral vigilance fell their mental life may merely have become
less efficient and more dream-like (see Chapter VII), it may not have been
interrupted. Even if it was interrupted by a brief period of loss of conscious¬
ness, they woke up in the same environmental situation as that in which they
fell asleep, and their most recent memories were of those thoughts with
which they fell asleep. When unconscious one cannot introspect and say,

64
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1 sec

EKG.

DENIAL OF HAVING SLEPT

"Here I am,

ing from

I'm asleep." Normal elderly persons and many patients suffer¬

illnesses will declare they have not slept a wink during a
observer will have witnessed their snoring slumbers. The
lighter the period of sleep, the less likely is the individual to be

nervous

period when
briefer and
aware
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an

of it.

Fig. 23 is shown an excerpt of a recording made from a man who was
supposed to move ceaselessly in rhythmic fashion to synchronized flashing
lights and rhythmic music while his eyes were glued widely open. He was
not sleep-deprived, yet in a 25-minute period he ceased moving 52 times,
each such occasion being accompanied by EEG signs of sleep and slowing
of the heart. Questioned afterwards, he was adamant that he had stopped
moving only once. He recalled having been aware, early in the 25-minute
period, of luminous geometrical patterns but could recall nothing of further
mental experiences. As we shall see in Chapter VII geometrical patterns
are a common form of experience in the drowsy or hypnagogic state.
Schwartz and her colleagues have particularly drawn attention to the
denial of having slept at all by certain patients, and have presented details
of two of these (Held et al., 1959; Schwartz and Fischgold, i960). The pa¬
tients' EEGs were recorded together with records of body movements,
heart rate, respiration and snoring and of the presentation of stimuli to
which one of the patients was supposed to respond. Both these patients, in
fact, slept throughout the night with the characteristic physiological
changes and with snoring and unresponsiveness to stimulation, yet both
denied having slept. One thing that none of us would deny is the close rela¬
tion between sleepiness and yawning. The movement pattern of yawning is
described by Barbizet (1958), who reviewed the whole topic. The physiolo¬
gical significance of yawning remains a mystery.
In

Fig. 23 Frequent brief sleep episodes during a monotonous task. The subject's eyes were
glued widely open. The sections of record are continuous and are from a subject who was requir¬
ed to move his arms and legs rhythmically to loud music while sitting up in a chair. Powerful
light flashes in front of his eyes were synchronized with the musical rhythm. The muscle spikes
associated with movement can be seen frequently to disappear from the arm and leg traces at
times when the EEG alpha rhythm is lost and slow waves appear. These brief sleep episodes are
accompanied by bradycardia. The subject was subsequently unaware of these brief lapses of
movement and brief sleep episodes. (Reproduced from Oswald, 1960a.)

CHAPTER VI

Attention and

imagery

This book is entitled

Sleeping and Waking. If we are to try to comprehend
psychological events of light sleep, especially those that will
be dealt with in Chapters VII and VIII, we must first examine the most
nearly comparable events of waking life. When we are awake we may be¬
come bored, our "attention wanders", we begin to day-dream, we may
become drowsy and lose contact with reality. We may then experience dream
fragments or dream sequences in light sleep, going through vivid expe¬
riences, including visual and auditory experiences, in a world of fantasy,
while often at the same time talking inwardly to ourselves with bizarre
speech constructions. In this chapter we shall, therefore, consider some of
the problems of "attention" and, in some detail, problems raised by imagery
(i.e. experiences of a sensory nature not based on reality) and some of the
relations of these to speech construction. We shall need to depart from
narrow considerations of sleep versus wakefulness and consider some basic
principles.
some

of the

Attention
The

study of attention has gone through a lean half-century since Titchener
(1908) urged "the realisation that the doctrine of attention is the nerve of
the whole psychological system". Electrophysiological studies of the effect
of "attention" on the EEG and on transmission of sensory inflow have
recently emphasized the importance of the subject and raised questions
about its relation to wakefulness and sleep.
Unfortunately, the word "attention" has been used by different writers
in rather different ways. I would agree with the view that we should use the
word only to describe a function which has a selective and directed quality.
We "pay attention" to something (be it concrete or abstract). As a result
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of that

something, we may better understand or
proceed from it, and recall it more easily later. We must assume some sort of
physiological basis for this function of attention. I regard the function of
attention as one that affects especially, but not exclusively, the working of
the cerebral cortex, which, I believe, we must regard as essential for human
awareness, understanding and memory, though whether one identical
function of attention is responsible for helping or facilitating all three of
these, particularly the last, is admittedly not certain.
The actions and nature of attention and the possible mechanisms whereby
its selective quality might operate were the subject of much discussion about
the turn of the century. Theories of centrifugal impulses affecting the
afferent paths, theories of inhibition of the unimportant and facilitation of
the important, anticipated modern electrophysiological discoveries. Newhall
(1921, 1923), who reviewed these topics, carried out experiments on sensory
thresholds which were interpreted as vindicating the traditional view that
attention increases the intensity of sensation.
we

more

Attention

aware

by control at the periphery and in transmission

William

James (1890) wrote that the selective process of attention must
changes both peripheral and central. Recently evidence has accu¬
mulated to indicate also changes during transmission of sensory information
from the periphery to the fore-brain. The reticular formation has been
implicated in this control of transmission, but so far our knowledge of how
this control may vary with sleep and wakefulness is slight.
involve

Attention,

so

tradition holds, increases

our awareness

of that to which we

attending. At the periphery, changes directed by impulses from the brain
normally take place while we attend to an external stimulus. We open our
eyes and turn them towards a visual object, with careful adjustments of
convergence and focus. Such adjustments do not themselves constitute
attention, for we can attend to objects in our peripheral visual field while
fixating some other object. Many mammals will similarly turn their external
ears while adjustments of the sensitivity of the middle ear
by the stapedius
and tensor tympani muscles are made. We often close our eyes to reduce
distractions if we attend very hard to some other sense modality. Nerve
impulses from the brain ("centrifugal" impulses) are capable of actually
modifying sense-organ sensitivity. The first clear demonstration of this was
in the case of muscle stretch-receptors and the retina (Granit, 1955). It has
now been shown that the sensitivity of the cochlea, the
organ of hearing,
can also be modified by centrifugal nerve
impulses (Galambos, 1956).
When a sense organ is momentarily stimulated, e.g. the eye by a flash of
are
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or the ear by a click, a brief change of electrical potential, known as the
"evoked potential", can be recorded from the first afferent nervous path and

light

paths which lead from one transmission relay to another, till
eventually an evoked potential can be recorded from the appropriate
receiving area of the cerebral cortex. These evoked potentials have been
observed by electrophysiologists in order to study the transmission of
sensory information from end-organ, via transmission relays, to the cortex,
and it has been shown that variations in the size of the potentials evoked by
a constant stimulus can occur, from which it has been inferred that there
exist mechanisms for reducing or amplifying the flow of information from
a sense
organ. At the time of writing, the role that such mechanisms may
play in the process of attention and in habituation in the intact animal is
more one of exciting prospect than of established fact.
It was reported by Hernandez-Peon et al. (1957) that if a cat was apparent¬
ly devoting its full attention to the delectable odour of sardines or to the
sound of a faint scratching noise, there occurred a reduction in the size of the
evoked potentials in the optic tract, lateral geniculate body and visual
cortex which were produced by a steadily flashing light. Unfortunately the
authors leave us uncertain of the state of the eyes—whether they turned
away from the light, or even closed, and of the state of the pupils. Direct
electrical stimulation of the reticular formation was reported to have the
same effect. Similarly it was reported by Hernandez-Peon et al. (1956) that
when a cat's attention became apparently fully occupied by the sight of a
mouse, evoked potentials in the cochlear nucleus caused by repetitive clicks
were decreased.
Hugelin et al. (i960) have shown that this effect, which they
obtained by direct reticular formation stimulation, can be abolished by a
curarising agent and that the results of Hernandez-Peon et al. (1956)
can be attributed to the action of the
stapedius, tensor tympani and auricu¬
from those

lar muscles. The fact remains that inhibition of the transmission of afferent

signals has been demonstrated in the spinal cord in relation to stimulation
of various parts of the brain (Hagbarth and Kerr, 1954). It is probable that
such mechanisms exist for all modalities, and it is only reasonable to suppose
that they exist for a very good purpose, such as participation in the atten¬
tion process.
It has long

been known that in sleep and barbiturate narcosis evoked
potentials at the cortical level are greater than during wakefulness. To what
extent this is due to a decrease of inhibitory control during transmission, as
reticular formation excitement falls, and to what extent it is due to change
in the functioning of the cortical cells themselves, is uncertain (Horn, i960).
That the latter is important is highly probable, since there is other evidence
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indicate that sudden

potentials (presumably associated with the syn¬
large number of cells) may be favoured by the
prevailing during sleep, viz. the increased tendency
for cortical epileptic foci to produce high-voltage spike potentials during
sleep (see p. 96).
It has been reported that in humans with recording electrodes implanted
subcortically in the visual area, potentials evoked by repetitive flash stimuli
may be reduced during attention to arithmetic problems (Hernandez-Peon
and Donoso, 1957). It is claimed that suggestion can influence this apparent
blockade of sensory transmission (Jouvet and Courjon, 1958). It has further
been reported that during rhythmic mechanical stimulation of the face, the
evoked potentials in thalamic nuclei can be enhanced by counting the
stimuli (presumably through paying attention to them) but reduced by
calculation or listening for a faint sound (Jouvet et al., 1959c). These reports
have a certain anecdotal quality and further, more rigorous investigations
are needed. The implications of the reported effect of suggestion are apparent
for the phenomenon of suggested anaesthesia during human hypnosis, but
here again "hypnotic blindness" is marked by peripheral evidence of
inattention (absence of ocular fixation) as well as undoubted purely central
changes. It is possible that the gross inattention of stupor in catatonic
schizophrenia may include blockade of sensory transmission; Shattock (1950)
has described loss of the pupillary light reflex under these circumstances
with restoration following an arousal stimulus of personal significance.
We see then that there is a considerable body of evidence pointing to
devices whereby sensory inflow might be selectively modified both at the
periphery and during transmission. Except for the report by Jouvet and
his colleagues of apparent enhancement of evoked potentials, most of the
evidence has pointed to a steady inhibitory control tending to reduce the
evoked potentials resulting from sensory stimuli. An amplification effect
could be achieved by decreasing that inhibitory control or, alternatively, by
some more
positive enhancing process. Dumont and Dell (i960) have demon¬
strated an amplification effect so large as to suggest the latter type of process.
They found that evoked potentials from the thalamic and cortical relays
of the optic pathway of the cat were enormously enhanced during a brief
period, lasting 150 milliseconds, following sudden reticular formation
stimulation, whether by a noise, a shock to the median nerve or by direct
to

chronous

discharge of

a
conditions of cell function

electrical stimulation of the reticular formation. In the
intact animal, this brief

case

of

a

normal

period after a sudden arousing stimulus is marked
behaviorally by a sudden "orienting" or "what-is-it?" reflex (Pavlov, 1955).
This is a state of suddenly raised alertness in which the animal stops
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whatever

activity it was previously engaged upon and shows indications of
increased readiness to respond in any one of many possible directions to
stimuli of any sense modality. This reaction is sometimes referred to as an
an

"attention" reaction. I believe this is unfortunate and that the term "orient¬

ing reflex" should be retained for such a response, because the
appears to be the opposite of a directed, selective one.

response

Central mechanisms of attention
It is

unlikely that the principal mechanism of attention lies in the control
periphery and during transmission. The control
must be directed in the light of the learned or innate significance which the
thing attended to has for the individual. The control must be such that it can
be switched off or modified if something requiring a change of attention
comes within range of the distance receptors, and this would be impossible
if only information from one particular sense organ were allowed to pass.
Attention must be directed subsequent to some degree of complex analysis
of the personal significance of that to which attention becomes directed.
Reasons previously given in this book indicate that that complex analysis
must require a functioning cerebral cortex. Hence data from the sense organs
must be allowed to reach and be assessed by the cortex even in the case of
those data which are apparently excluded from attention.
An illustration was provided by some experiments of Moray (1959).
If two spoken messages are played into different members of a pair of head¬
phones and the individual who hears these is asked to repeat aloud (or
"shadow") what he hears on one side only, then, by most criteria, he appears
completely unaware of what is coming into his other ear and can recall
nothing of it later. Even if he receives instructions through the "rejected"
ear to "change over" to that ear, he shows no sign of doing so; but if his
own name precedes that instruction, or if some other word or phrase having
a very special personal significance is
present in the "rejected" message
(A. M. Treisman, personal communication), then he will "change" ears or
become aware of the hitherto "rejected" message. The apparent unawareness
could conveniently have been explained by blockade of afferent inflow at the
periphery and during transmission, but the effect of specially significant
auditory material indicates that some sort of complex scrutiny is being
made of sensory material to which no apparent attention is being paid.
Introspectively we may realise that if we are interested in chairs we
pay attention to one immediately it comes into view, whether we see it
close at hand or far away, whether in bright white light or poor blue light,
even if it is upside down. This
tendency to treat one object as the same,
of afferent inflow at the
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despite enormous variations in the sensory input, is said by psychologists to
illustrate a "stimulus equivalence" mechanism. Some psychologists are not
prepared to accept the data of introspection but feel impelled to consider
only externally observable data. Data of the latter sort in experiments on
problems of attention by Berlyne (1950, 1951) were provided by responses
in which the subject operated one of a number of knobs—a subject's atten¬
tion could be said to have been aroused and then directed to the knob
moved.

Similarly, the subjects of Dees and Grindley (1947) had to respond
by operating one of four knobs according to which one of four possible
visual patterns was presented to them by a tachistoscope (a device for giving
an exposure lasting only a small fraction of a
second). The results of these
experiments indicated that the subject's attention was immediately directed
to the appropriate knob subsequent to the action of a stimulus equivalence
mechanism (which knob corresponded to which stimulus had previously
been thoroughly learned). The reaction time for the correct knob was just
as quick if the stimulus was made to fall on a part of the retina on which it
had never previously fallen and, in some people, even changing the size and
rotating the stimulus through ninety degrees did not disturb the immediate
direction of the subject's attention.
I have emphasized this dependence of attention on prior mechanisms
of complex analysis because I believe that our future understanding of the
nature of attention will show it to be closely related to those mechanisms
governing cerebral vigilance which are manifest in sleep and wakefulness.
Furthermore, so much of future progress in this field must lie within the
province of the electrophysiologist that it is well to emphasize certain
features of attention which may appear less obtrusive to those whose inte¬
rests have lain mainly in physiology and anatomy rather than in psychology.
If we say that we are paying attention to some problem, we could put it
another way and say that we are thinking hard about that problem in
particular. What we call "thinking" is impossible without a functioning
cerebral cortex. If we pay attention to some problem, we help forward, or
facilitate, a solution to that problem. We have, in earlier chapters of this
book, been concerned with events which help forward or facilitate cortical
function. It appears that the sort of diffuse facilitation of cortical function
which occurs in wakefulness as a result of ascending non-specific impulses
from the reticular formation, might possibly be of a rather similar nature to
that facilitation of selected topics, problems or perceived events which we
call attention. The difference would lie in the latter being more selective
or

localized in its functional distribution—the word "functional" is used

to indicate that there may never

be discoverable anatomical localization,
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for the evidence
case

of most

points to
thoughts.

an

extreme lack of cerebral localization in the

Nevertheless, if we consider certain particular functions having some
degree of cerebral localization, we can find EEG evidence strongly suggestive
of local changes of vigilance corresponding to the direction of attention to
the function concerned.
In the

previous chapter reference has been made to variations of the EEG
rhythms over rolandic areas in relation to movement, in some cases becoming
confined to the side contralateral to the limb in use. It has been argued
elsewhere (Oswald, 1959c) that variations of the rolandic rhythms are relat¬
ed to attention to motor activity. Changes in rolandic rhythms occur not
only in relation to movement, but also in relation to the thought of move¬
ment, or when empathizing with someone who is, for instance, boxing
(Gastaut, 1952; Penfield and Jasper, 1954; Gastaut and Bert, 1954). The
changes can hardly be due to proprioceptive afferents since they can occur
in the case of mental instigation of "movement" of a phantom limb (Klass
and Bickford, 1957). In addition to EEG indications of localized changes of
cerebral vigilance corresponding to motor attention, there is evidence to
suggest that the alpha rhythm, which is characteristically most pronounced
over
parieto-occipital areas, is related to specific visual attention.
The alpha rhythm in a waking person will usually disappear when the
eyes open. Those persons who have well developed rolandic rhythms, known
as /« rhythms (rythme en arceau), will also, at first, show disappearance of
these rhythms when the eyes open. If the eyes are then closed and re-opened
a few times, however, the rolandic rhythms
may soon continue without
diminution when the eyes open even though the alpha rhythm vanishes. On
the other hand, thinking of movement with the eyes closed may abolish the
rolandic rhythm but leave the occipital alpha rhythm intact. One could
interpret the initial abolition of both occipital and rolandic rhythms on
opening the eyes as an example of the orienting reaction, the individual
being prepared for anything, as it were, paying attention visually and prepar¬
ed to respond by motor activity. With repetition, the likelihood of motor
response being needed to counter some threat is treated as if diminished and
motor vigilance remains low, though visual vigilance is raised on eyeopening.
The occipital alpha rhythm will return even when the eyes are open under
certain conditions: firstly, when boredom becomes extreme; secondly, as a
manifestation of general relaxation or "relief" when a difficulty is overcome
(If, for example, a person with eyes open is given a brief task to perform
regularly, say, every ten seconds, a burst of alpha rhythm can often be seen
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following the completion of the task.); thirdly, as an apparent reciprocal
inhibition of visual attention while attention is devoted to some other
modality. Williams (1939) studied the conditions under which the alpha
rhythm would return when the eyes were open. While most of his examples
can be construed as being related to the brief relaxation on completion of a
task or to the boredom during delay, he reported the return of occipital
alpha rhythm, even though the eyes were open, when he induced what he
called "a state of attentiveness" by asking questions such as "When is
your birthday?"
Adrian (1944) used + 10 dioptre spectacles as an aid to the ready with¬
drawal of attention from vision and showed
three successive sections: "attention to

an

EEG record divided into

vision", "hearing" and "vision".

In the middle section a burst of alpha rhythm is present, which was inter¬
preted as an indication of loss of visual attention during attention to an
auditory stimulus, namely, a watch ticking. The alpha rhythm, it might
possibly be objected, could have been a manifestation of relief from the
difficult task of trying to see through the spectacles. Nevertheless, if we
ensure that, in a comparable task, the subject is not subject to difficulty
during visual attention, but only to a dull and uninteresting visual field,
we can find the same appearance of alpha rhythm when attention is switched
to hearing (under conditions when we can be sure that the alpha rhythm
did not reappear as an expression of a return from light sleep).
The subject of Fig. 24 was one of five out of 13 normal young adults who
showed EEG signs suggesting specific visual inattention when their alpha
rhythms returned during raised auditory attention (Oswald, I959d). The
subject had to sit with eyes open, looking at a small part of a room, peri¬
pheral vision being restricted by opaque screens round the head. He had to
listen intently once every ten seconds for a very faint auditory tone delivered
through headphones on ninety per cent of all occasions, and press a switch
if he thought he heard it. He received, each time, a clearly audible buzzer
signal as a warning. The EEG excerpt shows the return of his alpha rhythm,
even though the eyes were open, as he listened intently every ten seconds.
After doing this about a hundred times he became, of course, very bored
so that by then alpha rhythm became more or less continuous (as if he no
longer paid much attention to visual stimuli at any time).
Walsh (1953) has referred to Adrian's illustration and questioned whether
"attention" can be used to explain, on the one hand, a reduction of alpha
rhythm after an unexpected noise and, on the other hand, an increase of
alpha rhythm on listening for a faint sound. A loud or unexpected noise will
block the alpha rhythm, though it is poorly effective. This blocking, I would
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to attend. The

concept of facilitation
inhibition as a function of the brain-stem reticular formation
is in accord with the conclusions of Sprague and Chambers (1954) that, for
posture, the concept of generalized diffuse, non-reciprocal inhibitory and
facilitatory functions is valid only within limited conditions, and that,
normally, facilitation and inhibition are reciprocal. Morrell and Jasper (1956)
found EEG evidence during conditioning experiments with monkeys which
suggested changes of specifically visual vigilance and they proposed that it
was the upper and thalamic part of the reticular formation which controlled
the direction of the functionally localized facilitation.
we are

with reciprocal

What evokes and directs attention?

Another indication of the close link between
the

general cerebral vigilance and
postulated directed cerebral vigilance of attention is to be found in the fact

that those features of

a

situation which evoke directed attention also evoke

general rise of cerebral vigilance. First and foremost in evoking directed
change or the introduction of some degree of novelty into the situ¬
ation. This fact has been recognized for many years and was discussed
at length by William James (1890) while a clear, objective illustration has
been provided by Berlyne (1951). The general awakening effect of novelty,
in contrast to habituation, has been discussed in earlier chapters of this
book. Besides change, there is degree of physical intensity (Berlyne, 1950):
the greater the intensity of a stimulus the more readily it will awaken and
the more readily it will attract attention. We may also add, with William
James, any stimulus which "by reason of its nature rather than its force
appeals to some one of our normal congenital impulses" or "is connected by
previous experience and education" to such an instinctive impulse.
If cerebral vigilance is to be raised by some stimulus which experience
has endowed with special significance, or by some subtle form of novelty,
it is obvious that, as emphasized on p. 71, cortical analysis must come
first. Corticofugal impulses to the reticular formation must then evoke both
a general rise of cerebral
vigilance and must also direct attention. Let us now
call these impulses AD signals, i.e. signals which are attention-directing
and which also provoke less well directed, more diffuse ascending facilitative
impulses. It should be added that the stimulus or event which provokes the
AD signals need not be an external one acting via a sense organ but may be
purely internal, like the thought that may occasionally strike us as we
awaken in the morning that today is the day when some important develop¬
ment in our lives is to take place.
a

attention is
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Imagery
The man-in-the-street has
first is how to

usually two questions for the sleep pundit. The
get more sleep. The second is about dreams. As part of, and

of dreams,

day-dreams and the experiences of falling asleep,
experiences which are not based on reality. These sensory
experiences are striking examples of imagery occurring when cerebral
vigilance is low and when attention, having lost its normal direction, has
wandered. Yet many psychologists, such as Betts (1909), have reported that
imagery appears especially at times when we might have expected the indivi¬
dual to be very alert, to be paying strict attention, when (1) difficulty arises
and (2) when there is a need to supply sensory data in order to solve a pro¬
blem. Before trying to explain this paradox, we must consider the nature of
imagery, examples of which will occupy much of Chapters VII and VIII.
An image, in the sense in which we shall use the term, is a sensory expe¬
rience not based on stimulation of a sense organ. It may be vivid or faint.
It must be made up of some data or qualities previously experienced, and
if it does so in an obvious manner, then it may be called a memory image.
An hallucination is an image which, whether vivid or faint, is fully accepted
by the individual as being based on actual sense-organ stimulation. Some
psychiatrists use the term pseudo-hallucination for vivid images which
seem to have a real quality but which, on reflection, the individual accepts
as the products of his own imagination. The distinction between these three
categories I believe to be purely one of practical convenience in the
management of clinical cases. I believe, as will become clear later, that the
neurophysiological response present when a real object is perceived by
means of one's sense organs, is similar to that present when an image, a
pseudo-hallucination or an hallucination is perceived. The difference be¬
tween these last three would lie in the way in which the percept is related to
the rest of the individual's experience. A dream image is fully accepted at
the time—it is an hallucination. Some minutes later, reflection may lead the
individual to discard the dream images as unreal, although most of us have
occasionally experienced a more or less prolonged feeling of uncertainty, a
state Havelock Ellis (1897) termed "hypnagogic paramnesia". Similarly,
a psychiatric
patient may have hallucinations which, on recovery from
illness, may likewise be rejected. The difference lies in the time that elapses
before insight occurs (it may never, of course, in some, both in and out of
psychiatric care). As Kliiver (1931) said of those vivid images known as
"eidetic" images, there are not normal and abnormal images, only normal
and abnormal possessors of the images.
in the
we

course

have sensory

IMAGERY

Awareness of
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image, like awareness of anything else, we can relate
(see p. 26) to an interaction between specific cortical impulses (whether from
a sense
organ or from a "memory-store") and non-specific facilitative
impulses from the reticular formation. Though the facilitative impulses of
directed attention are, as has been mentioned, traditionally held to increase
awareness, such evidence as there is at our disposal indicates that this is also
true where all we can say is that general cortical vigilance has risen (perhaps
giving a boost to the functionally localized vigilance of attention; we cannot
say). An instance of this is the fluctuation of cerebral vigilance with fluctua¬
tion of reticular formation excitement as blood pressure varies, causing
variations in awareness of images and of percepts of real stimuli (p. 26).
In the case of interaction of specific cortical impulses and nonspecific
impulses from the reticular formation, it would seem that awareness may be
possible if either is diminished, provided the other is intense. When the
non-specific impulses are diminished in sleep, awareness of a noise, if it is
not loud, is lost, while a louder one may cause awareness. On the other hand,
if the stimulus to the sense organ is not intense or is masked in ambiguity,
awareness may still occur if vigilance is high. Indeed, even perception of
something accepted as real may occur without the external stimulus if
vigilance is sufficiently high. Examples of awareness of this kind in normal
people are common in sensory threshold experiments where a person straining
hard to detect some faint stimulus, after a warning signal, may believe that
he perceived what was, in fact, not there. More dramatically, a person can
experience an hallucination of an intense light and/or electric shock (Os¬
wald, 1959c; Mowrer, 1938) at times when he fully expects it to occur,
either following a warning signal or following a fixed interval at which
identical stimuli have hitherto regularly been given. Mowrer used the term
"expectancy" which, he proposed, rose and fell, being high at moments when
regularly recurring true or false perceptions occurred. He proposed also that
the rise and fall of expectancy was related to EEG changes and, as illustrated
in Figs. 19 and 30, under conditions of regularly recurring stimuli cerebral
vigilance can indeed rise and fall regularly. The images occurring under
such conditions are not, on subsequent reflection, rejected as unreal because
they were fully expected.
We see then that responses which form the basis of sensory experience
depend on both discrete sense-organ stimulation and on cerebral vigilance.
In the absence of the former, sensory experiences may still occur, the degree
to which they are treated as real depending on the extent to which the
individual is capable of relating those experiences to reality.
an
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Environmental
The

uniformity

wakeful, mentally healthy person with efficient cerebral function is
capable of relating his sensory experience to reality, so that everyday
images that he may evoke when, for instance, trying to recall familiar ob¬
jects, are not treated by him as real (though he may be unjustifiably
confident of their resemblance to reality). When cerebral vigilance falls,
the efficiency of discriminative cerebral function is impaired, the sleeping
individual is less capable of submitting his experiences to the bar of establish¬
ed fact than would be the case were he wakeful, and so his images may, for
the time being, be accepted as possessing the quality of reality. In addition,
during sleep there is normally environmental uniformity. Owing to habitua¬
tion, such stimuli as the environement may contain will evoke no responses.
The situation will effectively be one of "sensory isolation" or "sensory
deprivation". Under conditions of deliberate deprivation of sensory stimula¬
tion, hallucinations are extremely common (Bexton et al., 1954): images can
only with difficulty be related to reality because contact with reality has
been grossly attenuated.
Supposing an individual, subject to environmental uniformity, is drowsy
and oscillating between light sleep and wakefulness. In the moments when
he is lightly asleep he may then have brief hallucinatory experiences, but,
because he keeps returning to wakefulness, during which he can re-establish
contact with reality, the hallucinations will be recognised as unreal expe¬
riences of a recurrent nature (as opposed to having the continuous quality of
dreams) and because of this feature of discontinuous unreality he will not
feel himself an active participator in the events experienced (as a dreamer
often does). Here, in this example, we have the situation of a person having
hypnagogic hallucinations as he falls asleep, a subject to which we shall
return in Chapter VII. If, however, the individual had already slept for a
considerable time and then returned for a period to a drowsy state in which
cerebral vigilance oscillated between, let us say, the A and B stages of the
EEG, then he would start this period out of contact with reality, and if the
environmental uniformity was not unduly disrupted, then, despite the
moments when his cerebral vigilance was that of wakefulness, he would
very likely continue in his failure to make contact with reality; he would
spend the period feeling he was participating in a sequence of events—a
dream. If the fantasy-world in which he was briefly living was one of over¬
whelming significance for him compared with the triviality of his surround¬
ings, then the latter could signally fail to impose itself on his thinking, as in
certain battle-dreams, whether initiated by natural sleep or by deliberate
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narcosis

(p. 139). Under the latter conditions, the individual may have fully
the room with open eyes, but his behaviour

awakened and may move around
is suited to his fantasy-world.

Images

are

constructions derived from hidden meaning

Discussion of

imagery is encumbered by two immiscible burdens hanging
from our yoke in separate buckets. On the right we have ghosts from nine¬
teenth-century psychology and neurology: the more obstinate because they
are the more respectable. On the left, both bulkier and livelier, we have the
psychodynamic schools, whence appear fresh-blushing images, coyly stepping
by the stern Censor in order symbolically to represent some hidden meaning.
Nineteenth-century Associationism postulated that during recall of a
previously perceived visual object (or "presentation"), associative bonds
with, for instance, its name, caused the appearance in consciousness of a
revived copy of the original perception. This was the visual image. Con¬
sciousness somehow inspected this image within itself and so derived
information about the original presentation or perceived object. An image
was supposed to be present in consciousness just prior to visual recognition
and prior to the recognition or the uttering of a word. Although the latter
two notions were being discarded by psychologists before the turn of
the century, they have lingered on in neurological writings. Furthermore,
the importance of the image for descriptive recall has hung on grimly in
both psychology and neurology. Indeed, in neurological literature, the image
has often assumed the role of the engram or memory-trace.
Yet Kuhlmann (1906), following experiments on the recall

figures, had written that recall "is
construction, not

a

reconstruction;

very
a

largely not recall at all.

construction of

a

.

of visual
rather a
.

certain result that is

accepted in place of the original" and that the memory image is not a
weakened copy of the original perception. Notice that Kuhlmann wrote
that the individual accepted this false construction. Bartlett (1932), whose
conclusions after

a

series of notable

experiments

were

comparable with

Kuhlmann's, wrote that the evocation during recall of a visual image "is
followed by an increase in confidence entirely out of proportion to any
objective accuracy that is thereby secured". Bartlett thought that visualiza¬
tion of an image actually increased importation of false items into recall.
These two

experimeters were dealing with normal people: evidently in our
insight about our images we are on the verge of becoming the
psychotic's bedfellows.
As confirmation, we may cite Thorndike (1907), who found that the
accuracy of descriptive recall of visual scenes by two hundred of his students
lack of
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not correlated with their own

beliefs, expressed as ratings, of the vivid¬
fidelity of their visual imagery. Further confirmation has been
provided by the experiments of Betts (1909), Ruger (1910), Aveling (1912),
Woodworth (1915), Carey (1915) and Bowers (1939). Bowers found that
the evocation of clear, stable visual images conferred no superiority in the
solution of visual problems in which were present some of the features
present in the images*.
Fernald (1912) found to her surprise that those of her subjects who
possessed the most vivid imagery were unable to demonstrate superior
accuracy in "reading-off" backwards from images of jumbled letter-squares.
Nevertheless, because of the beliefs current in the department in which she
had been trained, she still believed that there must exist rare visualizers
capable of reading them off with perfect accuracy. Who should these rare
persons be, if not the possessors of "eidetic imagery" described especially
qy the Marburg workers (Jaensch, 1930)?
was

ness

and

"The eidetic
a sense

far

a capacity for mirroring detail in
in the richest of memory images. The

image for the gifted child has

more

literal than is the

case

precise number of buttons on a pedestrian's jacket, the letters composing a word
a foreign language on a poster in the background, the length and direction of
the lines of shading in a stretch of roadway, the number of whiskers on a cat's
lip—such are the amazing details
which the true Eidetiker is able without
effort to report." (Allport 1924).
in

.

Visual eidetic

.

.

images had the quality of being literally

seen,

the quality of

real

sensations, of "thereness". In their descriptions, the possessors of these
images inspected them, moving their eyes from one part to another of the

in his sleep (p. 129).
that complementarily
coloured after-images followed, as has also been recorded of dreams (p. 101).
Contrary to the old doctrine of imaginal types, persons who experience a lot
of imagery in one modality do also in other modalities. Many who have
eidetic visual imagery have equally vivid "eidetic" auditory imagery
(Zaworski, 1947).
Meenes and Morton (1936) noted that visual eidetic images were often
inaccurate in respect of size of the image details, but did not comment on the
image,

as it has been claimed the dreamer may do
Extreme cases could summon so vivid a visual image

*

In earlier

experiments Bowers (1931) found a small but significant correlation between vivid¬
imagery and ease of recall of individual words of a list. That experiment, however, is
open to critical examination. Subjects heard a list of words and later wrote down those they
could recall; then they were given the original list again and asked to rate the individual words
for imagery. They tended to rate more highly those words which they had written down in the
recall session. Their ratings may have been high because of the recall rather than vice versa.
Also the fact that "snake" is recalled more easily than "wad", and is also rated more highly for
imagery, does not necessarily imply a causal relation between imagery and recall.
ness

of
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closely scrutinise the literature
concrete accounts by which to
compare the accuracy of recall of visual objects by such individuals with
the accuracy of the average person. Since questions of eidetic imagery have
inevitably been raised by many who have written about hypnagogic imagery
(the imagery of drowsiness, which will be discussed in Chapter VII), it is
important that we should ask ourselves whether eidetic imagery is free
from the constructive qualities of the normal images which may be ex¬
perienced during recall.
Saltzmann and Machover (1952), in a study of three adults whose visual
imagery could be classed as eidetic, found that their recall of visual events
was actually less
good than that of control subjects. Some years ago I
questioned 300 adults about their visual imagery, particularly those who
had so-called "number forms" and kindred visual images (Oswald, 1960b).
Many of the latter people could evoke voluntarily a vivid visual image,
stare at it, then look away and see a negative after-image. This last capacity
was, as has been mentioned, an accepted criterion of an extreme degree of
eideticism. Yet those whom I questioned showed no abnormal accuracy in
recall. One extremely "eidetic" subject (Subject Wh., Oswald, 1957a)
for instance, when shown a variety of coloured pictures and objects, sub¬
sequently described with great confidence what he literally "saw" in the
eidetic images before him during recall, pointing to different parts of what
he saw. In fact he described such things as items and colours of clothing
quite inaccurately, the degree of accuracy being evidently dependent on
the degree of interest he had taken in that part of the original picture shown
him. The possession of eidetic imagery conferred no special immunity from
those constructive features so prominent in descriptive recall by persons
possessing less vivid imagery.
We have dealt at length with the constructive, as opposed to the reproduc¬
tive nature of imagery, because even in recent popular textbooks, such as
those of Munn (1956) and Thouless (1951), the belief that there are photo¬
graphic or eidetic images which are accurate copies of the original is per¬
petuated. Accurate recall may accompany eidetic imagery: eidetic imagery
is not necessarily accompanied by accurate recall. Some persons have much
vivid imagery in their waking life, others very little. Because images are
private events, the former will often not comprehend the experiences of the
latter and vice versa. Those who lack vivid images show no disabilities as a
result. All images are constructions. The elements of that which is construct¬
ed must have their counterparts in past experience. The whole which is so
formed, to be acceptable to the normal waking person, must conform to
accuracy of the actual contents. One may
eidetic imagery without finding really

on
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what at the time is considered to be

reality. The dreamer is less discriminat¬
ing and that which is constructed may contain elements which, while derived
from the past, would be regarded as incompatible in combination if cerebral
vigilance were higher. The same is true, we shall see, of the construction of
speech.
"Meaning" behind the conscious event

Experimental evidence, as opposed to self-deceptive testimony, would seem
images, as correlates in consciousness of cerebral events
concerned with the past, are only "sensory" illustrations of imageless
"meaning". Images, as thought contents, "are revived by reason of a
conceptual element in virtue of which alone they become present to con¬
sciousness as images" (Aveling, 1912). I would support the view that to
perceive something implies as much an active response within the brain as
to indicate that

does

a

motor act. The

one

is covert, the other overt.

This is true whether

impulses from sense organs or from a memory store are utilized in
making that response to bring about awareness of the outside world on the
one hand, or an image on the other. The neurophysiological disposition
pertaining to an image must be distinct from that pertaining to its "mean¬
ing", the "conceptual element" of Aveling. We may make this clearer if we
consider a form of behaviour usually more overtly expressed, viz. speech.
Actual overt expression is not always the case with speech, of course,
particularly during drowsiness and sleep (see p. 108) when, as in the case
of imagery, bizarre constructions occur.
Several writers have contrasted the effort normally accompanying waking
visual imagery with the absence of effort that may characterise speech.
Pear (1927) said that "continuous visualizing is a strain, while repeating
verbal formulae is not". It must be pointed out (1) that this is based partly
on
experiments by Fisher (1916), where speech superseded imagery as a task
became familiar. Familiarity assuredly allowed both ease and speech; speech
was not
responsible for ease; (2) waking visual imagery can be effortless
and unaccompanied by EEG alpha rhythm blocking, as in practised "num¬
ber forms" (Oswald, 1957b); (3) speech may be far from effortless. Elvin and
Oldfield (1951) wrote of speech as a constructed sequel to thought, resulting
perhaps in something being lost from the thought; "The element of originali¬
ty or profundity the original shadowy thought perhaps possessed may be
beyond the skill or patience of the speaker to formulate."
It may be suggested that linguistic construction is often easy because its
elements are much practised, even though its message may be inapposite.
Only occasionally can visual images be said to be much practised, for there
nerve

"meaning"

behind the conscious event
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is not the social need.

Aveling (1912) drew a parallel between the manner in
image may appear under the same circumstances as a
word, giving a "stability which may be said to conflue into the concept".
These are previously learned images or words, which are repetitions of
previous constructive acts. Bartlett (1932) similarly suggested that impor¬
tant or dominant details from the past could be "carried along in individu¬
alised fashion
in the form of sensorial images or of language"; "We get
image and word habits, persistent individual automatisms of word and
image formation."
In the case of speech there can be inability to produce words (pure motor
which

an

individual

...

aphasia) while there may, nevertheless, be preservation of meaning and no
difficulty in expression by writing, as in the case described by Symonds
(1953a). Brain (1955) would, therefore, distinguish between what he terms
the "meaning schema" and the schemata of the motor patterns of speech—
using the term "schema" to indicate a neurophysiological disposition, a
functional neuronal complex. In the case of the patient with pure motor
aphasia, meaning schemata would be intact, but not the neurones concerned
with actual speech construction (though the nerve and muscle mechanisms
for the requisite motor activity are, of course, intact).
Analogous cases have been described of loss of the ability to construct
visual images. Brain (1954) had a patient who could verbally describe
things he knew though, since a brain injury, he could no longer summon a
visual image. He still had dreams, but these now lacked visual components.
Macrae and Trolle (1956) reported a patient who, though unable to summon
a visual image of his house and the route homewards, could yet act with
normal efficiency in respect of both, and also draw a plan of his house.
Meaning schemata were intact, but the act of constructing an image was
now impossible through injury.
It is implied that memory material is retained as schemata of meanings,
imageless and non-verbal in character, derived by perceptual analysis, and
not as schemata which are neuronally similar to those neurophysiological
dispositions evoked more directly by sensory stimulation. The "storing"
of visual material by analysis and meaning was demonstrated by the
experiments of such early workers as Kuhlmann (1906) and Judd and Cowl¬
ing (1907) with repeated confirmation since (for instance, Hanawalt, 1937).
In waking recall it would be these imageless meaning-schemata which
would be activated (Woodworth, 1915). Only as a consequence of a special
constructive effort might "sensory" neurones also, in their turn, be activated
by some attention mechanism to evoke an image, or "speech" neurones to
evoke words.
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one time it was assumed that images were the materials of thought and
thinking proceeded by their manipulation. The Wiirzburg psycholo¬
gists, in particular, demonstrated that this is not the case (see Humphrey,
1951). Thought itself is an imageless process, even though images may be
constructed as a sequel or accompaniment of thought.

At

that

Images with effort and with relaxation
A

waking person faced with a new task or problem will attend to information
passed to the brain from his sense organs in order to utilize potentially
valuable information. As he becomes

increases, he

more

used to that task, as

his skill

of sensory
information for the successful execution of the task (Welford, 1951).
Suppose, when faced with a difficult task, his sense organs did not pass
useful information to him: then in order to proceed with his task, he might
increase further his attention to "sensory" neurones to try again to find
useful information from this source. If none is available, he may neverthe¬
less have sensory awareness because of his high level of attention (p. 77)
and construct images from meaning-schemata laid down in the past. This
is the situation which was mentioned previously (p. 76) in which, when there
is difficulty and a need for sensory data, imagery appears. As the task be¬
comes

more

comes

to depend less upon, and makes less use

familiar and

as

his skill increases, he

will have less need of

sensory information, and consequently he will construct
Hence the traditional association of imagery with effort

fewer images.
in contrast to

familiarity and relaxation.
In the situation just mentioned, of difficulty and need for sensory data,
the level of general vigilance must have been high, but the degree of direc¬
tion of attention poor (he was "casting around" for sensory data). It will be
recalled that emphasis was laid on the importance of change for arousing
and directing attention. It is proposed that if attention is directed to a
given set of data constituting a problem, then the maintenance of directed
attention is dependent upon AD signals (see p. 75) arising from progressive
changes in those data or that problem. If the problem is progressing to some
solution, then attention is maintained. In the absence of progress [i.e.
change) attention will be ill-directed, at the same time as anxiety may be
aroused about

possible failure, which itself will bring about a rise of diffuse
vigilance. We may see here a disproportion between general,
diffuse vigilance and directed vigilance. The relative lack of direction of
cerebral vigilance is accompanied both by image construction and by other
sensory awareness not strictly relevant. In particular, awareness of bodily
discomfort is liable to arise when progress is not being made with some
cerebral
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problem. The bodily discomfort is experienced as distracting.
Humphrey (1951), considering the "function" of imagery in thinking,
proposed that during thinking irrelevant vivid images may arise, which
hinder thinking by their distracting irrelevance. It may be suggested,
instead, that irrelevant images arise, for instance, during the reading of a
dull and difficult treatise like the present one, because attention is "wander¬
ing" and that only subsequently, when contact with the task has become
lost in drowsiness, may images cause attention to wander. The lack of new
or exciting stimuli in the matter of the treatise would mean few AD signals
and lack of directed attention.

Humphrey also proposed that, while clear images may hinder thinking,
thinking are less clear and less concrete". We have
concluded that images are constructed from meaning and that they can be
nothing more than elegant, confidence-giving illustrations. Therefore, images
"which further thinking"—that appear while progress is being made—are
less clear, we may suggest, because of the close direction of attention.
We may note, in passing, that vivid, irrelevant images have the character
of "displacement activity" according to the definition of Armstrong (1950).
These activities are said to appear in animals when, as a "consequence of
tension", there is "deflexion of energy" into some irrelevant activity.
Displacement activity is described as occurring under conditions in which
there is apparent indecision or lack of directive influences. Sleep is one such
displacement activity in animals (Tinbergen, 1951). Birds, instead of
fighting or flying away, may fall asleep.
It is when we are becoming sleepy that we experience the most irrelevant
images. The irrelevant images discussed by Humphrey, appearing during a
dull and difficult reading task, may be accompanied by dozing even if, for
the sake of our self-esteem, we may insist that we were merely "day-dream¬
ing" for a moment.
We are now in a position which enables us to throw light on the paradox
that images appear when an effort to overcome difficulty is made on the one
hand, and when we are drowsy, on the other. In both instances we see a
those "which further

relative lack of direction of attention. This is true also of the situation in
deliberate sensory
of new visual and

deprivation. In these conditions, a volunteer is deprived
auditory stimuli in a sound-proofed room. He is possibly
also wearing special clothing which reduces skin stimuli and which, by
impeding movement, reduces proprioceptive stimuli. At first these indivi¬
duals may sleep but then, having no longer any need for sleep, they waken,
their EEG then tends to be one of drowsiness (Heron, 1957) and they find
their thoughts cannot be kept on any one topic (Goldberger and Holt,
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1958). They then become very liable to vivid images or hallucinations.
images are, at first especially, often visual ones of geometrical patterns,
but, in addition, complex visual, auditory (including verbal) and kinaesthetic
hallucinations arise. These resemble those of falling asleep very closely
(Goldberger and Holt, 1958; Vosburg et al., i960), including the occasional
These

suddenness and

brevity of the latter.
(i960) in likening the imagery experiences of
their subjects during an eight-hour isolation period to those of light sleep,
state that 6 of the 8 subjects who had these experiences said they had not
been able to tell when they were awake and when asleep. The imagery
occurred not continuously but in periods as if there may have been fluctua¬
tion of the degree of drowsiness. The authors lay emphasis on the role of
restriction of movement, which we shall note in Chapter IX tends to promote
sleep, and discuss the balance with other forces preventing sleep, such as
uncomfortable headphones, and the desire to stay awake (to which we might
add the sheer lack of any need for sleep).
On p. 70 we noted that attention is aroused and directed subsequent to
analysis of the significance or meaning of a stimulus. There is evidence that
irregular, discrete, but personally meaningless sensory stimuli added to the
sensory deprivation situation do not prevent the impairment in the direction
of thinking or the appearance of hallucinations (Davis et al., i960).
It is of great interest, however, that when there is a lack of AD signals
during sensory deprivation attention can become directed to that sense
modality from which a certain amount of stimulation, albeit ambiguous, is
received and, in consequence, images are constructed accordingly. Vosburg et
Freedman and Greenblatt

al., (i960), studied auditory hallucinations during sensory deprivation with
deliberate unstructured noise. Exposure to diffuse light results in an increase
in the construction of visual hallucinations (Cohen etal., 1959)- It has been

thought possible that the considerable spontaneous rate of discharge of
retinal cells, partly responsible for producing, subjectively, the eigenlicht,
similarly favours visual hallucinations when falling asleep under conven¬
tional circumstances (p. 104).
It has been pointed out in this chapter that there are big individual dif¬
ferences in imagery experiences in wakefulness. Very realistic vivid images,
sometimes referred to as eidetic images, occur in some people under the
normal conditions of everyday life while they are fully wakeful. Deprivation
of sensory stimulation may also provoke vivid images during wakefulness.
It follows that some persons, under conditions of the relative lack of sen¬
sory stimulation which obtain when they retire to bed, could experience
vivid imagery while still awake. I believe we may find many examples of this
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imagery of falling asleep, particularly in some of those
seems to have been sufficiently alert to make
careful observations of what was experienced, to give a running commentary,
or deliberately to modify the image-contents. In some cases where the latter
is described, one may suspect that the individual was capable of much
voluntary vivid imagery, and, having first got his image in light sleep,
deliberately retained or re-evoked a similar image when cerebral vigilance
rose again.
in literature about the

instances where the individual

Summing-up
selective function which enhances

awareness of something in
particular. Regulation of the sensitivity of sense organs and of transmission
through nervous pathways from them plays a part in the selective function,
but the principal role is played by central mechanisms. Specially high
cerebral vigilance in certain functionally-localized neurones is postulated.
It is further postulated that impulses from the upper reticular formation
are responsible and that they are directed subsequent to some degree of
complex cortical analysis.
Attention is aroused and directed especially by change. When no change
is occurring, there exists a relative lack of directed attention. Under these
conditions images appear. Perception of an image involves a constructive
and not a reproductive response in which data stored from past experience
are utilized. Those data are stored as imageless, unverbalized "meanings",
which form no part of existential cognition. We may, therefore, agree that
images are formed from an "Unconscious". In order to be acceptable to the
waking person the images must conform to reality, and are indeed often
accepted as so conforming with unjustified confidence. When cerebral
vigilance is lowered and discrimination between fantasy and reality is
impaired or when contact with reality is lost through sensory deprivation,
the constructed images do not conform to reality, but unless the individual
is able quickly to re-establish contact with reality, he accepts his bizarre
images as real.

Attention is

a

CHAPTER VII

The borderland

"In the borderland of

coming slumber, when

we are

not yet overwhelmed by its full

power, the steadying contradictions of the external world are,
cut off, whilst the will still holds a slowly lessening rule . . .

in a measure, by degrees
the control of our ideas
escapes us, and whatever rises appears, as it were, spontaneous
the borderland of
sleep is haunted by hallucinations
voices
distressingly real visions seen during
the prae-dormitium and at no other period."
(S. Weir Mitchell, 1890)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sensory shocks
Among the

remarkable experiences that may fall to our lot in the
sleep are certain sudden, momentary
motor and sensory phenomena which may occur alone or in combination
at moments of sudden arousal from the B stage of sleep, which may itself
have been present for only a few seconds. They most commonly occur after
retiring to bed, but are also frequent after first awakening from sleep, when
we
normally drift to and fro between light sleep and wakefulness for a period.
The earliest and the best description of the "sensory shocks" of light sleep
must be that given by Weir Mitchell (1890), who divided them into four
many

borderland between wakefulness and

classes.

as

Firstly, those of general bodily sensation where the individual may feel
if struck, or "a feeling of rending", "a bolt driven through the head"

or a

"shock like that which

a

sudden arrest of motion causes". Into this last

category could be placed the very common sensation of arrest of falling.

Secondly, auditory hallucinations as of a bell, the crash of broken glass,
pistol shot or a wire sharply twanged, like the note of a guitar. It may be
of interest that in the year of grace i960, one patient who had certainly
never heard of Weir Mitchell told me about his
complaint of an "electric
sort of feeling" ascending from the abdomen to the head, to be followed by a
violent explosion apparently in his left ear accompanied, he said, "by a
a
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musical tone, like the twang

of a guitar."\ I have personally had the musical
experience and also as of a human voice emitting an unarticulated vowel.
Thirdly, visual experiences, of which a flash of light is the most common,
though I have seen half a brick hurtling towards my face (in assocation with
a bodily
jerk).
Fourthly, Mitchell added the experience of a sudden odour.
We might add skin sensations as of an electric shock. Any two or more of
the above may occur together, especially a flash of light accompanied by a
violent bang. A sense of alarm, together with a cold sweat, laboured breath¬
ing and tachycardia often follow.
Mitchell pointed out that a sudden bodily jerk may accompany the
sensory shock. Both he and Roger (1931) give excellent descriptions of the
subjective sensations which may precede the sensory shock itself; namely,
tingling or "upward surge of indescribable nature" (Mitchell), numbness,
or swelling
mounting rapidly from the extremities or the epigastrium to the
head, whereupon the shock occurs. One may be given a description of the
head swelling like a balloon till it bursts with an explosion. In one case (the
EEG is shown in Fig. 17) there was described to me a flow from one arm
to the other, in another case a feeling of "hot" flow down one or both legs,
till, when the feet were reached, a jerk occurred and a feeling of swelling
shot up through the body to the head, which seemed to swell right out.
Some individuals describe a pain shooting from neck to finger-tips, others a
buzzing in the head, yet others a sudden "spasm" or discomfort over the
praecordium with arrest of respiration.
Mitchell called these experiences "primary sensory stuff". They are not
visions, spoken words or music. The bodily jerks which accompany many
of the sensory shocks are, likewise, undifferentiated movements not having
the pattern of purposive movements, suggesting that both the sensory and
motor responses result from an abrupt, diffuse, undirected facilitation of
cortical activity. The light flashes and jerks are comparable to subjective
responses evoked by direct electrical stimulation of the occipital or motor
tone

cortex, respectively.
On occasion there

are sensory
experiences which are not simply primary
stuff, e.g. the brick suddenly hurtling towards my face mentioned
previously. Another example, one incorporating a recent environmental
situation, was experienced by me recently. I had spent much of the day help¬
ing to repair an old wooden garage. The night was hot and one of my children
had awakened me in the early hours, so that I lay awake for a while with
my hands on the pillow, next to my scalp, thinking about a "price-war"
in cars that was developing after savage cuts in the price of new cars by

sensory
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was a vision of the roof of the
(the left more than the right, it seemed)
jerked up
me as the roof crashed towards me. Common auditory
hallucinations of an abrupt, yet more complex nature, are those in which
a bell like that of a telephone or the sound of one's name being called is
experienced. Minor jumps certainly occur as the individual comes awake at
these times, though I have not heard of really violent bodily jerks with
them. More complex experiences like these may point to less abrupt
facilitation of the discharge of cells in some cortical areas, while in the motor
area it might, in some cases, still be so abrupt as to cause a minor jerk.
one

manufacturer. Then

wooden garage

and
to "save"

suddenly there

my arms

The
The
than

falling experience

more uniformly associated with a bodily jerk
the other varieties of sensory shock. Quite frequently it assumes a
of the sort of complexity referred to in the preceding paragraph.

experience of falling is
are

measure

One man described how he experiences himself as climbing steps and then
missing his foothold, another falls down the stairs at his home, while a
woman
of religious upbringing feels herself falling into a pit "such as
Joseph was cast into by his brothers". Falling over a cliff is a common varie¬
ty. Harriman (1939) furnishes an example of a young woman who felt
herself falling off a cliff to escape a ferocious beast or, on other occasions,
of being on the top of a high ladder which has toppled and is falling through
an arc.

Harriman described further

examples in which some waking experience
incorporated. One youth had seen a fellow student fall accidentally
from the top of a flagpole and his own nocturnal falling experiences were
subsequently of falls from flagpoles. In another they were of falling from a
swing, the individual having once had a severe fall when a swing broke while
she was high in the air. While some state that the bodily jerk is experienced
as an
attempt to save themselves before striking bottom, others, as Harri¬
man points out, feel the jerk as
impact.
There is little to be found in the literature about these falling experiences,
despite their frequency—144 among 182 students of McKellar (1957) and
27 among 44 students of Harriman. Thirty-three among 134 persons ques¬
tioned by me said that falling was the commonest of their types of sensory
experience accompanying a jerk. Freud (1954) did not experience them him¬
self and dismissed them as indicating a wish to succumb to erotic pleasures—
was

after the

manner

of

a

fallen woman—in the

have to be content with the

case

of

females, while

we

males

proposal that we wish to fall in order to reexperience the infant's pleasure at being picked up again by his mother.
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Equally diverting is the older view that the experience is an atavistic one
days of our arboreal ancestors—the dozy creatures'
slumbers were so often interrupted by falls from the trees and a sudden
jerking of the limbs in an attempt to snatch for support, that the pattern
is ingrained within our inherited constitution!
derived from the

Nocturnal
When

jerks

falling asleep or when lying, drowsy, in the early morning, we may
experience not only the sensory shocks of the type described but also, often
at the same time or without the sensory experience, a sudden, incoordinate
jerk of the whole or a part of the body. The jerk may be of great violence
and succeeded by a feeling of fear or it may consist merely of a slight twitch
of one limb. About ten per cent of adults will deny getting the jerks, about
ten per cent will say they usually get several each week and often several
on certain nights, while the remainder will say that they get occasional
jerks. After questioning 150 people about this, I am convinced that their
estimates are completely unreliable, just as unreliable as are estimates of
dream-frequency (p. 126). Discussion with husbands and wives reveals that
the spouse is aware of numerous jerks which the individual remembers
nothing of, and I believe that, just as there are not dreamers and nondreamers, but rather dream-recallers and non-recallers, so also everyone has
these jerks, but remembrance of them is usually lost in the amnesia of sleep.
Nevertheless, the possibility that the violence and frequency of these jerks
may vary from time to time remains. Those who complain of frequent
jerks characteristically say that they may have them on several nights of one
week, or for several weeks, then not for many weeks, months or years, till
they recur again, subesquently to leave them once more (Roger, 1931;
Oswald, 1959b).
Roger concluded that the jerks were a phenomenon of very light sleep
only and, in my view, all the evidence points to this being true. The jerks
may frequently be seen in the domestic dog or cat upon the hearth, when
they occur in light sleep (De Lisi, 1932; Pintus and Falqui, 1934; Giordano,
1938). Kennard et al. (1958) mention the occurrence of such jerks in six of
100 patients during a study of the appearance of drowsiness during EEG
recording in juveniles with behaviour disorders, and each jerk occurred while
the EEG was that of light sleep. These authors expressed the view that the
jerks were of cortical origin. Pintus and Falqui (1934) carried out cortical
ablations in cats and observed that it was only by damage to the contralate¬
ral motor cortex that the jerks during sleep could be abolished. When
hypnotic drugs were used to induce sleep in cats (and one presumes that
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sleep in such cases was deep rather than light) Giordano (1938) found the
jerks absent. Some human subjects have told me that caffeine-containing
beverages like tea or coffee, which, by their action in promoting wakefulness,
might be expected to prolong the light stage of sleep, make them have more
jerks. Others have blamed heavy smoking.
In the course of experiments in which, by means of repetitive stimuli,
volunteers were brought repeatedly from light sleep to wakefulness and
back again on hundreds of occasions, I encountered such jerks and was able
in 11 instances to obtain EEG recordings together with simultaneous record¬
ings of respiration, electrocardiogram and body movement. In all instances
the jerks occurred while the individuals concerned had been in the B stage
of sleep for a brief period, usually only a matter of seconds (Oswald, 1959b).
Nevertheless, in some more recent work with R. Berger in which three of
my own jerks were recorded, in one instance a light C stage had been reached
with definite spindles for 20 seconds prior to the jerk which occurred during
a large K complex, two minutes after the onset of sleep. Figs. 25 and 26
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Fig. 26 A sudden bodily jerk. EEG channel i = left pre-frontal-frontal, 2 = right pre-frontalfrontal, 3 = left frontoparietal, 4 = right frontoparietal. The arrow points to the jerk artifact
in the electrocardiogram which was derived from the left arm and the left leg. The subject
believed this jerk involved mainly his arms, and experienced a feeling of "flow" across his body
from his left arm. No jerk artifact can be seen in the leg leads, suggesting that the subject's
belief in this case was correct. In this instance the subject, who had again gone to sleep while lis¬
tening for faint, regularly recurring tones, jerked just before the next faint tone was due—on and
off artifacts related to the tone can be seen in the respiration and leg channels. The small "humps"
on the respiration curve are caused by apex beat movements. Note that the jerk followed an
EEG slow wave complex with frontal phase-reversal and that the first respiratory event in this
case after the jerk was a deep inspiration. (Reproduced from Oswald, 1959b.)

illustrate the

findings in the

case

of two jerks by the
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the individual was supposed to listen for and respond
case after having
just responded to a tone he slipped into sleep, to jerk awake in association
with a poorly developed K complex (while these typically are a feature of the
C stage of sleep, poorly developed examples can sometimes be seen in the
EEG during the B stage). In some instances limb recordings confirmed the
subject's own belief about the distribution of the jerk, but one instance was
found in which the subject believed that only his right leg jerked, whereas
the limb recordings indicated that both legs had moved, the left much
more than the right. In most instances a very small immediate chest
movement in the direction of expiration accompanied the jerk, but whether
this was so or not, a deep inspiration nearly always followed. In several
instances there was no doubt that an external stimulus had precipitated the
jerk.
Emphasis has already been laid on the denial of having slept that many
people will exhibit after very brief episodes of light sleep, especially if they
are of nervous temperament. One of my cases insisted that he was always
awake when his jerks occurred and, much to the annoyance of his wife, he
used to perform various antics like sticking both his legs straight up in the
air at night after retiring to bed because he found the jerks did not occur
then. There can be little doubt that this was an effective device, solely
because he was awake at such moments. When EEG and limb recordings
were made from him, he was
asleep both behaviourally and electroencephalographically at the time of some typical jerks, after each of which he
denied having slept at all. He was an obsessional, nervous individual and I
fully agree with Roger (1931) that the complaint of numerous jerks is a
phenomenon of persons of nervous temperament. Symonds (1953b), when
describing some cases, expressed a contrary view, though when reading
Symonds's case reports, I am not convinced (Oswald, 1959b). Symonds
reported a man who claimed always to be awake when his jerks occurred,
but I would be more impressed by his wife's opinion that he was, in fact,
asleep. I believe that the person who is anxious about his jerks is more likely
to be awakened fully by one and lie worrying about it, and so, subsequently,
recall more of his jerks, than is the average person who does not bother his
doctor with these commonplace events. We have shown that an event which
the individual regards as of special importance is particularly likely to
result in full arousal from sleep and a definite objective response (Oswald
et al., i960) with, therefore, an increased likelihood of subsequent recall.
The jerks illustrated in Figs. 17, 25 and 26 were all accompanied by sensory
shocks of the inner flow type, and I would suggest that just as these occurred
Fig. 17). In each

case

to faint tones delivered at ten-second intervals. In each
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in association with sudden arousal from the B stage

of sleep, so also other
shocks, as well as nocturnal jerks, are part of a sudden arousal
response, sometimes provoked by outside stimuli, sometimes by stimuli of
internal origin. McGlade (1942) described foot twitches, which I presume
were a variety of the jerks we have discussed, in persons asleep or falling
asleep. These were associated in time with relaxation of the pyloric sphincter
and the passage of food material into the duodenum and inevitable afferent
impulses from the viscera. As previously suggested, the sudden sensory and
motor phenomena could be thought to be due to an abrupt increase of
cortical facilitation accompanying arousal. Many people may experience the
"fall" or the jerk as causing arousal rather than vice versa, but I do not think
that one can rely on this subjective impression of the sleeper. A waking
person's judgment of the time relations of two nearly simultaneous events is
not merely highly unreliable, but determined by the subjective significance
which one or the other event has for him (Titchener, 1908). The discrimina¬
tion of a sleeping person would be even less reliable and the belief that a fall,
a bang or a jerk was responsible for awakening is a simple rationalisation.
sensory

Light sleep and epilepsy
(1890), writing of sensory shocks accompanied by bodily
jerks, pointed out the "interesting resemblance of these innocent attacks
to epilepsy", but concluded that despite the analogy "there must be a wide
difference between it and these sensory experiences". The jerks involve
sudden, involuntary, incoordinate bodily movement and, often, an involun¬
tary sensory experience which, in many cases, as in the case of those who
frequently have the falling experience, is undoubtedly stereotyped. Symonds (1953b) postulated a relationship to myoclonic epilepsy, without,
in my view, adducing convincing evidence from the case histories of patients
whom he described. The reported frequency of these jerks and the probabili¬
ty that even more remain unrecalled should act as a discouragement to the
use of the term "epilepsy"; furthermore, the
jerks have features in common
with the reflex startle pattern, which is a normal physiological response.
Light sleep does, nevertheless, predispose to electrical spike activity in
Weir Mitchell

the EEGs of those with abnormal cortical function, and to actual seizures
in

some epileptic patients. Griffiths and Fox
(1938) analysed data from 101
patients, for whom the hour of some 40,000 epileptic fits had been recorded.
The peak incidence of fits was around 6 a.m., there being another peak just
after the time of going to bed, with a lesser peak spreading over a period just
before and after lunch. With the exception of the before-lunch period,
when blood sugar may have been low, these times of peak incidence of
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the most

hours of drowsiness. There are,

however, big
patients experience predominantly daytime
fits, while others have fits mainly at night.
In clinical electroencephalography a record taken during light sleep is
of especial value if the examination is for epileptic or quasi-ictal phenomena
in persons whose waking records are normal or show only diffuse or non¬
specific abnormalities (Silverman and Morisaki, 1958). Light sleep promotes
the appearance of focal spike discharges. The reason for this is not under¬
stood. Light-sleep recordings are also of value in defining abnormalities
related to gross lesions of the cerebral cortex, for which purpose short-acting
barbiturates are of special value because of the characteristic fast activity
which such drugs induce in the EEG recorded over healthy cortex, in contrast
to areas where cortical function is impaired (Pampiglione, 1952).
are

common

individual differences. Some

Hypnagogic hallucinations
We must

consider

closely some of those irrelevant images that
the attention wanders, which we discussed in the last chapter, in
particular those which haunt the borderland of sleep. No sharp distinction
can be drawn between these
images and the more vivid or eidetic images of
some fully wakeful persons, nor between these images and those of wake¬
fulness during abnormally restricted sensory stimulation. These products of
the sleepy individual often merge into dreams and it should be emphasized
that it is not possible to define limits or distinctions between them and
dreams, since both are events of private fantasy discernible but fugitively
through the mists of memory.
The term "hypnagogic hallucination" was coined by Maury (1848),
whose account has never been excelled. Particularly valuable also are the
book by Leroy (1933) and the survey by Leaning (1926). French writers
especially have been concerned to relate these fascinating events, which
have, by comparison, been neglected by psychologists of the Englishnow

more

appear when

speaking nations.
Hypnagogic hallucinations are said to be those of "half-sleep". They are
experienced as discontinuous, even if recurrent, sensory experiences which
seem to force themselves upon the passive subject, and have often been
contrasted with dreams in which the individual may experience himself as an
active participator in an adventure. They are events of drowsiness occurring
while the subject flits between wakefulness and light sleep, retaining some
contact with reality, so much so that he may declare himself to have been
still fully awake when he had his hallucination, which, because of its bizarre
nature, he cannot integrate into waking life, so that it appears to him to be a
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thing apart, impressively vivid. There are big individual differences in the
frequency with which these events are said to be experienced, just as is the
case with dreams. Those who state that they have rarely experienced them,
at least since childhood, will often report that they did have some during
a bout of fever when their sleep was restless. Restlessness which is due to
anxiety, or as Maury noted, to black coffee, also gives rise to reports of these
images. The hypnagogic hallucinations are most commonly visual and
auditory, but various kinaesthetic and other bodily hallucinations, as of
shrinkage or swelling of a limb or constriction about the waist (Critchley,
1955) and, more rarely, olfactory hallucinations are described.
It is very difficult to gauge the frequency of the more striking type of
hypnagogic hallucination. One may have verbal difficulties in describing
what it is one seeks to learn when questioning people about hypnagogic
hallucinations. It is probable that, like dreams, most are not recallable the
next day. Many people will deny experiences of this kind when questioned
or deny even more straightforward waking imagery, such as a number form,
because they have a fear of being trapped into admitting some psychopathological oddity. McKellar and Simpson (1954), following a questionnaire
study of 110 university students found that 67 reported having hypnagogic
imagery. Fifty of these reported auditory experiences and 39 visual. The
finding that auditory experiences were reported by more people than visual
experiences is interesting. It contrasts with most of the reports in the litera¬
ture, where pride of place is given to visual experiences. It might be added
that most people regard "picturing things" and visual imagery in dreams
as commonplace compared with suddenly hearing one's name called or a
loud voice abruptly speaking a phrase in the privacy of one's bedroom: the
auditory experiences would, therefore, be considered more striking and be
more often remembered as notable. Leaning mentioned that (like nocturnal
jerks) hypnagogic hallucinations often seem to appear in runs, being nume¬
rous for a week or two, then not recurring for weeks or months. As others
have found, I have certainly noticed more while particularly interested in
them, during the preparation of this book.
Attention has been drawn (p. 60) to the fact that episodes of light sleep
can be extremely brief and that cerebral vigilance can fall from a level in
which alpha rhythm is present to one where the alpha rhythm is lost, for a
matter of a few seconds, or a fraction of a second at a time. Brief episodes of
this nature, with loss of alpha rhythm and a few low-voltage slow waves,
recur repeatedly in drowsiness. The individual may subsequently em¬
phatically deny having slept. In the few moments while cerebral vigilance
was low, contact with reality and the direction of attention must have been
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impaired, and it is at such moments that hypnagogic hallucinations arise
(cf. the report of recurrent visions by the subject of Figs, n and 25). Davis
et al. (1938) first noted that subjects reported wandering of thought,brief
fensory experiences including visual and bodily fantasies, and dream-like
seelings, immediately after brief moments of loss of alpha rhythm during
drowsiness. They believed these experiences to merge imperceptibly into
dreams. Dement and Kleitman (1957b) likewise reported descriptions of
dream-like reverie and various sensory experiences such as "floating" and
"flashing lights" by subjects awakened from the EEG B stage when first fall¬
ing asleep. In these conditions subjects frequently say that they were still
awake while experiencing their hypnagogic hallucinations; for example,
the subject mentioned by Leaning, who experienced one while climbing the
stairs to bed. Rouques (1946) claimed that he was not merely widely awake
but also capable of calculating or having his mind occupied in some other
manner while noticing his
hypnagogic hallucinations of landscapes, and the
like, in an absent-minded way. Leroy wrote that it is difficult to distinguish
easily between sleep and wakefulness and he considered that when hypna¬
gogic hallucinations
I believe that

then of
more

a

an

occur

the individual is certainly not fully awake.

individual may

be

aware

consecutively of calculating,

vision, then of calculating again, and so on, the activities being

alternate than simultaneous. When

vigilance

rose,

calculation would

continue, only to lapse as vigilance fell again. As previously emphasized,
the individual may be quite unaware of brief falls of vigilance, and the advent
of the EEG has given us an advantage over those observers who have had to

rely on their subjective impressions. Vihvelin (1948), for instance, in a
lengthy discussion of the various arguments about whether hypnagogic hallu¬
cinations should be regarded as quite different from dreams or not, insisted
on the criterion of
being fully awake during the former. Maury (1848) wrote
that hypnagogic hallucinations occur when attention wanders and the mind
no longer pursues the voluntary, logical order of its thoughts, that a state of
relaxation and non-attentiveness is always present, and that as soon as
attention is re-established the creation always vanishes. Maury recognized
that "half-sleep" could alternate with wakefulness.
Maury (1848, 1853) agreed with the earlier writings of Purkinje and
Gruithuisen that hypnagogic hallucinations are elements of dreaming. Leroy
also wrote that the materials of hypnagogic hallucinations are those of
dreams. I believe that hypnagogic hallucinations are, in a sense, microdreams. They are discontinuous because, at times when falling asleep, loss
of contact with reality is discontinuous. The individual repeatedly returns
to reality while his cerebral vigilance repeatedly rises and falls. Conse-
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quently, he does not feel he has been engaged in a prolonged adventure but
a passive spectator.
It is for this reason, I suggest, that the usual distinction between dream¬
ing and hypnagogic hallucinations is made—that the latter are not actively
entered into. It may be pointed out that some dreams, when described
immediately after being awakened, may be of a very passive nature (Dement
and Wolpert, 1958a). The EEG signs during dreaming indicate that there
are brief periods of alpha rhythm. Despite this, the individual does dream,
though some may claim merely to have been "thinking" (p. 126). When
alpha rhythm reappears briefly during dreaming, although cerebral vigilance
may be briefly raised, contact with reality may not be re-established since
that he has been

it has been absent for

an

hour

or more

and since the dreamer has

no

imme¬

diate memories of it and there may be nothing to break the uniformity of
environment. The person falling asleep is in a quite different situation,

the
for
he has just been in contact with reality and is merely in danger of losing
contact during the brief episodes of lowered vigilance when alpha rhythm
disappears from his EEG.
The greater reality quality of the dream is reflected in the subject's
activities during it; notably, verbal activities in dream conversations,
bodily movements and, possibly, "scanning" eye movements (see p. 129).
The most striking instance of this "living in" a dream is the battle-dream
(p. 139), where there may not merely be speech and eye movements but
major bodily responses may be made to the fantasy events created. The
person having hypnagogic hallucinations, however, because he quickly and
repeatedly re-establishes contact with reality after his brief fantasy-crea¬
tion, rarely makes sequential responses to them, either of the eyes or the
body, though Leroy describes an instance which he classes not as a dream
but as a hypnagogic hallucination, where the subject sat up and leaned over
the edge of the bed in order to watch a procession of little men pushing
chariots round the room. Again, the individual may feel in no sense a
detached observer when he has just had an auditory hallucination of hearing
his name being called. These examples serve to illustrate that sharp distinc¬
tions are not to be drawn between the brief fantasy events of falling asleep
and those more protracted ones, particularly during the light sleep which
may follow previous deep sleep, which are more universally called dreams.
In the case of either, visual fantasy creations may continue to be perceived
after the eyes open for a period varying from a second or so, to several
minutes in the case of the battle-dream. F. W. H. Myers coined the adjective
"hypnopompic" for these visual experiences. In defining them he wrote,
"In hypnopompic pictures
as I have termed them
which accom...

.

.

.
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pany the departure of sleep ... a figure which has formed part of a dream
continues to be seen as a hallucination for some moments after waking."

(Myers, 1903).

"hypnopompic" has unfortunately been used by some writers
a "state" persisting for perhaps an hour or two
prior to final awakening after a night's sleep, with the implication that it
is quite different from the "hypnagogic state" of first falling asleep. Asser¬
tions of this nature appear to have been copied by one writer from another,
and so perpetuated. It would be better that the term "hypnopompic" were
dropped altogether or else retained solely for hallucinations persisting from
sleep when the eyes open, whether the individual retired to bed ten minutes
or ten hours before. Maury (1848) included hallucinations persisting after
sleep, when the eyes were opened, in his description of hypnagogic hallucina¬
The term

of textbooks to refer to

tions.
The

morning state of drowsiness, especially after once awakening, is often,
falling asleep, a period of drifting between wakefulness
and light sleep, the great difference, under normal circumstances, lying in the
greater duration of the drowsy state in the morning. In anxious or fevered
persons the drowsy period of first falling asleep may not pass rapidly on to
deep sleep but may persist unduly, and the individual may lose contact with
reality to such a degree that visual hallucinations may occur when the eyes
are
open. The drowsy condition in the morning period has nothing special
about it. As Havelock Ellis (1897) wrote when rejecting the term "hypno¬
pompic", what is experienced "is as much conditioned by the sleep that is
passing away as by the sleep that is coming on." Many persons experience
brief images of the traditional hypnagogic type when drowsing after a
night's sleep, and, equally, others experience more prolonged dream sequences
before first falling deeply asleep after retiring. Any of these different varieties
of experience can persist briefly in some people when the eyes open and
could qualify for use with the adjective "hypnopompic".
Maury (1848) and many others have described hypnagogic hallucina¬
tions persisting brefly when the eyes were opened in the darkness,1 especially
in the case of the more menacing kind of vision. Sometimes
they persist
when it is light. One student described to me how, in the morning, he dream¬
ed of a spider, then awoke and saw it
momentarily on his pillow. A girl
student described opening her eyes in the morning and greeting a male
acquaintance whom she saw standing by the bed—whereupon he vanished.
McKellar and Simpson (1954) reported that one of their
subjects had seen
an
angel under similar circumstances.
As mentioned earlier in this book, when some
persons conjure up voluntary,
like the drowsiness of
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vivid, visual images and "look" at them for some time, and then look away
or
open their eyes if they had been closed, an after-image may be seen. This
has been described also in the case of dream images by Gruithuisen (1812,
p. 256), and Alexander (1904), while Leaning gives further examples. Gruit¬
huisen gives several instances of his own, the most famous (mistranslated into
French by Burdach in 1839 and repeatedly and incorrectly quoted there¬
from since) was that in which he dreamed of violet fluorspar on a fire of
glowing coals and on awakening had an after-image of a yellow spot on a
darker ground, looking like the sun in a stagnant pool ("die Gestalt der
Sonne in einem stehenden Wasser hatte"). Alexander dreamed of a human
figure, "and when my eyes suddenly opened, I was surprised to see the
figure lengthen out exactly as does an after-image."
One very obtrusive class of imagery, that may be experienced when one
relaxes with the eyes closed, differs somewhat from hypnagogic imagery in
general. I refer to perseverative images of sensory events repeatedly ex¬
perienced during the day. Thus, when I once spent an entire day from early
morning till late evening at the unaccustomed task of scything down thistles
in a field, on closing my eyes at night I vividly saw thistles, thistles and
more thistles. Leroy gives an example of this kind following anatomical
dissections by day. A day's long and tiring car-drive will be followed, when
I retire to bed, by an endless vision of roads, cars, lorries and overtaking.
Others, as Maury and Leaning remark, may have similar auditory experiences,
hearing once again, on retiring to bed, the playing of the orchestra to which
they had listened earlier. It seems as if, when repeated perceptual responses
have been made of, for instance, thistles, they continue to occur in the
absence of corresponding sense-organ stimulation. As might be expected
from the conclusions reached in the previous chapter, I would fully agree
with the opinion Leroy had reached that these perseverative images are not
exact "reproductions". As the individual falls asleep these imaginal con¬
structions change and merge into more typically bizarre hypnagogic
hallucinations.
Visual

hypnagogic hallucinations

Hypnagogic visions sometimes are of geometric designs—various brilliant
bright points. As Leroy remarked, these are not like
the eigenlicht or "entoptic light" (the amorphous and coloured visual sensa¬
tions present to the dark-adapted eye), but resemble the "phosphenes"
which one may observe if, for instance, one exerts steady, firm pressure
on the eyeball for half a minute or so.
In his classification Leroy noted that some hypnagogic visions had the
and coloured lines and
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appearance of real objects, while others were
some resemblance to real objects. Actually the

of abstract form, yet having
wealth of variety of described
hypnagogic visions defies cataloguing. Certain classes do, however, seem to
be

common.

Faces and figures, often grotesque, coloured, and having a sinister,
menacing quality, whether of unknown human beings or of animals; some¬
times pleasant and laughing. They sometimes accompany children's nightterrors. They usually are experienced as looking at the individual in a very
personal way. Leaning gives the example of several figures of young women
looking at the sleeper, accompanied by an auditory hallucination of one of
the women saying, "He isn't asleep." McKellar and Simpson (1954) report
a subject who saw skeletons, white thin ones and fat black ones.

Amorphous and abstract shapes
the

may

precede

any

formed image and, like

latter, may often move towards the individual as if in a threatening

manner.

When younger,

I several times when, for instance, awake with

vivid cubes which advanced endlessly towards me, growing
huge as they did so, as if to crush me.
toothache,

Nature

saw

landscapes, seascapes, flowers. Reeds and branches moving
(Tournay, 1941).
It is striking how, in many instances, the visions are of parts rather than
wholes. Tournay sometimes saw a spoked wheel, its lower segment only,
always turning with the ground moving off to the left. Alexander (1909)
tended often to see segments or halves of faces. Leaning gives the example
of the vision of just two fingers. Woodworth (1915), discussing normal wak¬
ing imagery, and Kliiver (1931), discussing eidetic imagery, make the point
that parts of a whole are perceived in detail and in sequence rather than
detailed images of wholes.
On some occasions the visions are accompanied, or appear to be conse¬
quent upon, some words that flit through consciousness, spoken subvocally
in reverie. Leroy gives the example of the word "teeth" being seemingly
illustrated by a vision of teeth which subsequently changed into other vi¬
sions. Slight (1924), while dozing in a train, was dimly aware of the conversa¬
tion of fellow-passengers and a remark about "the end phrase", whereupon
a vision of the end-buffers in a
railway station appeared.
Sometimes the visions seem to grow out of a vague amorphousness;
later sometimes shrinking away again. Often one vision passes into another
with little apparent association except perhaps some minor feature of form.
Sometimes they move laterally across the field of vision. They are, like
scenes:

in the wind
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dreams, nearly all forgotten quickly unless the individual rouses himself
sufficiently to make a written or a definite mental note of them. In order to
illustrate how some can have a whole series of visions, we may consider the
examples experienced on retiring one night by Alexander (1909), who kept
alternating between drowsiness and wakefulness and who, during the latter
moments, recorded on paper what he had seen. The following series of
visions appeared:
(1) A face like that of a Singhalese with black, coarse hair. (2) A landscape
with stormy clouds. (3) Half a sinister profile, the eyes and nose of which
underwent changes. (4) Dignified eyes and brow. (5) Weeds, one familiar
and one strange. (6) Assorted views seen from a vehicle. (7) Red berries
amid green leaves. (8) Dot and circle as if sculptured in stone. (9) Pine
cone-like image. (10) A six-leaved plant seen from above with a red centre
and one of the six leaves missing. (11) A gorilla-like face. (12) A comic
profile. (13) A figure "g" which underwent various changes. (14) Vague
female faces, the first one suggestive of the Greek goddess Astarte. (15)
Envelope addressed to "Gertrude". (16) Necktie with stripes. Alexander
then continues: "and said in dream, 'I had forgotten I had that.' (I have
none such). Roused suddenly."
On the whole, writers who have described their hypnagogic visions
have been unable to account for them in terms of recent experiences or
thoughts which might, by association, conceivably have given rise to the
visual experiences. Silberer (1909), however, proposed that a problem which
has been occupying the mind while awake may be carried into drowsiness
in the form of concrete visual images which symbolically represent the
problem. Hollingworth (1911), who emphasized the "flashlight" brevity of
his hypnagogic visions, came to a similar conclusion, referring to the phenom¬
enon as "perseverative substitution". He gives an example where rumina¬
tions during the day about the technique of some projected psychological
experiments were followed by a symbolic representation of his problem
during drowsiness in the form of the movements of chessmen. Slight (1924)
and McKellar (1957) were impressed by Silberer's views and give further
supportive examples. Slight, for instance, mentioned an image of a bridge
over which he seemed to have crossed following days in which he had
achieved, by effort, the solution of some problem or in which he had recap¬
tured

some

lost memory.

Hypnagogic hallucinations occur as a feature of light sleep in cases of
narcolepsy (p. 196) and in sleep-deprived persons (p. 186). In addition,
visions of a similar nature have been described, mainly by French writers,
in cases of "peduncular hallucinosis". Lhermitte and Sigwald (1941) and
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Tournay (1941) believe that the hallucinations of such patients are probably
hypnagogic hallucinations. Peduncular hallucinosis is a term
applied to certain patients with lesions of the mid-brain, and, as discussed
earlier in this book, impairment of mid-brain function is liable to provoke
changes of a sleep-like nature.
Like the auditory experiences to be considered below, hypnagogic visions
often seem suddenly to irrupt into one's stream of thought in an intrusive,
irrelevant manner. Leroy laid emphasis on this, giving examples such as that
of one subject thinking over a musical adaptation and possible arrangement
of chords while awake in the early hours, when suddenly he saw on his lap
a grey fish which he was filleting without any instrument. As soon as he
voluntarily tried to observe the fish, the vision vanished.
Many of those who have written about these visions have thought it worth
debating whether they could be classed as illusions: whether they are false
perceptions based on the eigenlicht (the idioretinal light or entoptic light)
—the visual impressions of more or less amorphous coloured light with
aggregations and brighter spots that can be seen in the dark. Maury himself
described the development of the visions from the coloured spots previously
present. Ladd (1892) in a famous paper proposed that the visual phenomena
of dreams arose from the eigenlicht. Binet (1894) stated that in his experience
hypnagogic visions arose similarly. Manaceine (1897) and several of the
French writers and, more recently, McKellar and Simpson (1954) have
espoused this view. Alexander (1909) and Leroy (1933) especially have
argued cogently against it. Alexander rejected the idea that the visions were
perceptual illusions, emphasizing that the visions are mental constructs,
determined by central and not peripheral factors. In conformity with our
conclusions of Chapter VI, we may note his emphasis on the fact that the
images are fabrications and not reproductions of things seen; indeed, they
seemed to him "no part of a mental store of whose acquisition or presence
we are aware".
Leroy pointed out that the claim by Delage that hypnagogic
visions moved with the eyes did not mean they were of retinal origin. It
merely means that they occupy a certain part of the subjective visual field
and the direction of the optic axes is irrelevant. After-images of waking
voluntary images also move with the eyes (Oswald, 1957a). Leroy found the
argument about a peripheral versus a central origin to be misplaced, with
related to

which I would agree.
It is the case that the retina is

spontaneously very active, and Arduini
(1959), as mentioned earlier (p. 15), have demonstrated how
important a role this activity can play in maintaining the level of activity of
the reticular formation during darkness. However, there are good grounds
and Hirao
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for

believing that spontaneous resting cellular discharge could occur any¬
pathway and beyond; there are no special
reasons for embracing any one part at the expense of any other and it is
doubtful whether the eigenlicht is wholly retinal in origin. I regard hypna¬
gogic images as essentially like all other images, viz. perceptual responses
which need not depend on sense-organ stimulation at all. A good illustration
is provided by the fact that some patients who, owing to transection of the
spinal cord through injury, lack all sensory input from the lower half of the
body to the brain, can yet experience vivid sexual orgasms during the dreams
of light sleep, without, of course, any actual corresponding changes in the
genitalia (Money, i960).
Can hypnagogic visions be influenced by sensory stimulation? Instances
whereby auditory hypnagogic hallucinations (p. 107) and dreams (p. 127)
have been so influenced will be discussed and, in conformity with the belief
that hypnagogic hallucinations are "micro-dreams", it may be worth
recording an instance of the apparent influence of external stimuli on hypna¬
gogic visions. A male subject aged 27 had first been without sleep for 90
hours, following which he had about 6 hours sleep at night. The next night at
about 11 p.m. he was used in an "interrogation" experiment, being required
to give answers to a series of 42 questions fired at him over and over again.
His eyes were closed and his EEG was being recorded. His EEG recurrently
varied between that of wakefulness and light sleep. During the latter he
would sometimes mutter his answers, at other times he would fail to reply.
The EEG recording paper was not falling into folds properly and at one
stage my colleague, R. Berger, was folding it while I continued the inter¬
rogation. The subject was in the same room as us and the paper-folding was
very noisy. When the session was over the subject was asked if he had
had any visions, dreams or similar experiences. He denied any. About two
minutes later we folded up some more of the paper. At once the subject cried,
"I did dream!" Evidently the noise of the paper reminded him of what he
had experienced earlier while the paper was being folded, and it seems
probable that that folding of paper during his drowsy state had provoked
his visions. He reported having seen a series of photographs of naked women,
passing from right to left across his visual field. The long axes of the photo¬
graphs were horizontal, as were the women. He felt the photographs were
part of a book. A check made with a tape-recording of the interrogation,
where in the orthodox visual

which

was

time-linked to the EEG record, showed that at the time of the

noisy paper-folding he had been in light sleep.
It was possible to trace a conversation he had been engaged in earlier in
the evening concerning books of "art photographs" of the female body.
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The EEG paper moves from right to left across the
familiar with this and with the fact that the long axis

machine and he was
of each sheet of EEG
paper is horizontal during normal inspection. He called his experience a
dream and I would not disagree, but record it in this chapter, rather than
the next, because experiences of this nature, viz. of being a spectator while a
series of visions passes across one's field of view while drifting between
light sleep and wakefulness at the hour at which one normally retires to
bed for the night, are often called hypnagogic visions rather than dreams.
There were no rapid eye movements (see Chapter VIII). Later that night
when he retired to bed and his EEG and eye movements were recorded, he
had recurrent cycles of rapid eye-movement periods; when awakened during
the third of these he denied having dreamed.
Auditory hypnagogic hallucinations
Visual hallucinations

in many

clinical conditions where there
of interference with brain function. Auditory hallucina¬
common in schizophrenia and occasionally they occur
in hysteria, alcoholism or in temporal lobe epilepsy. Normal people have
auditory hallucinations, sometimes of music or of animal-noises and often of
voices, as hypnagogic hallucinations and in dreams. A very common and
simple auditory hallucination is the experience of hearing of one's own name
being called. One suddenly becomes alert, either having clearly heard one's
name or else with a strong impression that someone called it. Maury (1848)
recorded hearing not only "M. Maury! M. Maury!" but also simple words
is

an

are common

organic

cause
tions of voices are

like "Oui!" It is characteristic of these
familiar one—I have

more

than

once

experiences that the voice seems a
heard "Ian!" called in what seemed to

wife's voice. One may contrast this with seeing faces, etc., in hyp¬
nagogic visions, which seem unfamiliar.
More complex hallucinations of voices occur. Again the voice is often
experienced as a familiar one. Like the visions, the voice often seems sudden¬
ly to intrude into one's thoughts about something quite different. One night
I had been awakened in the early hours by one of our children and lay awake
an hour or more. I was pondering on the significance of the work of Bonvallet
and Sigg (1958) and the caution needed when applying such experimental
findings to man when suddenly, it appeared to me, my thoughts were
interrupted by what seemed to be my wife's voice saying loudly, "It's got
to be the afternoon." I realised fairly quickly that, in fact.it was an hallucina¬
tion, and wrote it down by the light of the early dawn while my wife
continued to slumber on. Despite the subjective feeling of interruption of
my thoughts, I have little doubt that had an EEG recording been made it
be my
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to have

slipped into sleep just before coming to so
abruptly.
The example just quoted is of a phrase having no discoverable meaning.
Similarly Maury records hearing the senseless phrase, "Analytical geometry
in three dimensions." Sometimes, however, what one may hear is a whole
phrase which, like the visions of menacing faces, has an intensely personal
quality. Leaning records how a woman saw a vision of part of a ship and
then heard the voice, as of a man of the better-educated working classes,
saying loudly by her pillow, "There's no occasion to warn her. We've got
one ship off already."
It will be obvious to the reader that similar experiences could be said to
be part of a dream sequence, followed by abrupt awakening. Slight (1924)
gives an example of how he was travelling by train, pondering on the prep¬
aration of his article, "Hypnagogic Phenomena", and, in particular, the
problems of symbolism, when suddenly a voice asked, "Why is your face
dirty?" His micro-dream did not end there for, as he awoke, there came the
answer, "Because it isn't washed." Further examples of these highly personal
auditory experiences are mentioned on p. 102 and 115, and their deliberate
controlled induction is described on p. 116 et seq. Sleep-deprived persons
lapse very readily into "micro-sleeps" (Chapter XI) and both they and
narcoleptics (p. 195) may have auditory hallucinations. Further similarities
between certain phenomena of sleep and those of schizophrenia will be
would have shown

encountered and

are

me

summarized

on

p. 112

et seq.

Auditory hallucinations during unstructured noise but with reduction
of other sensory stimulation have been mentioned on p. 86. Hollingworth
(1911) records a comparable experience during drowsiness. He was sitting
sleepily, in his cabin on board ship one evening and thinking about buying
cloth for a new suit when, it seemed, suddenly the rushing noise of the
water heard through the porthole became transformed into the husky voice
of a salesman trying to sell him a suit, while Hollingworth musingly wondered
at the lack of inflection in the salesman's voice.

The dereistic

thinking of sleep
chapters of this book the view was expressed that what we
call "thinking" is a function of the cerebral cortex and that, as cerebral
vigilance declines, the facilitation received by the cortex is reduced with
consequent impairment of efficiency of cortical activity. In Fig. 18 can be
seen an example of the
disorganization of voluntary movement in light sleep.
Thinking is also disorganized. We must consider not only sheer loss of capaci¬
ty to perform thinking operations, but also the data available for use in
In the earlier
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thinking, remembering the alteration in the quality of thinking that may
be said to result primarily from environmental uniformity and the failure of
attention to be directed to sensory information from the real world.
We do not know at what depth of sleep thinking can be said to cease.
Since memory fails, we cannot tell whether "thinking" goes on in mediumdepth sleep, though certainly some complex discriminations between speech
stimuli can be made (p. 48).
In light sleep, whether vigilance is gradually falling or whether it has
recently risen from lower levels, the cortex gets enough facilitation to cause
consciousness and concomitant thinking. The quality of this is impaired and
Bleuler used first the adjective "autistic" and, subsequently, the adjective
"dereistic" to describe that quality. Dereistic, by its derivation, means
disregard of reality or divorce from reality (Bleuler, 1924).
In Chapter VI it was argued that thinking was an imageless, unverbalized
process, but that images and words could illustrate it. The bizarre, and
"unrelated-to-the-thoughts-of-the-moment" quality of the hypnagogic
images, usually lacking clear associations, are an expression of the impaired
organization of thought in light sleep. Verbal constructions are equally
impaired, equally dereistic, having much in common with those of schizo¬
phrenia, childhood or dysphasia. Head (1926), whose use of the term "vigil¬
ance" was discussed earlier (p. 21), regarded the speech disturbance in
dysphasia as the result of local impairment of vigilance within the brain;
we may regard the speech disturbance in light sleep as the result of general
fall of cerebral vigilance.
As we settle down to sleep we may muse inwardly, not vocally, but subvocally, "talking inwardly" to ourselves or to fantasy companions. Gradually
all is lost in sleep but then, later again, we may dream and again talk in¬
wardly to ourselves or to dream companions, often with audible vocaliza¬
tion. In either case memory of the verbal constructions vanishes extremely
rapidly and it is only occasionally that one may return to waking reality
with a memory of one's sleepy speech still present. It is necessary at once
to make

written note of it

or it is lost forever. If it is written down, it may
apparent nonsense has been written, with faulty grammar,
senseless adjectives, strange substitutions of words, and neologisms (new
word formations). It is often the case that, as with hypnagogic hallucina¬
tions, the phrase of which one is aware seems suddenly to have irrupted in a
a

be found that

unrelated to one's current

thoughts. Maury (1848) was musing in
conceit, when suddenly he was aware
of the quite irrelevant phrase, "II ne s'en est pas mal trouve, quand j'avais
expedie la depeche."
manner

reverie about

a man

he knew, and his
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a probable
evening in i960 I watched a B.B.C. Televi¬
sion cricketing farce about a village called Upgreen. Musing while falling
asleep, I tried to recall the name of the village, and soon afterwards I
realised that I had said to myself, "I think like water in sapphire." The

Sometimes,

sense

as one

writes down these phrases one can realise

behind them. One

"I think like"

was

summer

rational: "I think the

name

was

like

.

.

." For

me,

having a close acquaintance with rural England, a cricketing village would
have a village green with a village duckpond in it, the water in the village green
(Upgreen) actually being expressed not as green but as sapphire (blue).
There was a strong feeling of association with one old village through which
I have driven in north Oxfordshire where there is a pond in the village green.
Hoche (1926), who collected notes of his own inner speech as he fell asleep,
and of his dreams, over a period of 14 years, gives another example arising
from an evening's experience. He had been reading the story of Androcles
and the Lion and in his dream a lady-friend said to him, "I am very liongrateful to you for what you said."
Very often no sense can be discerned in the verbal constructions, which
tend also to have what Froeschels (1946) has called a quality of egocentricity
—bald statements made to nobody—but having, as Alexander (1909)
pointed out, a curious pomposity and unintellectual wit:
"He is as good as cake double."
"The pencil holds well. To the pavement with Tell too."
(Both from Schjelderup-Ebbe, 1923.)
"Buy stock in the fixed stars. It is remarkably stable."
"Our mind is not one of those (which Wesley's was) in which the relation
of mind to subject is one of subject turned over and then fished up again."
(Both from Alexander, 1909; he had never had any interest in either the
stock market or Wesley.)
"They don't want the tickets, they only want elimination of horse." (One
of my own.)
"And find that all with syphilis is immediately."
"One of the most characteristic features is the acceleration of the sixteen."

(Both from Froeschels, 1946; the second appeared to follow from thoughts
muscle.)

about the anterior scalenus

Neologisms are frequent:
"They are exposed to verbally interlection."
"Understanding is adversability of understanding."
(Both from Froeschels, 1946)
"Lacertina Wein" (Kraepelin, 1906)
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"Or squawns of medication allow me to
"Conceit is not often being named a

ungather" (my own)
phantabilit." (Schjelderup-Ebbe,

I923)
During

a dream in which a huge bird with an orange bill appeared a
spoke and said it was a "jaleisa", another said it was a starling
(Ellis, 1911).

woman

At times

a

poetic quality creeps in

"The War stands in red marks."

(Schjelderup-Ebbe, 1923)

Actual versification is not

uncommon as the subject drowses*. Into such
especially may creep what is more than pomposity: actual delusions
of grandeur**. Hollingworth (1911) has drawn attention to this grandiosity
in the drowsy state—schemes, plans of revolutionary ingenuity and bril¬
liance, formulations, all seeming highly rational, strikingly original and
wonderfully significant at the time of their conception. Yet in the morning
it is realised that "the most striking thing about it has been its splendor as a
work of unbridled imagination, but its absurdity as a scientific achieve¬
verses

ment".

Anyone who has slept in a dormitory, in a barracks, or indeed with his or
her spouse knows that people talk in their sleep. The verbal constructions
at these times are often ludicrous and they, and the similar productions of

evening drowsiness, have rarely been recorded. An example of the verbal
play that may be present is recorded by Hollingworth (1911), whose wife
said to him one evening while he was drowsy, "Let's hurry and get there
by ten o'clock." Hollingworth replied, "That's easy. I could get there by a
nickel to ten." (It was then 9.50.) Maury (1857) was drowsy during a lecture
and when suddenly asked a question by the lecturer replied, "There's no
tobacco in this place." After the general laughter, and until he was told, he
had no memory of what he had actually said.
Manaceme (1897) carried out an experimental study of this impaired
thinking by suddenly waking up children from their sleep and saying, for
*

A

delightful collection of these "dream tags" is to be found in The New Statesman, i960, Vol.
and Vol. 60, p. 42. The choicest is that by a Mr. Singelton of London:
"Only God and Henry Ford

59> P- 93°

Have
**

Take this

no

umbilical cord"

example, again from The New Statesman, of what

poetry:
"It's white to be

snow

It's cold to be ice
It's

windy to blow

And it's nice to be nice"

was

felt to be

a

hymn of ultimate
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me, does not 3 times 2 make 5?" or, "Do you not know that
snowing this summer?" Some children would not become fully
wakeful and oriented for several minutes and might either mechanically
repeat the question or even say with conviction, "Certainly 3 times 2 makes
5." Sleep would rapidly return and in the morning, if any memory persisted,
it was, for instance, of a dream of a summer landscape coated with snow.
Pai (1946), in his study of sleepwalking, reported incoherent speech, with
vague, grunted, and irrelevant replies to questions. Sleep deprivation may
also cause these changes (p. 185). Manaceine noted the loss of contact with
reality, manifest as suggestibility. She found it easy to induce terror by,
for instance, saying that the house was on fire. The impairment of function
is evident in the purposeless movements and lack of precaution against falls
of the sleepwalker (Pai, 1946). The inertia characterising sleep can be
discerned in the catalepsy (see p. 148) or maintenance of imposed awkward
postures of the sleepy subjects of Manaceine, in the sleep-walkers of Roger
(1932) and in the sleep-deprived subjects of Tyler (1955).
It has earlier been maintained that there is no abrupt cut-off point be¬
tween wakefulness and sleep and that cerebral vigilance can fall gradually.
In addition, in normal drowsiness and in dreaming, the EEG signs indicate
recurrent rises and falls of cerebral vigilance with return of alpha rhythm
by no means infrequently during dreaming. We would, therefore, not expect
there to be a total loss of all the characteristics of waking thinking during
drowsiness, light sleep and dreaming. "Those wide integrations which are
compassed by the human psychophysical organism in its most productive
moments are almost entirely wanting" (Bentley, 1915), but, "real thought
occurs in dreams
we carry on whole trains of reasoning,
reasoning
sometimes incorrectly, often correctly from absurd premises" (Calkins,
1893). Discrimination may be grossly impaired but is not lost and, perhaps,
especially at moments when cerebral vigilance momentarily rises during
a longer sequence, we may be vaguely aware of the incongruities in our
experiences and thoughts. Leroy (1933) stated that one can be vaguely
aware of the incongruities in hypnagogic visions. Hoche (1926) claimed to
have made, during sleep, corrections to 1.7% (sic) of his sleeping "slips of
the tongue", and Bentley (1915) noted that sometimes incongruities may
be apparent to the dreamer.
Alexander (1909) gives a good example of the struggling after waking
standards that may take place in light sleep. He writes:

instance, "Tell
it has been

...

I awoke

(September

m6decin desoi-meme."

1909) with the words: "Le m6decin de tout est le
I recalled the act of writing the sentence on a black¬
having great difficulty with the words. First distinctly

4,

...

board with chalk and of
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appeared, "le physicien", and this, I conceive, somehow called vaguely into
(not into consciousness) the mandate, "Physician heal thyself", for which
I dreamily began to seek a French equivalent. At any rate, I seemed to be feeling

action

for

some

as: "Le m6decin de tout le monde c'est le m6decin de
certain that the impression I was trying to convey was, "The

such sentence

lui-meme." I

am

physician who can heal himself is the physician for everybody." But I had great
difficult}' with the words, debating which phrase to write first and adding the
"meme" after a troubled feeling that "soi" was incorrect.
Alexander traces the "deductive

reasoning" that appeared to be occurring.
composition, "The existence of a felt, if inept,
critical factor in the dream consciousness", and the necessity for postulating
a subconscious associational link, having, in this case, a French-English
He refers to the laborious

form.
Thomson

(1914) also gives

example of puzzlement as a result of
things in dreams, citing auditory
experiences in which the dreamer heard a voice belonging to someone other
than the actual dream-companion speaking as if it were the latter; and
an instance of a new voice which the individual felt it should be possible to
recognise and yet could not do so.
"condensation",

or

an

fusion, of two

or more

Resemblances to

schizophrenia
similarity of the thinking mechanisms in dreams and schizophrenia has
been remarked on by numerous authors, including those holding psycho¬
analytic beliefs about regressive narcissistic withdrawal, but it is not
intended to review these here. One thing we should emphatically make
clear is that psychiatric patients have typical schizophrenic experiences,
and behave accordingly, while fully awake.
We will concern ourselves only with those phenomena of the borderland
of sleep during which the observer may often feel, even if mistakenly, that
he has remained awake. Here are to be found many of the features of
schizophrenia. We have already remarked on auditory hallucinations of
voices, queer play on words, bizarre verbal constructions, neologisms,
catalepsy, failure of insightful discrimination between fantasy and reality,
The

and brief

grandiose delusions.
Maury (1853) discussed the analogy with psychotic thought that is
apparent in the abrupt appearance during the state of drowsiness of ideas
or verbal constructions
apparently foreign to on-going thoughts—verbal
constructions, moreover, which seemed based on associations independent
of the proper sense, being dependent instead on similarity of sound.
Outstanding among those who studied fragments of the verbal construc¬
tions of light sleep was Kraepelin (1906) who, with a collection of 274
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examples, expressed the hope that by their study new light might be thrown
on both schizophrenia and dysphasia, for he saw in them evidence of kindred
disorders of thought and word selection. He attributed the disordered forma¬
tion of thoughts and speech construction to the encroachment of associa¬
tions, the basic thought becoming displaced because of an associated idea
replacing an essential link in the normal chain of thinking. The new element
so introduced was a narrower, more concrete one which "suppressed the
more general and more shadowy one" and had the symbolic quality of a
metaphor. In his opinion the derailment of speech or thought in this
manner was due to a "lack of distinctness in the ideas" and this brought
about apparent mixtures of different series of ideas (what Freud called
"condensation"). Froeschels (1946) discussed the 28 examples he himself
presented, and their striking similarities to the utterances that are made by
a
proportion of schizophrenic patients. Schjelderup-Ebbe (1923) and
Hollingworth (1911), whose observations have already been mentioned,
drew a similar parallel.
Mintz (1948) in a valuable paper likewise pointed to the abnormalities of
thinking underlying the utterances of sleepy persons and the evident
similarities to schizophrenia. He gives the example of a normal man who
woke up and recalled having seen a ping-pong ball on his wife's bed during
the evening, it having rolled off a nearby table. He arose, went to his wife's
bed, took the ball, put it away and got back into bed. His wife was awakened
and asked what he was doing. He replied, "You see there stands a wringer."
His wife failed to comprehend, so he went on, "An electrical and a handturned wringer." After affirming that he meant what he had said, he failed
to reply to the next question, appearing to be asleep. The only subsequent
explanation that he could offer was that near his house he often passed a
sign advertising electrical or hand-turned laundry wringers, and that one
might squash a ping-pong ball if it were to be passed through a wringer.
Mintz likened the man's sleepy speech to that of schizophrenia, in that it
showed a grouping of elements having only tenuous general relations and a
failure to maintain boundaries between the immediate perceptual field,
personal preoccupations and thoughts about absent, outside events.
Mintz pointed to similar failures in another instance, as follows. A normal
young woman woke up. Seeing her husband up already, she said (in Rus¬
sian), "Set fire to the towel." She became irritated when he, after first getting
her to repeat what she had said, demanded so pedantically that she explain
more clearly. He should set fire to the towel,
namely, raise the window-blind,
for to set on fire makes light, and a towel and a blind are similar in shape.
There has been little experimental study of the speech constructions of
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sleepiness. In Chapter VI we discussed the impairment of directed atten¬
tion in drowsiness. Jung (1909), in an outstanding early work, The Psychology
of Dementia Praecox, interpreted the thought and speech disorder of
schizophrenia in terms of impairment of attention. He had himself carried
out experimental studies of word-associations under varying conditions of
distraction and impaired attention and found that under these circumstances
there was a marked increase of associations indicating shallow thought,
such as "speech-motor" forms (e.g. to do-right), "coexistence" types (e.g.
ink-pen), "sound reactions" (e.g. nice-rice; wonder-ful) and "mediate
reactions" (e.g. grass-green-hay). Jung was, of course, greatly interested
in the apparent presence of similar associations evident in schizophrenic
speech disorder.
He quoted an experimental study by Stransky of continuous speech
associations "under the influence of relaxed attention". Subjects were
required to talk non-stop at random for one minute. That valuable tool of
contemporary experimental psychologists, the tape recorder, was not
available, but instead Stransky made gramophone recordings of his sub¬
jects' speech. Subjects were not to pay attention to what they said and in
half the experiments external distraction was used. Stransky found marked
resemblances between the verbal material he recorded and those of schizo¬

phrenia, and the resemblances to speech constructions made during the
impaired attention of drowsiness are equally striking. Repetition, perse¬
veration and superficial associations were very manifest and there was a
great deal of condensation, the gist of several sentences or words being
merged into one sentence or word, with many resultant neologisms. Jung
found in Stransky's material evidence of the same "laws of association" as
in his own work on impaired attention.
Examples from Stransky's material include "These sheep are-were
merino sheep, from which the fat was cut by the pound, with Shylock was
the fat cut out, the pound cut out.
"Especially a meat, which one cannot get rid of, the thoughts which one
cannot get rid of, especially when one ought to perservere at it, persevere,
persevere, severer, severin ..."
The sleepwalker will withdraw from pin-prick, yet, as if preoccupied, will
apparently fail to comprehend what is said to him (Pai, 1946). Cataleptic
maintenance of imposed postures has already been mentioned (p. in) and,
when experimentally imposed, this characteristic of the sleep-state has
stimulated a great deal of research (p. 148). In these features may be dis¬
cerned characteristics of textbook catatonic schizophrenia.
Auditory hallucinations which seem to irrupt from outside and interfere
.
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patient's thoughts are an outstanding feature of schizophrenia:
they generally have a highly personal quality and are often voices of familiar
persons. These, we have noted, are features of the hypnagogic hallucinations
of normal people. The schizophrenic generally attributes the interference with
his stream of thought, and his hallucinations, to others. Alexander (1909) did
not comment on the similarity of his hypnagogic hallucinations to schizo¬
phrenia: he attributed them to the subconscious self. The hallucinations,
he wrote, "are the work of an agent that does not share my interests, aims
or
feelings" yet seem the work of "a self" for "they have an individuality
and likeness inter se which argues a common and idiosyncratic source." A
sophisticated way of saying his mind is influenced by someone else!
A 55-year-old female paranoid schizophrenic, a patient of mine, who had
lived on her own for many years, when hallucinatory voices, formerly heard
only in the street, began to make numerous remarks about her in the
privacy of her own home, concluded that they must be "spirit" voices. From
time immemorial, hypnagogic hallucinations have been similarly interpreted,
and after an excellent review of the phenomena, Leaning (1926) concluded
they must be of supernatural origin.
I once had an auditory hypnagogic hallucination which illustrates how
very like those of a paranoid schizophrenic such experiences may be. In the
week immediately preceding the experience, I had come into sharp conflict
with two people (who jointly I shall, with author's licence, say represented
a
policy of inertia and vested interest to which I was opposed). My mind
had been troubled by this and when one night one of my children woke me
several times within an hour, thoughts of these interpersonal difficulties
returned. Suddenly I heard the voice of one of the two people, which I
experienced as somehow the voice of both in concert, saying conversation¬
ally to the other, "He's
.". I was so alarmed by this that I failed to write
it down and could later recall only that it was some comment, not of a
particularly abusive nature, about me. I had thought with consternation,
"I'm going schizophrenic, I must see Dr. —." It was then only by reflecting
on what
Kraepelin and others said about hypnagogic experiences that I
relaxed and dropped off to sleep again after a few minutes. So far, I hasten
to add, I remain non-psychotic by day!
McKellar and Simpson (1954) suggested that hypnagogic hallucinations
might at times contribute to the development and course of a psychosis.
Baillarger (1845), before Maury's classic descriptions of 1848, in fact first
proposed that the state intermediate between sleep and wakefulness was a
state in which hallucinations in psychotics were especially liable to occur.
Some of the cases he described we would today call paranoid schizophrenia.
.

.
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In these it was claimed that hallucinations first occurred only by night,
though, in fact, we cannot tell from his descriptions whether the patients
might not have had some similar experiences by day from the first, which
they might have attributed to other people who were, by day, near at hand.
Baillarger also, however, described cases of people who were probably
subject only to genuine hypnagogic hallucinations which, to the unsophis¬
ticated, were distressing. Thus a woman aged 42 heard her name called
during the night by voices which she variously distinguished as those of her

mother, sister and sister-in-law, all of whom

were

dead. These

were

of

a

menacing quality, demanding
and mice. She
tions and

was

masses of her. She also saw butterflies, birds
admitted to the Salpetriere, but had no more hallucina¬

discharged, having shown no signs of madness.
described by Baillarger illustrates one of the few types of
patient commonly encountered in which genuine hypnagogic hallucinations
manifestly do contribute to the clinical condition. He described a patient
who today would probably be termed a paranoid depressive. She was aged
41 and suffering great self-reproach over some past, but "unpardonable"
petty pilfering. When just dropping off to sleep she was disturbed by the
sound of a drum and soldiers' voices, in consequence of which, if she saw
soldiers or heard drums by day, she felt she was being followed and spied
on. Paranoid symptoms vary with local cultural conditions. In Edinburgh
tenement flats are the traditional type of residential accommodation, and de¬
pressed patients lying half-awake in the early hours (p. 193) sometimes
attribute what were evidently auditory hypnagogic hallucinations to the
deliberate ill-will of their neighbours above, below or next-door. The more
florid hysterical patient will also sometimes lay emphasis on visions ex¬
perienced in drowsiness.
was

Another

case

Induced

"hypnagogic psychoses"
schizophrenia-like features of light sleep already discussed could,
theoretically, be present in persons who, instead of lying in bed, were walk¬
All the

ing about and behaving in
wakefulness to

a

casual

a manner which would appear to be that of
observer, if such persons could be made to suffer

frequently repeated falls of cerebral vigilance of very brief duration. In
fact, brief episodes of light sleep lasting 1-2 seconds can be artificially
induced (p. 60) and can occur spontaneously in the sleep-deprived. Con¬
sistent with this is the fact that states resembling acute paranoid schizo¬
phrenia in apparently waking but sleep-deprived volunteers have occa¬
sionally been observed (p. 188) even though no extra psychological stresses
have been applied. Most of the data in this respect apply to selected volun-
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teers of a high level of morale and physical fitness. Interesting also is the
report of Koranyi and Lehmann (i960), who described the effects of 100

hours of

sleep-deprivation on six chronic schizophrenic patients in relative
stability. At first morale was high, but when the dominant member of the
group of patients cracked after four days, all the others abruptly had a
return of the type of acute psychotic symptoms they had had in the past:
recurrence of voices or of catatonic
stupor not present for four years.
In two cases* that I have studied (a more detailed account of which will be
published elsewhere), hallucinatory voices, failure of insight and, in one
case, an acute paranoid state have been reproducibly induced as apparent
hypnagogic experiences lasting over periods of hours in apparently waking
non-psychotic individuals. Both were undergoing treatment for the cure of
rubber-clothing fetishism.
One was a recently married male schoolmaster of 22 who had no sexual
deviations apart from his overwhelming desire for his wife to wear her
rubber mackintosh in

bed, and who was otherwise of a very normal, stable
personality with no family history suggestive of schizophrenia. The other
was a single male of 32, an N.C.O. in one of the Services, who was an only
weakly heterosexual and somewhat solitary man who wished to be cured
of his practice of tying himself up with rubber garments at times when he
masturbated; he had a very normal family history. Neither had any history
of personality breakdown and both were very fit physically. They were both
treated by a course of two-hourly injections with apomorphine, and after
each injection they dressed up in their fetish objects and were sick (after the
manner of the case of
Raymond, 1956). Between each vomiting they drank
copiously of milk and orange juice to minimize water and electrolyte deple¬
tion and clinically they did not become dehydrated. After five days and
nights of this treatment followed by only 96 hours of normal existence, the
younger patient played a normal, strenuous game of Rugby football. They
were

treated within

in

a

small

*

Further cases,

a

with

few months of each other. Each

was

confined in bed

powerful light above the bed that was kept on all
night, with rubber garments hung all round the room. They were able to
take short naps, but as the arduous series of injections continued twohourly non-stop, they became sleep-deprived. After four days a "social"
element, to induce a crisis in their attitudes to rubber garments, was
introduced by playing loops of tape-recorded remarks, each lasting about
15 seconds, endlessly on a tape-recorder in the room at night.
In each case during the
night the voices on the tape were experienced as
room

a

confirming the observations described here, have since

been studied.
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making remarks quite different from what was actually on the tape, remarks
as soon as the tape recorder was switched off. I believe their
auditory experiences were of the nature of hypnagogic hallucinations.
The relevant conditions were: (i) Isolation for four days and imposition of
uniformity of everything really significant by regular two-hourly injections
—in essence, environmental uniformity (p. 78). (2) Sleep deprivation and
prevention of sleep by (a) internal psychological conflict, (b) strong light, (c)
injections and vomiting, (d) hated words issuing from the tape-recorder.
(3) A repetitive cycle of stimulation every fifteen seconds which (p. 60) is
liable to induce a few seconds or so of light sleep every cycle. (4) Disturbance
of physical normality which, as mentioned earlier, predisposes to hyp¬
nagogic hallucinations.
The 22 year old man's tape-loop was as follows:
"Rubberised clothing makes him sick." Vomit noise. Female laughter.
"Rubber mackintoshes make him sick." Vomit noise. Female laughter.
Pause. Then three clicks on the tape. Pause.
The 32 year old man's tape-loop was as follows:
"Rubber clothing makes him sick." Vomit noise. Laughter. "Tying up
with rubber, it's ridiculous." Vomit noise. More laughter. Pause with one
click at loop junction.
Examples taken from the description given the following morning by the
22-year-old man are as follows:
which ceased

The voices

series of

disjointed statements about rubberised material . . .
coming off the tape, because it was such a small
tape
had the feeling that there was a camera watching because these voices
seemed to know every move I was going to make before I made it ... it came to
say "trousers"
I knew it couldn't be commg off the tape ... It was as if they
had seen me getting up to go out of the door, the voices . . about mackintoshes
making me sticky or sick. It was "sick" and "stick"
the voices developed
into trying to tell me that I was not really helping all I could; that they wanted
me to be sick and
they wanted me to do something about these waterproofs . . .
this cup was lying here and I looked at the cup
the voice kept saying, "There
is nothing in the cup."
these three staccato knocks [the clicks] which were a
symbol of the cup, later on
they wanted me to pick up this cup and throw
it at the mirror
I couldn't understand it
I thought there was something
inside the box. I thought you were over in another building working it. I
thought all the voices were there
watching me somehow through this wee
red eye in front
the voices went on to say something about this mixture, this
dynamite
the stick
a penis
it meant that
voices started to say
that when I woke in the morning I would be violently sick with this dynamite
I did not
.

.

see

.

.

a

.

how it could be

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

...

.

.

.

.

.

drink, the stick

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

was the stick
I felt wide awake
I
the sister coming in and she seemed to me to be th
. gave me a letter from my wife . . . she was saying, or

the mackintosh

sitting up in bed
symbol of the Gestapo
was

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

...

...
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somebody was trying to frame me for something . . . the voices seemed to suggest
my next action ... I was certain I was being made into a robot
.

He also had

.

.

autoscopic experience, seeing himself vomiting in a corner
once when the tape-recorder was
turned off in the morning, and returned, with also a vision of a witch stirring
his abdomen with a mixing-stick (derived probably from "makes him sick")
the following night, to cease again when the tape-recorder was turned off.
In the following days he was completely normal and looked back on those
experiences as if they were nightmares.
The 32-year-old man had his tape-recorded loop playing on two nights
at a 48-hour interval. Each night the new phrases he heard so distressed him
that he switched off the tape himself in the early hours and had forgotten
most of what he had heard by the time he was interviewed. Some examples
he gave about the voices are as follows:
of the

room.

an

The voices all ceased at

Well, they were to do with the electrical impulses or something
heard

...

I

.

.

•

"I tied up my brother" . . . "My clothing made me sick" ... I couldn't
understand it. I told the sister there must be something wrong with the set . . .
I didn't think it should make all these noises
I can't remember what they
...

...

saying
I thought I had read something sometime or other that a taperecorder skips a word or it skips a meaning
and you get the totally opposite
meaning
I never went to sleep.
were

...

.

.

.

...

On the second
.

.

I

goes

night of the tape-recorded loop:

was hearing things different from what there was there
"Zonial clothing
in the sea"
remember?
I was going to write them down. I wish I had.
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

Neither of these men had any remaining psychotic symptoms once the
tape-loop stopped and it seems that they were, in a sense, induced to have
hypnagogic hallucinations of voices dwelling on particular topics.
"Let the dreamer walk about and act like

awakened and
dementia

we

have the clinical

praecox."
[C.G. Jung, 1909, p. 86)

one

picture of

CHAPTER VIII

Dreams

What is
Dreams

sometimes defined

a

dream?

of images, mostly visual. I be¬
have such experiences when fully
awake and in more or less immediate contact with reality. The dreamer has
lost contact with reality. Dreams are fragments of a fantasy-life, just as are
our day-dreams, although in the case of the latter there is usually present
sufficient environmental stimulation and cerebral vigilance is high enough
to enable the individual to keep at least within easy call of reality. Day¬
dreams on retiring to bed tend to lose their status and become dreams.
Man is usually considered to be primarily a visually-dependent animal,
unlike the bat. It is, therefore, not surprising that fantasy-life should reflect
real life and that common descriptions of the former should emphasise
visual experiences. However, like real life, the life of fantasy includes
experiences of all other sensory modes, hearing being the most common,
generally of hearing the voices of others. The proportion of dream visual
imagery to dream auditory imagery has been reported as 240 to 157 (Calkins,
1893), 84 to 69 (Weed et al., 1896), 93 to 73 (Hacker, 1911) and 59 to 51
(Bentley, 1915). The gross inadequacy of recall (see below) and the nature
of the experiences themselves make such numerical estimates open to all
sorts of objections, but the figures are reasonably consistent and with the
accompanying smaller figures that the authors gave for kinaesthetic,
somaesthetic, olfactory and gustatory experiences, they may be thought
to reflect fairly closely the relative amounts of our real lives we devote to
paying attention to the different sense modalities. Those who have never
experienced any one particular modality, such as vision, have sensory
experiences in their dreams confined to other modalities (see review by
Ramsey, 1953).
are

lieve this is

as

sequences

misleading. Some people

can
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?

Examples given me recently when awakening two congenitally blind
may make things clearer. One described how he had been at a jazz
concert with his friends, to whom he was talking, the other described how
he was in the Blind Workshop where he had just been handed a broken
rosary, probably to put inside a football so that the movements of the
latter could be followed by a sightless person. The first man was at a concert,
the second in the workshop. They had experiences of a sensory nature, but
the essential point is that they were in definite "life" situations where, for
instance, conversations were possible (the frequency of conversations in
dreams is probably generally underestimated).
In Chapter VI it was argued that images, or sensory experiences not based
on
reality, are constructed as illustrations of imageless, unverbalized mean¬
ings or concepts, that thought itself is an imageless process, and that images
are constructed when attention is
poorly directed. Under normal nocturnal
conditions of environmental uniformity and low general cerebral vigilance,
thinking would be inefficient and attention directed but poorly to informa¬
tion from sense organs. In consequence, the imageless meanings or concepts
would be organized not only in an inefficient, illogical manner, but also
without reference to the environment. They would have their counterparts
in images, or words, which alone make possible a basis for existential
cognition (Aveling, 1912), and in these the same inefficient, illogical and
men

dereistic features would be present.
Hall has adopted a position which

has

common

points of agreement. He

states, "Thinking is a process of conceiving. The end-product of this
process is a
in sleep or

conception (idea)" (Hall, 1953b). "Thinking, whether it occurs
in the waking state, is one and the same process. Thinking
consists of forming conceptions or ideas. A conception is invisible
the
images of our dreams are images of our conceptions . . concrete perceptible
representations of the mind's ideas" (Hall, 1953c). "A dream is a perceptible
embodiment of a dreamer's conceptions (ideas)
the conceptual is made
perceptual" (Hall, 1953a). An image in a dream is therefore a symbol, the
referent for the symbol being a concept or conception which itself is nonperceptible. Furthermore, the conception is peculiar to the individual and,
therefore, Hall (1953a) argues, symbolization is an individual matter and
specific symbols cannot be universal for specific referent objects—a cow
might, he argues, serve as a symbol for a nurturant mother if the individual
conceives of cows as nurturant animals, but not if he conceives of cows as
dangerous animals.
Since the imageless, unverbalised, non-perceptible meanings, concepts
or
conceptions, whatever we choose to call them, are primary, images are
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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inessential. The dreamer may construct auditory images of spoken
when thinking about other people in his dreams, but need not.

words
In his
perceived relations with others there is often simply a tacit understanding;
the sort of non-verbal communication experience that only schizophrenic
patients have in waking life.
Dreams and the level of
In

vigilance

Chapter II the view was expressed that consciousness was present when
cerebral vigilance was high. The dreamer is conscious. In Chapter V we
noted that registration of memories (of external events at least) became
negligible when alpha rhythm was lost in light sleep. The dreamer remembers
at least some of his dreams. It follows that dreams are likely to be reported
following very light sleep. We have noted that mental life may not altogether
cease in deeper sleep (p. 50) and that, for instance, complex discriminations
between verbal stimuli can be made, but if registration of memories were
impossible, then no subsequent reports of dreams during that time could
be expected.
In Chapter VII we noted the irrelevant images that may appear when
attention wanders during drowsiness on retiring to bed; we noted the
dereistic thought and the disorganization of speech construction, and found
in all these the elements of dreams. We noted that since contact with reality
had recently been present and was liable to be recovered each time cerebral
vigilance rose, the bizarre experiences were often thought of as something
foreign to reality, which were nevertheless experienced while in contact with
reality, and in which the individual therefore felt non-participant. It will
have been obvious to the reader that it was not possible to draw a sharp
dividing line between these experiences and those of dreams, and examples
were noted (p. 103 and p. 105) where they were called dreams by the persons
who experienced them. The falling experience has often been discussed by
others as "the dream of falling". Many of the writers about hypnagogic
phenomena, such as Maury (1853) and Slight (1924) have coupled these
phenomena with dreams, particularly in the case of the verbal constructions.
While Froeschels (1946) wrote of the latter as transition phenomena when
first falling asleep, Kraepelin (1906) and Hoche (1926) wrote of them as
dream components. Many people will say they dream if woken from first
falling asleep. While preparing this chapter, a psychologist, of the highest
reliability as an observer, told me of how, being tired, he had recently got
into bed and fallen asleep a few minutes before his wife came to bed. Her
arrival a few minutes later roused him and he made a note of having dreamed
he was in Nottingham at some lawn tennis courts he played on as a youth,
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with, in

a

basket under his

arm, a

cockerel which

booth gave him 22/6d.
The word "dream" is something that the

for which

a woman

in

was

to be auctioned and

a

normal individual does not

bother to define, and how he uses it depends on his personal conception of
what a dream is, which will be influenced, amongst other things, by his

family, cultural background and his education. Dement and Kleitman
(1957b), who woke ten subjects up from the EEG B stage when first falling
asleep, noted that their subjects, with their particular cultural background,
called their experiences "dream-like", but invariably stated that they
had not been asleep (see p. 63). The authors thought that the subjective
difference between these experiences and those of "real" dreams probably
had to do with a persisting awareness of having been awake, which is con¬
sistent with the views previously expressed in this book.
The semantic difficulties have been discussed by Goodenough et al.
(1959), who reported that some subjects woken from light sleep after
previous deep sleep would say they had been dreaming, while others would
say they had been "thinking". While the individual might have been
"thinking" that he was, for instance, riding down an avenue in an auto¬
mobile looking at the houses passing by when, in fact, he was in bed, he
would not label his experience a "dream" because it was not bizarre or made
up of internally inconsistent elements. The authors reported that a large
number of the dream reports they collected by awakening subjects from
light sleep following previous deep sleep were not distinguishable from
reports of the hypnagogic "reveries" on first falling asleep or the waking
fantasies of the same subjects, and many were not bizarre or internally
inconsistent. The authors reported that the more traces of alpha rhythm
discernible in the low-voltage EEG of light sleep (after previous deep sleep),
the more likely the subject was to report "thinking" rather than "dream¬
ing"—an illustration of the closer likeness of thinking in very light sleep
to that of wakefulness, compared with the less efficient, more internally
inconsistent thoughts present when cerebral vigilance is slightly lower.

Cyclical

of light sleep and dreams
as an index of sleep depth, reported
that there were wave-like variations of depth during night sleep, often
about five per night. Aserinsky and Kleitman (1955b) described cycles of
activity and rest in infants during the first year of life, each cycle having a
duration of about an hour (see p. 173). They also described periods of
increased body movement, heart rate and respiration rate, with rapid
conjugate eye movements and the low-voltage EEG picture of light sleep
recurrence

Johnson (1931), using body motility
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recurring cyclically during adult night sleep (Aserinsky and Kleitman,
1955a). Dement and Kleitman (1957b) proposed that the cyclical variations
during adult sleep were probably a lengthened version of the rest-activity
cycle of infants. Aserinsky and Kleitman (1955a) noted increased facial
movements and occasional talking during the light sleep periods and they
believed that, at these times, the individuals were dreaming. They thought
the conjugate eye movements might be made by the dreamer looking around
at the scenes of his dream life. Brooks et al. (1956) independently reported
cyclic changes in depth of sleep during the night, periods of EEG signs of
light sleep being associated with an increase and greater lability of heart rate.
The observation by Aserinsky and Kleitman of recurring periods of EEG
signs of light sleep and rapid eye movements associated with dreaming has
been abundantly confirmed and has resulted in an entirely new conception
of the study of dreaming which renders obsolete many older reports.
It was known from the studies of Calkins (1893) and Bentley (1915)
that when deliberate records of dream memories are made immediately on
waking, far more dreams are noted than the individual expected, and that
when subjects are awakened during the night by an alarm, dreams are most
likely to be reported in the morning hours before the time for rising. It has
now been shown that if a subject is awakened during the night in this way, he
is significantly more likely to report a dream if awakened during one of the
light sleep phases of his cyclical variation of sleep depth (Dement, 1955;
Dement and Kleitman 1957a and b; Dement and Wolpert 1958a; Wolpert
and Trosman, 1958; Goodenough et al., 1959; Wolpert, i960; Jouvet et al.,
i960; Fischgold and Schwartz, 1961). The reports vary in the relative
frequency of dream recall after awakening from light sleep and from deep
sleep. Dement and Kleitman (1957a), after nearly 200 awakenings, reported
80 per cent recall after waking from the light sleep periods with rapid eye
movements, compared with only 7 per cent after waking from deep sleep.
Goodenough et al. (1959) reported 70 per cent and 35 per cent recall
respectively, but the difference was still a highly significant one. The authors
believe that dream recall following an awakening from deep sleep can be
ascribed to memory of dreams during a previous light sleep period.
The upward swings of cerebral vigilance tend to occur about every 90
minutes, although variations are common. The individual who falls asleep
at the start of the night quickly descends into deep sleep with the highvoltage slow waves of the D and E stages. After about an hour, sleep usually
lightens for a few minutes. The EEG B stage may be reached, but is usually
interspersed with brief periods of the C stage with spindles. Rapid eye
movements may occur in this phase of light sleep. Between these a clap can
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often elicit

fully-developed K-complex, which is not the case in the light
sleep phases towards the end of the night. The subject usually slips quickly
back to the D or E stage and the next light sleep phase begins nearly an
hour and a half later. This time it usually lasts longer, the EEG B stage
record is usually again interspersed with occasional periods of the C stage,
during which K complexes can be elicited by a clap, but signs of the C stage
are much less in evidence than during the first light sleep
phase and alpha
rhythms appear briefly from time to time. After about 20 minutes, sleep
deepens again for another 1-1.5 hours, after which sleep again lightens. This
time, and subsequently, the light sleep phase does not usually contain
a

traces of the C

As the

stage.

phases become less deep, so that
cycles, only the C stage may be
reached (though sometimes one sees the D stage right up to the time of
getting up). In addition, as the night progresses the phases of light sleep get
longer, so that if, as we may believe, consciousness is present when cerebral
vigilance has reached this relatively high level, dreaming must occupy
a greater proportion of the time in the hours before rising. There appear
to be no exceptions to this cyclic pattern of sleep depth during the night,
as illustrated in Fig. 27.
night
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or two of the five or six
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An illustration of the fluctuations in the depth of sleep throughout one night (based
recording). EEG stages B, C, D and E are indicated, together with the times during
the night when rapid eye movements were present. Frequent shift to lighter stages of sleep,
associated with major body movement, are not shown owing to their brevity.
Fig. 27

on an

actual

The

enormous

amount of

dreaming

The accumulated evidence suggests that everyone dreams for an average
total of something of the order of two hours a night, but that it is normally
almost all

forget,
groups

forgotten. Those who claim they never or almost never dream,
else say they were "thinking". Goodenough et al. (1959) chose two
of subjects, those who believed they quite often dreamed, and those

or
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they almost never dreamed. They woke the subjects up several
night and found that both "dreamers" and "nondreamers"
reported many dreams, especially if woken in the light sleep phases. It
is of interest that the "nondreamers" rather less frequently said they had
been dreaming and tended to say they had been "thinking". This appeared
to be related to a greater amount of alpha rhythm appearing in brief runs
during the light sleep phases. As with other authors, Goodenough and his
colleagues found that many of his subjects woken from the light sleep periods
would claim they had not been asleep, but awake and thinking (see p. 65).
The overwhelmingly vast majority of dream events are forgotten. It is, of
course, well known that we can be apparently wakened, say a few coherent
words or carry out certain simple actions during the night and forget all
about it by the morning, as Magnussen (1944) found in his experiments.
Dream events are even more liable to be forgotten.
Wolpert and Trosman (1958) reported a study which illustrates the
rapidity and degree of forgetting of dreams. They woke up their ten sub¬
jects during 51 experimental nights at four different stages of sleep. When
subjects were awakened from a light sleep phase (EEG stage B with or
without occasional alpha rhythm) following previous deep sleep, on 46 out
of 54 occasions dream-recall was obtained which could be classed as "detail¬
ed". When awakened during a gross body movement interrupting the same
EEG stage of sleep, 85 of 123 dream reports were classifiable as "detailed".
However, when awakened after the light sleep EEG had given way to the
C-stage, but within only five minutes of the end of a light sleep phase, no
detailed dream reports were obtained, though on nine of the 11 awakenings
dream "fragments" were recalled. When awakened ten or more minutes
after the end of a light sleep phase, only one of 26 awakenings elicited a
dream fragment and 25 elicited no dream recall at all.
Support for the view that the sleeper becomes conscious and dreams
whenever his sleep lightens to that of the B-stage during the night can be
found in the studies of dream duration. Dement and Kleitman (1957a)
tape-recorded subjects' dream reports after they had been woken by a bell.
The experimenters did not communicate directly with the subjects in order
to avoid suggestion. The apparent duration of the dream, as judged from
the length and content of the tape-recorded descriptions, correlated closely
with the duration of the light sleep phase prior to the awakening. Dement
and Wolpert (1958a) found evidence to indicate that a gross body movement
during a light sleep phase may mark the end of one dream sequence and
the start of another. Dream transcriptions were classified into (a) long,
continuous, smoothly related narratives, (b) accounts of two or more seemtimes each
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ingly unrelated fragments. The corresponding electrical records were
classified into (a) those in which no gross body movements had occurred
during the light sleep phase, (b) those containing signs of one or more gross
body movements. There was a highly significant relation between these
classes.
Further evidence

suggesting that dream events occupy about the same
the corresponding natural events was found by the same
authors in their study of the effect of deliberate external stimuli in modifying
the dream. Ramsey (1953) has reviewed the previous unsystematic reports of
such modification. Dement and Wolpert used an auditory tone, a flashing
light and a water spray and found that these and the awakening bell were
sometimes incorporated into the dream events; on more than 40 per cent
of occasions in the case of the water spray, which would, for instance,
appear in the dreams as a sudden rainfall. The subjects were not always

length of time

awakened at
where

as

once

and the eventual dream narrative obtained indicated that,

external stimulus had been

incorporated, the time from that
awakening corresponded to that which would be expected
from the natural duration of the events dreamed about. When the awakening
bell was incorporated into the dream, the stimulus was commonly perceived
by the dreamer as a telephone bell. One interesting example the authors
an

stimulus to the

describe concerned

a

dreamer about to leave the house in which he was,

when the doorbell rang,
started to go and then

he was asked whether he would answer it, hesitated,
it rang again. In that instance the experimenter's
finger had slipped off the bell-push so that it was inadvertently caused to
ring twice with a three- or four-second interval.
Dement and Wolpert (1957a) do not accept the commonly held belief
that dream events can take place with great rapidity. Maury (1853) claimed
that a long sequence of dream events could be practically instantaneous.
In support, he described a dream of his own in which he saw scenes of
massacre during The Terror after the French Revolution. He himself was
brought before the tribunal, saw Robespierre, Marat and others and had a
discussion with them, was judged, condemned, taken in the cart amidst a
great crowd, he mounted the scaffold, was placed on the fatal spot by the
executioner and was aware of his head and neck separating as the knife fell.
He woke to find the bed-head had fallen

on

the back of his neck. Thomson

(1914) described another example in which the dream events could be
construed as having been altered to suit a dream event which was yet to be
enacted as an apparent result of some external stimulus which had already
occurred. The dreamer "took off the coat and went into another room; I
started

wiping dishes

...

I dropped

one

which broke with

a

crash. I awoke"
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•—to find the wind had blown down

a picture which lay in pieces on the floor.
reject anecdotes like Maury's on the grounds of
elaboration long after the event, I think we should hesitate before dismissing
briefer dreams like that described by Thomson. In our experiments in which
subjects awoke from sleep following their own names (see p. 48), there were
several instances of subjects waking abruptly from deep sleep after as much
as 18 seconds after his or her own name had been called and saying that
they believed they had heard their names. Because of the long delay, these
could not be included in the published figures (Oswald et al„ i960), though
they would have made the results even more significant. I think we should
not dismiss the possibility of an arousal process being initiated by an exter¬
nal stimulus, evoking conscious dream experiences (whatever we may see
in our electrical records), and ending up with full awakening into which
the awakening stimulus is somehow interwoven.
I have lately been privileged to make the acquaintance of A.C. Aitken,
Professor of Mathematical Science at Edinburgh University, who is perhaps
the world's most outstanding lightning calculator*. He claims to be able to
experience the whole of a passage of music, which would normally take half
an hour, in the
space of half a minute or less. These are private experiences
within his own consciousness in which we cannot participate and which we
therefore cannot deny. Having witnessed a number of extraordinary exam¬
ples of rapid calculation and many other related feats which he did for my
benefit, and at the possibility of which I would previously have scoffed, I
must accept that "long" sequences of thought can occur, in some people at
least, with extreme rapidity, and since, as I have made clear earlier in this
chapter, the essential events of dreams are imageless, unverbalized and
outside consciousness, long rapid sequences could occur during arousal
from sleep, to be clothed on subsequent descriptive recall with perceptible
imaginal constructions.

Even if

we

feel inclined to

The

rapid eye movements
study of adult sleep, Aserinsky and Kleitman (1955a) were im¬
pressed by the movements of the eyes that occurred in light sleep and
In their

noted that there

depending,

was a

characteristic difference between these movements,

the one hand, on whether the light sleep followed full wake¬
fulness and preceded deep sleep, or, on the other, on whether it followed
deep sleep in one of the recurring cycles of sleep-depth. In the first stages of
*

A

on

transcription of a demonstration Professor Aitken once gave can be found in the TransSociety of Engineers, London, for Monday, November i, 1954.

actions of the
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falling asleep, the
movements

can

eyes tend to drift slowly from one axis to another. Similar
be briefly seen when sleep is interrupted by generalised

body movements and brief signs of arousal.
In the cyclically recurring light sleep phases of the night, during which
light sleep may persist for up to half an hour or more, the eyes do not roll
but show occasional rapid conjugate movements. These occur singly following
intervals of, at times, several minutes, or in clusters, or sometimes in prolonged
bursts of furious activity lasting a minute or more. As might be expected
from the work of Miles (see p. 60), my colleagues and I do not find the degree
of conjugacy of these rapid eye movements to be as exact as comparable
movements made when fixating different objects while awake. Kleitman and
his colleagues expressed the belief that the direction of the conjugate eye
movement was related to that which would be expected if their subjects had
been looking at actual events of the kind described in their subsequent dream
narratives (Aserinsky and Kleitman, 1955a; Dement and Kleitman,
1957a).
Dement and Wolpert (1958a) offer evidence to support the view that
the rapid eye movements during dreaming occur because the dreamer is
"looking" around at dream events. In the case of 39 dreams of 10 subjects,
they state that in 23 instances the last dream activity prior to awakening
could be recalled "with sufficient clarity to differentiate the direction of the
last eye movement in the dream" (on the supposition that the eyes would
make fixational movements related to dream events). They further state that
the "last eye movement in the record was identical with the last reported
fixation in the dream in 17 cases" and point out that the probability of such
a
correspondence, out of the five possibilities (up, down, left, right, none)
arising through chance is negligible. One is left to infer (1) that the experi¬
menters were responsible for making subjective judgments from the dream
accounts of the supposed last direction of gaze in the dream and (2) that at
the material times they may have been familiar with the relevant part of the
electrical records. One might wish that these assessments had been made by
entirely independent persons.
The same authors used a further method to test their hypothesis. They
postulated that those dream periods in which there were a lot of rapid eye
movements must be those in which the dreamer was very actively engaged
in looking around at events of his fantasy-life. They therefore decided to
divide dream narrative transcripts into "active" or "passive", according
to their own judgment of the degree of active participation or passive onlooking (for instance, a dream of watching a television programme). They
discarded 71 out of 180 dream transcripts at this stage on account of
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ambiguity (although one would have thought that with appropriate sta¬
tistical methods these 71 could have been retained). These judgments refer¬
red only to "the last episode" in each dream transcript. The authors report
that the

"transcriptions were then set aside and the eye-movement records
independently classified as either active or passive on the basis of the
eye-movement potentials", only "the last 5-10 min. of eye-movement poten¬
tial record before awakening being so classified". It is not clear exactly how
the length of time, varying between five and ten minutes, for which the
judgment was made, was selected for each record. A further four of the
remaining 109 records were discarded because of confusing artifacts. There
was an extremely close and highly significant relation between "active"
dreams and "active" electrical records and between "passive" dreams and
"passive"electrical records. The authors report that the"electricalrecordings
and dream transcriptions were separated after matching codes had been
assigned to each" and one infers that this was done before any judgments
were made and without the observers'
taking a look at any of the relevant
material. One infers that the experimenters themselves originally recorded
both the dream narratives from their subjects and the electrical records, and
that they could have retained a memory of, for instance, the latter when
making judgments of the former.
If a rather critical attitude has been displayed in discussion of this work
it is, I hope, solely because I believe it to be important work, by authors to
whom we owe a great debt for having raised the whole standard of dreaminvestigation work. Their report relates to what is, at the time of writing,
a controversial subject
(see below) and one can only wish that the various
judgments had been made by entirely independent persons. We shall
probably not need to wait very long before an attempt is made by others to
confirm the findings. We cannot, of course, rule out the possibility that some
special neurophysiological condition during dreaming (see below) could
result in some general "excitement" which might provoke both "active"
dreams and, independently, much conjugate eye movement.
Dement (1955) had earlier studied the dream reports of schizophrenic
patients and control subjects in relation to the EEG and eye-movement
records. The schizophrenic patients described large numbers of passive
dreams; of seeing inanimate isolated objects in dreams devoid of action,
and described these following periods of rapid eye-movement activity.
were

Dement

was

inclined to dismiss this lack of correlation between eyemove-

ments and dream

activity

the grounds of unreliability of the patients'
were chronic institutionalized schizophrenics
implies in regard to their way of life, and one might think
on

reports. However, the patients
with all that that
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that

passive dreams devoid of much evidence of initiative or action, in
they simply stared for long periods at things of no great significance,
may have reflected rather closely their normal waking life.
which

Further considerations
Directional eye movements as well as gross bodily behaviour occur in the
battle-dream type of fantasy provoked by deliberate abreactive techniques
natural sleep, but do so with eyes open when there is present a visible
background of vertical, horizontal, left and right. In addition (p. 81),
persons possessed of eidetic waking imagery can "look" at some desired
object in front of them, present only as an image, and make scanning eye
movements while "looking" it over. However, they do so after having "plac¬
ed" the image within an existing, real, visual frame of reference. They will
orient their image in respect of the vertical, place it "on the floor by the
side of the door" and so on. Having thus given the image a position in real
space, they then move their eyes appropriately.
The dreamer is in a quite different situation. He is disoriented in respect
of place, time and space. He usually constructs a fantasy orientation for
place. Does he do so for space while lying down, often on his side? He has
no visual cues and must therefore orient himself purely with respect not
to the true vertical but to the "vertical" of the long axis of his head and
neck, and move his eyes conjugately with respect to his constructed frame
of reference, if Dement and Wolpert are correct. Do visual images, in fact, ap¬
pear as wholes which would need to be looked around at while the eyes were
closed? As mentioned earlier (p. 102), images tend not to be experienced as
wholes but as parts. An image constructed to cover a large part of the visual
field covers that field and not real space, so that if the eyes turn to the left,
the left-hand side of an image is still on the left-hand side of the visual field
and is still not "fixated" by the fovea. So why should the eyes move if there
is no external frame of reference? One would expect that the "mind's eye"
would shift and that when what was formerly at one side of an image is to
be experienced in constructed detail, it would be brought within the centre
of the visual field. But then movement of the eyeballs would be irrelevant,
for they could not alter the position of something within the visual field of
the fantasy world.
Just as vivid fantasy images occupying a certain area of the visual field of
the waking person move with the eyes, and may be followed by after-images
which occupy the same part of the visual field and which also move with the
eyes so that they continue to occupy the same part of the visual field (Os¬
wald, 1957a), so similar after-images which continue to occupy the same
or
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area

of the visual field have been described

after

a

on

abruptly penin-; the

eyes

dream

(Gruithuisen, 1812; Alexander 1904).
Jouvet et al. (i960) have reported the case of a patient comatose for three
years and believed on clinical and radiological grounds to lack a viable
cortex, who showed the usual cyclical fluctuations of motor, cardiac and
respiratory activity associated with cyclical periods of rapid eye movements.
However, it is difficult to say that this patient could have no functioning
cortex and that he could not possibly be dreaming, even if it seems very
unlikely.
Evidence in favour of the looking-at-dream-pictures hypothesis is
provided by the absence of rapid eye movements in three congenitally
blind adults from each of whom R. Berger, P. Olley and I have recorded on
two nights. They exhibited the normal fluctuations of sleep-depth and certain¬
ly dreamed, though not with accompanying visual imagery. In addition,
a
60-year old man, blind for 30 years, from whose mental life visual imagery
had disappeared, had no rapid eye movements during dreaming, whereas
these were present during the dreams of 3 men, blind for 3, 10 and 15 years
respectively, who still experienced visual imagery.
Against the hypothesis and in favour of the belief that rapid eye move¬
ments are merely liable to occur under a certain set of neurophysiological
conditions, are certain frontal EEG changes which very often are precursors
by several seconds of the conjugate eye movement bursts.
Most of the time the EEG record during the cyclically recurring light
sleep phases looks like that of light sleep at other times, although a careful
frequency-analysis study, paticularly of activity in the 12-18 c/s range,
would be of value. However, from time to time in some subjects there are
episodes of frontal waves, lasting one to ten seconds, at about 3 c/s. These
waves were first described
by Schwartz and Fischgold (i960) and are
illustrated in Fig. 28. They sometimes occur without detectable eye move¬
ment and sometimes, even in those persons who exhibit these waves before
the majority of eye movements, may be absent before an eye movement
burst, especially if it is one of a close succession of such bursts. The waves
often have a saw-toothed or humped appearance. They are sometimes most
marked prefrontally, sometimes frontoparietally. My colleague, R. Berger,
has made a statistical study of the relation between this EEG activity and
the rapid eye movements and has shown that the former is significantly
related to the five seconds preceding the latter.
It could be argued that these EEG waves are indicative of a sudden change
of the neurophysiological status quo, which is itself responsible for a sudden
increase in the "activity" of dream events, so that more looking-at-the-
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Three examples of pre-frontal saw-toothed EEG waves heralding rapid eye movements.
of the waves in the case of subject E.R. (lowest of the three excerpts) was
characteristically different from those of subject P.W. (upper two excerpts). Also shown is the
typical appearance of rapid eye movement recordings.
Fig. 28

The appearance

dream-picture movements are subsequently made. Or it could be supposed
that dreams consist not of continuous "narratives", but of recurrent, brief
flashes of dreaming (see p. 127) at the time of each eye movement burst,
the EEG waves indicating some cortical concomitant of dreaming. It would
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most economical to suppose

that both the burst of EEG waves and
subsequent rapid eye movements are indicative of a sudden, and as yet
little understood change of neurophysiological conditions, without reference
to awareness of, or response to dream contents. It is known that an arti¬
ficially induced change of electrophysiological function of the frontal cortex
can be followed by conjugate eye movements (Rasmussen and Penfield,
seem

the

1948).
simple point against the looking-at-dream-pictures hypothesis in
opinion is the sheer size and amount of the conjugate eye movement
in some people at some times. One may obtain records of the eyeballs twist¬
ing violently hither and thither without a break for more than a minute.
When the recorded potentials are compared with those from voluntary
waking eye fixation, it is apparent that the eye movements of the dreamer
were so large that it is difficult to conceive of any life experiences which
would call for such furious activity other than on very rare occasions,
whereas such experiences would have to be fairly common in dreams.
The rapid eye movements are uncommon during the initial falling
asleep period, though they occasionally reappear soon after sleep returns in
persons woken only briefly from one of the light-sleep phases with rapid
eye movements later in the night (Dement and Kleitman, 1957b). Their
absence in falling asleep could be related to the traditional passive spectator
attitude to fantasy experiences at such times (p. 96), just as Dement and
Wolpert attribute few eye movements in later sleep to passive dreams.
Alternatively, their absence and the presence of rolling, drifting eye move¬
ments could be attributed to a different set of neurophysiological conditions
in the light sleep of first falling asleep. The light sleep periods of later in the
night could be related to the "paradoxical phase" (see Chapter I).
One

my own

The

"paradoxical phase" and dreams
be an obvious parallel between the cyclically recurring
picture during feline behavioural sleep of EEG patterns of wakefulness
from cortical leads, coupled with rapid eye movements, and the cyclically
recurring picture during human behavioural sleep of EEG patterns of
drowsiness, coupled with rapid eye movements. An immediately apparent
There appears to

species difference would be discernible in the EEG, for while in the feline
"paradoxical phase" there is fast activity similar to the waking state, the
human EEG in the comparable phase of sleep has quite definitely the
appearances of light sleep with prominence of low voltage 3-6 c/s waves.
It is important to note that Jouvet et al. (i960) have described rapid eye
movements during the "paradoxical phase" in cats deprived of their neo-

"paradoxical phase"

and dreams
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cortex. Such cats could

hardly be supposed to experience and "look around
pictures.
The increased difficulty of provoking behavioural wakefulness in the
case of the cat is paralleled by a study of Dement and Kleitman
(1957b).
Subjects were asked to respond to a 1000 c/s auditory tone presented during
the EEG picture of light sleep, both when falling asleep and in later light
sleep periods following deep sleep. Subjects responded much more readily
at" dream

under the former conditions than under the latter. It is doubtful if the term

"auditory threshold", taken from psychophysical experiments in which
subjects have a mental "set" to respond in a certain way to a certain signal,
is appropriate. A fully awake person whose "auditory threshold" is normal
will fail to respond to a signal unless he carries with him a memory of a
deliberate set of instructions to respond in a specific way, especially if he is
preoccupied with other matters. The dreamer is disoriented, out of contact
with reality, preoccupied with his own fantasy life, and could be said to
have forgotten that he should respond in some specific manner to an audi¬
tory signal, even if he nevertheless responds to it in some other way by
incorporating it into his dream life.
The cat during the "paradoxical phase" is unusually relaxed and does
not make major body movements. Dement and Kleitman (1957b) found
that while major body movements became more common in the lighter
phases of the cyclical variations of human sleep-depth, they were clustered
mainly around the period just before and the period immediately following
the lightest sleep phase with its accompanying rapid eye movements,
although major body movements are by no means absent from the latter
phase. The neck muscles of the cat are at their most relaxed in the "para¬
doxical phase" (Jouvet et al., 1959). Human pharyngeal muscles, by contrast,
would appear to be more relaxed in deep sleep, for then snoring occurs
(p. 170), but my colleague, R. Berger, has carried out electromyographic
recordings from external electrodes over the front of the neck and finds an
invariable sharp decrease of muscle tone, during the light sleep periods
with rapid eye movements, comparable to that of the cat.
In both the human and cat there are the rapid eye movements and in
both frequent small peripheral limb movements are present. Dement (1958)
described twitching of vibrissae, ears and limbs in the cat. In the human
very numerous similar small peripheral movements were noted by Dement
and Kleitman (1957b), an observation which my colleagues, R. Berger,
P. Olley, and I can confirm and would add that a sudden fluctuation of
palmar skin potential often follows a movement. Do these movements
represent abortive movements of dream life with galvanic skin responses,
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Kleitman, Dement and Wolpert believe the rapid eye movements
a dream life? Wolpert (i960) claims a significant,
albeit not very close, association between the site of the small limb move¬
ment immediately preceding deliberate awakening and the "action" of the
dream as narrated by the subject. In the dreams of the congenitally deaf
there is a lot of sign-language communication (Mendelson et al., i960).
According to the valuable review by Ramsey (1953) of dream studies,
Jastrow in 1888 described the dreams of a deaf-mute in which not only did
she experience communications from others by their fingers during dream¬
ing, but observably "talked" with her own fingers during dreams.
Domestic pets are commonly believed to dream, and dogs, for
instance, often growl, bark, snap and twitch restlessly in their sleep. Hediger
(1945) reported a series of such anecdotes of apparent dreams in a variety
of animals and shows a photograph of a lion chewing and licking its lips
as if dreaming of a good square meal.
The fore-brain "wakefulness" with hind-brain "sleep" and inhibition of
motor activity described by Jouvet et al. (1959) during the feline "parado¬
xical phase" is reminiscent of certain of the Yogi trances described by Das
and Gastaut (1957) in which profound muscular relaxation accompanied
an EEG
picture of high cerebral vigilance. In addition it is strikingly
similar to cataplexy (p. 199) and sleep paralysis (p. 195) and could be thought
to play a major role in at least some nightmares. Cason (1935) reported a
study of nightmare dreams and drew on a definition by Ernest Jones, stating
that nightmares are not only those dreams which are terrifying or distressing
but ones in which there is a sense of oppression or weight on the chest
which alarmingly interferes with respiration, and a feeling of helpless
paralysis: "There is sometimes a short period of waking nightmare during
which the subject is awake but cannot move." (See also p. 196.) Cason gives
the example of a dream in which the individual felt he was "being washed
towards the top of a waterfall at an alarming rate. It was impossible to
make any movements that would save me. My hands, legs and voice seemed
paralyzed." This same condition of consciousness with muscular relaxation,
when present in patients who also suffer from narcolepsy, is called cataplexy
and can often be provoked by fear. One could, therefore, think that the
nightmare paralysis is caused by the nightmare fear: alternatively, that
dreams occur in a human "paradoxical phase", with inhibition of motor
activity, and that in fearful dreams when there is a panic-stricken need to
move and escape the dreamer becomes aware of the paralysis.
It is apparent that there is a good deal in common between the feline
"paradoxical phase" of sleep and human sleep at times of dreaming. In both
are

as

definite actions of
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At the present time there does not appear
final answer to the question of whether the
eye movements are looking-at-the-dream-picture movements. One thing I
think is certain: we should not regard rapid eye movements as the principal
objective criterion of dreams. Fantasy experiences that some people call
dreams occur when falling asleep without rapid eye movements. Other
people wakened from light sleep with rapid eye movements say they have
been "thinking". Some people walk about in their dream-life with open
eyes. The term dreaming can be used for any experiences in which there is
dereistic thinking, usually with awareness of images, in relation to light
sleep.
In a paper concerned with dreams and rapid eye movements Dement and
Kleitman (1957a) suggested that eye movements should be the criterion
of dreaming. However, in a later study (Dement and Kleitman 1957b)
they took the view that the EEG is actually a better criterion, a view that
I would heartily endorse. Consciousness seems to be invariably present when
there is an EEG of light sleep of the stage B kind (whether or not mixed
with alpha rhythm). Thinking is always less efficient than when cerebral
vigilance is higher, as it is in normal wakefulness, and during dreaming
external stimuli may not only fail to raise vigilance but are not responded
to in other ways, and we say there is loss of contact with reality. The term
"dreaming" can be used for any time when such conditions are present,
although it is most generally used when the individual has been deeply
asleep immediately beforehand and has no recent memories of waking reality.
cases

rapid eye movements

to be sufficient evidence to

Active

occur.

give

a

participation in

a

dream world

Rapid

eye movements may indicate active participation in the dreamer's
world of fantasy. Sleep-talking almost certainly does. There are even more
frank degrees of such participation. There may not be merely minor move¬
ments related to the

sleepwalking

or

fantasy-life (Wolpert, i960) but violent thrashing about,

apparent re-enacting of emotionally stressful events such

as

combat.

Emphasis has repeatedly been laid in this book on the role of the cortex
provoking arousal and directing attention, and the view has been taken
that impulses reaching the reticular formation via collateral afferents may
play only a minor role in human life compared with corticofugal impulses
to the reticular formation dependent upon the significance for the individual
of any particular external stimulus. If external stimuli are trivial compared
with the individual's present inner preoccupations, then attention may
not be directed to those external stimuli. If a dream experience is a very
in
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emotionally distressing one, external stimuli from the real world
be disregarded. Most of us have had occasional nightmares after which
we need a few moments to convince ourselves that it was all just a dream
and that our mundane surroundings represent reality.
The dreams of persons suffering recent emotional stress reflect their wak¬
ing lives and they often have an increase of vivid, distressing dreams.
Grinker and Spiegel (1945) described the tendency of aircrew recently engag¬
ed on combat missions to have a great excess of combat dreams in which
they shouted and hurled themselves around. External stimuli may be dis¬
regarded through preoccupation with the emotionally disturbing dream
world and sleepwalking is a well-known consequence of emotional instability
or recent emotional upset. Pierce and Lipcon (1956) in a study of sleep¬
walkers in the armed services (where such behaviour comes readily to
notice) found that, compared with a control series, the sleepwalkers were
much less emotionally stable, having a significantly higher frequency of
temper tantrums, nightmares, enuresis and phobias in their histories. The
sleepwalking had often first started around the time of the start of a chronic
vivid

or

may

illness in

one

parent.

Emotionally disturbed children are particularly liable to walk during sleep.
Rothfield (1957) gives a good illustrative account of this in an emotionally
disturbed 9-year-old girl. She would get out of bed, walk about in an agitat¬
ed way, -svringing her hands and muttering to herself. She would brush aside
any effort to lead her back to bed and would sometimes take off her pyjamas
and walk out of the house. She had only vague memories of this in the morn¬
ing. To the observer she looked awake. No doubt her cerebral vigilance may
have reached waking levels but she was disoriented: trivial reality failed to
bring her from the troubled fantasy world that had begun in her dreams.
Pai (1946) described 117 cases of sleepwalking or similar activities in
service men. Seventy-one were diagnosed as suffering from acute anxiety
states, 18 from chronic anxiety states, eight from "hysterical dissociation",
nine from "hystero-malingering", and 11 were thought to be consequent
upon organic brain conditions. The acute anxiety states were seen in service¬
men who had broken down after severe battle stress. They would shout in
their sleep, toss about, jump out of bed and attack imaginary enemies.
They would shout orders, using the same phrases night after night. Some
were violent and inj ured themselves by hitting walls and furniture or falling
through windows. They appeared to be in a state of terror with tense
muscles and rapid respiration. A bang or the noise of a passing aeroplane
would provoke a panic reaction. When asked questions they would respond
with incoherent speech or grunting, apparently related to battle experiences.
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anxiety states would frequently shout in their sleep,
walking only took place at intervals. It was quiet, slow and seemingly
purposeless. Again they were liable to fall out of windows. The nights of
sleepwalking were often preceded by a week or so of restless sleep with
distressing dreams of, for instance, confinement or of being hunted. The
bouts of sleepwalking could be precipitated by psychological stress. In his
hysterical cases Pai included those in which, for instance, a respectable man
may have walked about indecently or profaned God, knowledge of such
actions being denied in the morning.
The dramatic reliving in a dream world of battle fears and experiences,
described by Pai, arose spontaneously out of the lowered cerebral vigilance
and loss of contact with reality of natural sleep. Similar "abreaction" of
psychologically traumatic experiences is provoked deliberately in psychiatric
practice, when a quick-acting barbiturate given intravenously or the inhala¬
tion of ether is used to lower cerebral vigilance by action on the reticular
formation (p. 25). Although used occasionally in peacetime most of the
published accounts relate to wartime cases and vivid descriptions have been
given by, among others, Grinker and Spiegel (1945), Sargant and Shorvon
(1947) and Edkins (1948).
Podolsky (1959) discusses a number of cases of homicide committed
during sleepwalking. He cites, for instance, the case of a 16-year-old girl
who dreamed burglars were in the house, attacking her family. She seized
two revolvers and fired 10 shots, killing her father and 6-year-old brother
and injuring her mother. On 17th February, 1961, an English jury at Essex As¬
sizes accepted a defence plea that a homicidal act was committed during sleep.
A recent patient of mine, when driving his bus, ran over and killed a girl.
He frequently relived the episode in dreams and the night after the accident
he smashed the wooden bed-end when "putting on the brake".
Another variety of active participation in a dream world, occurring in the
light sleep phase which follows previous deep sleep, results in enuresis.
Ditman and Blinn (1955) recorded EEGs and other physiological variables
during night sleep in 25 enuretics, 21 of whom were 17 or more years of age.
Their study indicated that only in very small infants does enuresis commonly
occur in deep sleep. In the young adults it almost
always occurred when
there was either a flat EEG record of the B stage or when some alpha
rhythm was present, and some of the cases reported actually dreaming of
orthodox micturition, and, of course, many of the others may have forgotten
their dream experiences. The authors postulate that some "psychic struggle"
may have accompanied micturition because of associated increase of heart
rate and muscle tension with galvanic skin responses. The act of micturition
The
but

cases

with chronic
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had the features of

used,

as

a voluntary act in which the recti abdomini muscles were
indicated by electromyography. Voluntary, as opposed to reflex,

micturition is initiated

by

and anterior abdominal

contraction

use

of the voluntary muscles of the diaphragm

wall, which then provokes the detrusor reflex

(Muellner, 1958).

On the other hand Pierce et al.

(1961) in a short report of a study of 10
nights of sleep in enuretic boys aged 5-9 believed that micturition occurred
in deep sleep. They state that wetting coincides with the usual time at which
would be expected the first nightly dream in adults and that the "episode
of enuresis is a dream equivalent". They rejected the notion of wetting
accompanying dreaming on the grounds that rapid eye movements were not
present, though we might not necessarily feel this justified. The wetting
episodes were preceded by increasing restlessness, EEG patterns of alpha
rhythm and, unlike Ditman and Blinn's cases, a slowing of the heart.
Penile erection frequently accompanied wetting. With a body movement
"just prior" to wetting alpha rhythm gave place to EEG patterns they con¬
sidered characteristic of deep sleep. One gets the impression that wetting
in these small boys was related to the end of light sleep phases and that more
extensive studies, using control children, are needed. A report by Bental
(1961) does nothing to clarify the problem. He described two persistently
enuretic brothers aged 6 and 8 studied on one night. They both retained
EEG waking patterns for 2-3 hours after going to bed and during this time
one wet the bed and the other
got out to urinate. Despite the EEG findings,
Bental claims they had quite definitely been behaviourally asleep. After
urination both boys slept with the classical EEG changes.
Among the most striking examples of participation in the fantasy life
of dreaming are many male "wet dreams" : sexual dreams accompanied by
ejaculation of semen in which not merely do many men report perceptions
of sexually stimulating persons but also dreams of actual intercourse with,
sometimes, awareness of making coital body movements at the time of
awakening. There are, of course, many other sexual dreams which do not
end in orgasm and ejaculation in the male. According to Kinsey et al.
(1948) 99% of American college educated males have occasional nocturnal
seminal emissions. These decline or cease after marriage but may recur
after divorce or separation. According to Kinsey homosexuals tend to dream
of homosexual partners. Those with a history of animal sexual contacts
may dream of animals. Husband (1935), in an interview study of 25 college
males and 25 college females, reported dreams of "unnatural" sex relation¬
ships in 14 of the 25 females and 18 of the 25 males—involving animals,
children, homosexual partners, mother, sister, and so on.
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Kinsey et al. (1953) give data for sexual dreams in females. About 70% of
reported frankly sexual dreams. The frequency of dreaming to
orgasm reported by their subjects reached 37% of females by the age of 45.
Those who had such dreams averaged 3 or 4 per year. Dreams to orgasm
increased with increasing sexual experience and rose very sharply when there
was subsequent deprivation of normal outlets, after divorce, separation or
while in prison. Contents of sexual dreams to orgasm tended to reflect
experience, but some involved sexual practices not previously experienced
in real life. Seven per cent of these latter reports concerned dreams of
homosexual contacts, 4% animal contacts and 2% childbirth. About 1%
of all females reported dreams of sexual relations with animals, and 1.5%
females

sado-masochistic situations.
Lower mammals

apparently also have sexual dreams. Pearson (1944)
sleep of male shrews, followed by pelvic thrusting
movements before awakening. Ford and Beach (1952) refer to evidence of
sexual dreaming with ejaculation in cats. In the latter animals there is
commonly uncertainty about the immediate male progenitor and the role
of unresolved Oedipal conflicts in feline sex dreams should be appreciated
(Oax, 1961). Kinsey et al. (1953) report erections during sleep in dogs. The
same authors report bitches which showed genital tumescence, vaginal
secretion, pelvic thrusting movements and vocalization during sleep at
times when they were in heat.
Many human male nocturnal emissions occur without the individual being
able to recall a sexual dream (Kinsey et al.. 1948). We might be inclined to
attribute this solely to forgetting. However, Hall (1953c) gives examples
where emission of semen has been reported to have accompanied dream
events which he considers are symbolic. Many, according to Hall, occur
during dreams of ladders, stairs; or when driving a car, which, it is claimed,
is a common symbol for sexual activity ("the transports of love"). Sexual
symbolism is, of course, common in waking life, and in a few persons such
diverse objects as rubber mackintoshes, perambulators or plastic bags may
act as sexual stimulants or fetish objects. Hall recounts a dream report in
which the dreamer described being in a cold room which suddenly became
warm as the sun rose and at the same moment ejaculation occurred. In such
an instance it is as well to consider certain physiological mechanisms which
might be responsible for seminal ejaculation, dream events being secondarily
influenced, just as dream contents can be influenced by outside stimuli.
We are only beginning to learn of the complex interrelations between
cortical, hippocampal and brain-stem activity in sleep and, in particular,
in the "paradoxical phase". Areas adjacent to the hippocampus and others
described erections in the
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in the brain-stem are known to be related to sexual activity. We do not
yet know if, in the "paradoxical phase" of sleep, the normal balance of
neurophysiological mechanisms may be altered in such a manner as to
promote sexual activity.
It has been reported (Ohlmeyer et al., 1944; Ohlmeyer and Brilmayer,
1947) that in the sleep of normal human males there are recurrent cycles
of penile erection. These episodes of penile erection were found to recur
about every 85 minutes, which resembles the frequency of recurrence of
light sleep with dreaming (p. 124). Psychodynamic writers who lay emphasis
on the sexual basis of dreams (and who perhaps read a different sort of
journal) appear to have neglected this gratuitous ammunition. Nevertheless,
we may wonder whether, if such cycles of erection do coincide with cycles of
dreaming, the dreams may be influenced by the erections rather than the
other way round. Unfortunately, it is not clear what recording method was
used by Ohlmeyer and his colleagues and whether the technique in use could
have acted as an outside agent responsible for modifying dreams in a sexual
direction, or actually operating through local stimulation. Preliminary
studies in our own department on some volunteer males using an apparatus
not noticeable in use, indicated that erections only accompanied some dream
periods and could come and go briefly during a given period. Kinsey et al.
(1948) state that a few males have up to a dozen nocturnal emissions per
week and may awaken several times in a single night at the time of ejacula¬
tion. In such individuals erection must have recurred repeatedly during the
night at times of light sleep and dreaming.

Dream studies and

interpretation
people dream for about
two hours or more every night. We have evidence that dreaming occurs in
light sleep when the cortex is functioning inefficiently. The unresponsiveness
of sleep we have seen to extend to those responses involved in laying down
We

now

have available clear evidence that normal

engrams or memory traces. There is clear evidence that this
is only very weakly present in light sleep, that forgetting

latter process
of dreams is
extremely rapid and that it is not necessary to invoke "repression" to
account for the failure of recall of most dream material any more than it
would be in the case of post-traumatic amnesia, amnesia after drunkenness,
electroplexy or other states in which cerebral vigilance is impaired for a
time. (I would not, however, wish to give the impression that I do not
accept the occasional operation of repression amongst both those in and
out of psychiatric care.)
It would appear that when a patient reports his dreams to a psycho-
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therapist each week, describing dream events which may have occupied a
few minutes, he is describing only a very small fraction of his total dreams
of the week. Out of the patient's report, the therapist seizes on a few events
which appear to him significant. When the therapist comes to publish his
views about dreams, he describes only those selected few of the fractions of
the patient's actual dream life which are relevant to his theme. It is not
difficult to see why therapists of different theoretical persuasions can so
readily find dreams to illustrate their own particular theories. It has always
been a major fault of such writers that they have failed to acknowledge the
clear experimental evidence that recall is not really recall at all, not really a
reconstruction, but largely a construction at the time of attempted recall.
It is also very possible that actual dreams can be influenced in their nature
and content by suggestions emanating, even if unwittingly, from the
therapist. We must be clear that what the patient tells the therapist can
only relate to an insignificant fraction of his dream life and may be largely
waking fantasy-material. Such material may well serve to inform the ex¬
perienced clinician about the patient's personality, but is not to be relied
upon as evidence of what really happens during dream periods.
Many of the dreams mentioned in this book can be criticized on these
grounds. The same criticisms apply to many accounts of alleged differences
in dream contents between, for instance, different social classes, such as
those described in the case of sex dreams by Kinsey et al. (1948) or between

psychiatric patients and controls in respect of frequency of dreams and sex
dreams such as described by Tapia et al. (1958).
Even so we should not fail to remark one study, notable for the general
excellence of its methodology, by Beck and Hurvich (1959) who recorded
20 successive dream
reports from six depressives. These 120 dream reports
were compared with an
equal number from closely matched control subjects,
using a rating scale. Judgments on this scale in respect of various "maso¬
chistic" features in the dreams (rejection, humiliation, disappointment, and
so on) were made by a "blind"
scoring technique and showed significantly
greater masochistic content in the dream reports of the depressives.
There are many reports alleging that some people dream "in colour"
while others do not, the percentages of each varying greatly amongst differ¬
ent authors. In this book the view has been taken that when our sleep
becomes light, inefficient, dereistic thinking is present together with con¬
sciousness of a fantasy life of which the essential elements are imageless,
colourless, unverbalized, non-perceptible "meanings" or concepts. In waking
life we rarely pay attention to colour, we are concerned with what things
mean for us. We would not, therefore,
expect colour often to be important
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conceptual thinking in light sleep. We therefore may olten not recall
experiences after waking. If either during dreaming or after waking
we clothed our dream "meanings" with visual imagery, we
may report
colour, but many people during normal recall do not construct very vivid
visual images and non-vivid images are, to many of us, but shadowy
shapes.
It has clearly been shown by Goodenough et al. (1959) that people who
claim they do not dream either forget or say they have been thinking. If
claims of diminution or loss of dreaming after leucotomy (Partridge, 1951)
or after
occipito-parietal brain injury (Humphrey and Zangwill, 1951) are
to be sustained, then patients should not be asked for their reminiscences
by day, but awakened at night from light sleep periods. Occipito-parietal
injury might indeed impair the capacity to construct visual images but
would not be expected to alter the normal cyclical recurrence of con¬
sciousness during the light sleep periods of a night's sleep.
While accepting that symbolism is present in many dreams, because of the
overwhelming evidence for impairment of cerebral efficiency during dream¬
ing I cannot accept the dictum of Hall (1953c) that "dreams are the product
of good hard thinking" and that the "function" of a symbol is "to express as
clearly as possible" the conception in the dreamer's mind (Hall, 1953a). Hall
points out that Freud's work on dreams has an ancient lineage. "Dream
books" assumed that dreams were prophetic, that their contents were
symbolic and that the symbols were of universal application. Freud dis¬
carded the first assumption. Hall (1953a) rejected the third and with it
Freud's concept of a Censor which caused symbols to be deliberate disguises,
principally on the grounds that frank dreams of taboo topics are mixed with
dreams which appear to symbolize those taboo topics. I am not convinced
of the merit of Hall's retention of the symbol as a precise illustration of the
dreamer's conception of the referent object and would regard "overdetermination" and condensation as indicating a breakdown of the efficient
definition, precision and constant corrective processes of the thinking of the
waking state.
Such a view of symbolism is not new. Jung (1909) wrote that it was the
impaired attention of the dreamer that caused him to think merely "super¬
ficially and vaguely, that is, symbolically" on account of "deficiency of
discrimination". Freud's "overdetermination", viz. the ambiguous com¬
bination in one dream theme of several themes "sharply separated in the
waking state", was due to "a deficiency of the discriminating ability in the
dream" allowing the different themes to "symbolically flow together", for
when there is "diminished attention
there is nothing to prevent the
our

colour

.

.

.
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mistaking of one idea for another", just as when in his experiments Jung found
an increase of "mediate associations" (see p. 114) during impaired atten¬
tion
"the psyche becomes uncertain in the choice of expression, and has
to be satisfied with all sorts of errors in the speech and acoustic systems, thus
resembling a paraphasia" Jung quoted approvingly a statement of Pelletier:
"The symbol is a very inferior form of thought... a false perception of a
relation of identity or of a very great analogy between two objects which in
reality present but a vague analogy."
Psychoanalytic writers believe that symbolism obscures profound,
generally infantile conflicts. By way of contrast, Rivers (1923) took the
view that it was possible to explain every feature of dreams by the nature of
conflicts within the recent experience of the dreamer. Eclectic observers,
including Calkins (1893) and Cason (1935), in his study of nightmares, have
generally found that the dream contents reflect recent waking interests and
activities. Only extensive new studies can tell us the answer.
If it is true that our dream lives closely reflect the recent events and
problems of our waking life, we need not be surprised that subjects who have
been set the task of recalling details of a picture in their waking lives, may
soon afterwards dream of some of the contents of the picture, and, since they
are in a state of withdrawal from the bustle of the world (see p. 54) they
may even dream of items they failed to recall by day—the "Poetzl pheno¬
menon" which has lately re-attracted the interest of some researchers, such
as Shevrin and Luborsky (1958).
There is scope for a great amount of future research into dreams, but if
such work is to tell us as much as possible about dreams it must not be
conducted on traditional clinical lines, but on the lines of the studies by
Dement and Wolpert (1958b) and Trosman et al. (i960) of the relationships
between the manifest content of dreams during successive light sleep periods
of a single night, in which subjects were awakened while dreaming. In this
way only a proportion of total dream material will become available, but it
should be a much more significant proportion than in the past. It is to be
hoped, too, that such research will be conducted by persons who do not
bring with them preconceptions about purposefulness behind all dreaming,
but who are prepared to accept that what they study may be simply exam¬
ples of sheer incompetence in thinking, that concretization may not indicate
the operation of clever, subtle mechanisms, but that, as is the case following
brain damage, it can merely indicate impairment of highest quality abstract
thinking.
.

.

.

CHAPTER IX

Sleep

as a

provoked response

Animal

hypnosis

In

1646 Kircher described how a trance state of immobility could be brought
a chicken by seizing it and holding the head and trunk motionless
in an unnatural position while a chalk line was drawn outwards from the
beak—the "experimentum mirabile". In fact, the chalk line is quite unne¬
cessary (Fig. 29). Just as habituation is universal throughout the animal
kingdom, so also the trance state of immobility, or animal hyponosis, or
about in

Fig. 29 Animal hypnosis. Each hen has been seized and held firmly for a minute in an unnatural
posture. A sleep state with loss of righting reflexes and maintenance of the postures has resulted.
(Reproduced with permission from Gilman et al., 1950.)
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"death feigning", or "still reaction", has been
varieties of creatures from cockroach to primate

reported to occur in all
and the interested reader
should consult the valuable review by Gilman and Marcuse (1949).
The response can be provoked by overwhelming fear, monotonous stimula¬
tion, and imposed restriction of movement, either separately or in combina¬
tion. The initial condition is one of immobility with extreme alertness and
increased muscular tension, passing into a condition of light sleep lasting a
matter of minutes or more. Sidis (1908), who studied the phenomenon in
frogs, guinea pigs and dogs, and who took special interest in the catalepsy,
or maintenance of
imposed postures, realised that sleep was present follow¬
ing the initial reaction. Byrne (1942), whose interest in the physiology of the
eye and the pupillo-constriction of sleep, led him to study what he preferred
to call the "still reaction" in

animals, came to the conclusion that it was the
stage of normal sleep. Pavlov (1955) regarded the initial, cataleptic
stages as a state of partial sleep followed, if the stimulation was intense
first

and

long-lasting, by general sleep with relaxation.
study of animal hypnosis was reported by Gerebtzoff
(1941) using rabbits and cats, and violent bodily rotation or a strong light.
After an initial activation pattern the EEG signs of sleep appeared. The
sleep was profound, sensory stimuli failing to provoke waking EEG patterns
The first EEG

and, in addition, the threshold of the motor cortex to faradic stimulation
was

raised.

Schwarz and Bickford

(1956) likewise found EEG sleep signs in a study
hypnosis in the bullfrog and the guinea pig. Svorad (1957), using
rapid rotation of the body ten times about its long axis, ending so that the
creature was on its back, reported the EEG changes in rabbits with implant¬
ed electrodes. When this violent sensory stimulation ceased, the animal
would lie on its back, its righting reflexes* in abeyance. At first the rabbit's
EEG showed fast waking activity, but this was followed within a minute by
generalized high-voltage slow waves, which, however, appeared from some
electrodes before others. During this period of apparent sleep, various
labyrinthine, galvanic, mechanical, visual, auditory and thermal stimuli
were applied. While some stimuli of all
sensory modes caused EEG arousal,
this did not follow 34% of the 624 total stimuli, and only a quarter caused
motor arousal. After the arousal signs, sleep signs rapidly reappeared, until,
after several minutes, some stimulus would eventually cause arousal which
would persist. Other animals were also used, and, with the method of stimu¬
lation applied, results suggested that younger animals were more susceptible
of animal

*

Katz

(1945) shows a photograph of himself standing by
in the air.

its back with paws

a

large bear lying "hypnotised"

on
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than older ones, which is

paralleled by the flaccid states Liddell (1956)
by a lonely, terrify¬

could induce in lambs and kids but not in adult animals

ing situation.
Silva et al. (1959) reported studies of cortical and hippocampal brain
rhythms during animal hypnosis induced by forcible restraint in rabbits
and birds. In the cortex sleep signs appeared, while in the hippocampus
there was a loss of the regular 6 c/s waves (see p. n). Sensory stimuli
provoked brief electrical and behavioural arousal signs, though if the
stimulus was repeated, rapid habituation first of the overt, and later the
electrical signs of arousal took place while sleep signs persisted. Lievens
(i960) has also observed EEG sleep patterns in rabbits during animal
hypnosis.
Foley (1938) found that he could produce the state in a female monkey
by bodily restraint, monotonous stimulation, fear or, instead of bodily

inversion, inversion of the visual field. He described the characteristic
calmness, loss of fixational eye movements and bodily plasticity.
The response

is ubiquitous, which has meant that it has been described by
variety of animal experimenters as if it were a more or less specific response
to the conditions of their animals. Denny-Brown and Chambers (1958)
carried out bilateral parietal ablations in monkeys, a major consequence of
which was that the monkey seemed to be in a state of persistent terror and
minimal new stimuli would provoke panic. It is, therefore, not surprising
that gross stimulation, such as rubbing the animal on the floor, was followed
by a passive, cataleptic state in which the animal would maintain various
unnatural postures for prolonged periods. Blindfolding the animal enhanced
this. Green (1957) found that a proportion of cats with lesions of the amyg¬
dala, which showed a general tendency to extreme fearfulness, exhibited
catalepsy, maintaining various peculiar positions into which they could be
a

moulded.
De Jong (1945), having first thought that the drug bulbocapnine would
specifically produce cataleptic immobility in animals, later realised that the
reaction was a general response of the central nervous system to a great
many noxious stimuli, including injections of mescaline, faeces or urine
contents (or just the mere fact of insertion of a hypodermic needle), electric
shocks, violent noise, centrifugation or anoxia. He thought liver damage was
specially liable to facilitate the reaction, which is interesting in the light of
the work of Bonvallet and Sigg (1958) mentioned previously (p. 8).

Inhibitory experimental

The

same

and the harness
type of sleep reaction, with motor inertia manifested as catalepsy
neuroses
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and

unresponsiveness to sensory stimuli, has been noted by a great many
experimenters, many of whom have referred to the condition as an
inhibitory experimental neurosis. The appearance of this sleep-like state has
especially occurred while "conditioning" trials were in progress, usually
involving both monotonous repetition and an obligation upon the animal
to undertake tasks or discriminations difficult for its limited capabilities
(sometimes said to cause "conflict"). Observations have been made in the
case of dogs (Pavlov, 1955; Dworkin, 1939; Anderson and Parmenter,
1941; Gantt, 1953), cats (Watson, 1954), rats (Cook, 1939), pigs (Liddell,
1944) and monkeys (Wendt, 1936), and in all cases the animals were subject¬
ed to physical restraint by some sort of harness. This applied also to the
experiments of Yoshii et al. (1957), who made EEG recordings from a cat
with an "inhibitory experimental neurosis", and observed sleep patterns.
It must also have applied to some extent to a cat described by Jouvet and
Hernandez-Peon (1957) in which, if stimulus combinations of a tone and an
electric shock were given "at a high rate" (three or four per minute), and if
the shock was made strong, EEG signs of sleep were produced. Pavlov
(1955) described the appearance of sleep in dogs subjected to regular
animal

electric shocks. Human instances will be described in the next section.

Wendt

(1936) and Dworkin (1939) found that this reaction of "inhibition"
replaced by more active behaviour (of a character which today might
be termed "displacement activity"), if freedom of movement was allowed,
and Wendt, in particular, was inclined to attribute the inhibitory state
entirely to physical restriction. However, it would seem that "psychological"
limitation can be just as important. Liddell (1956) has described experiments
in which most profound states of inert unresponsiveness occurred in lambs
and kids subjected to repeated mild electric shocks (provided they were
deprived of their mothers' company), and these had full freedom of move¬
ment within a room. The monkeys in which Masserman and Pechtel (1953)
produced remarkable states of inertia and unresponsiveness also had free¬
dom of physical movement, but were made to feel "hemmed in" by the
exhibition of snakes from many quarters. EEG data are not available for
these animals, but the phenomena are comparable to those of animal
hypnosis, for the production of which physicalrestraintisnormallynecessary,
but which has been induced by "fascination" with a strong light in rabbits
free to move, with production of EEG sleep signs (Gerebtzoff 1941).
was

Pavlov
course

Monotony
(1928, 1941, 1955) wrote a great deal about sleep because in the
of his early conditioned reflex work with dogs held in a harness in a
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sound-proof

room he had found that the conditioning work was repeatedly
interfered with owing to the fact that the dogs would keep falling asleep.
At first the

sleep was regarded as just a nuisance. Later it was recognized as
subject deserving interest in its own right, until eventually he was able to
write that sleep could be produced in dogs with as great a degree of certainty
as could a feeding response in a hungry dog (Pavlov 1928). Dogs were trained
to expect food after, for instance, a bell (a conditioned stimulus), and they
soon learned to start to salivate when they heard the bell. If
they were
disappointed repeatedly by the non-appearance of food after the bell,
eventually the salivation no longer occurred (extinction) and the dogs, as if
finding the whole business unduly tedious, would often fall asleep.
Pavlov attributed the failure of salivation and the sleep to a hypothetical
process in the cerebral cortex which he called "internal inhibition". "Exter¬
a

nal inhibition" referred to the cessation of the salivation when the dog
suddenly became interested in a new, distracting stimulus. Dogs were
taught to expect food after certain kinds of conditioned stimuli and to
expect nothing after others. Stimuli were generally delivered at regular
intervals of 1-5 minutes and, after a stimulus which the dog had already
learned would not be followed by food, the dog would pass the time till the
next stimulus by taking a short nap—"We observed that as soon as we
applied the inhibitory stimulus, a somnolent state of the animal in the form
of drowsiness or sleep, immediately intervened" (Pavlov, 1955, p. 372).
Pavlov's concepts are out of date, but we can follow him with regard to
internal inhibition: "I shall call it simply inhibition, without the adjective,
although each time implying internal inhibition" (Pavlov, 1955, p. 233)
".. anyone that makes a thorough study of them will be convinced that
inhibition and sleep are one and the same phenomenon." (Pavlov, 1955,
P- 375)I feel that both Kleitman (1939) and Konorski (1951) do Pavlov less
than justice in criticizing his beliefs that both events supposed to cause
internal inhibition, and monotonous stimulation, promote sleep. Pavlov
fully realised that bored dogs went to sleep without special conditioning
procedures-"the dog was left in the stand
waiting ... it was the conti¬
nuously acting, monotonous surroundings which caused the gradual onset
of a state of sleep
the sleep-producing influence of the environment can
be truly dosed." (Pavlov 1955, p. 346). Pavlov attributed the sleep of a
bored dog to internal inhibition by saying that it accompanied the dis¬
appearance or extinction of the "what-is-it?" reflex as the dog lost interest
in his surroundings.
Konorski's claim that repetitive stimuli do not actually promote sleep is
.

.

.

.

.

.
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incorrect. Lovell and

Morgan (1942) carried out a controlled study of the
relaxing and sleep-promoting effects of a monotonous auditory stimulus
of 60 c/s which got regularly louder and quieter every few seconds. After a
silent quarter of an hour for reaching a steady state while sitting in a room,
subjects who got the monotonous stimulus for the next ten minutes went to
sleep more often and showed a significantly greater fall of palmar skin
conductance (p. 168) than both a control group given no instructions and a
group definitely asked to relax (there was no difference between the latter

groups).
Gastaut and Bert

(1961), in a controlled study of 171 subjects, similarly
sleep to occur in subjects confined by day in a dark,
silent room when a regularly recurring visual or auditory signal was present
for four minutes, than was the case in subjects not subjected to repetitive
stimuli. The EEGs of only ten per cent of the control group showed sleep
signs, whereas these were present in 40 per cent of the experimental group,
in whom also the sleep was often deep. When the procedure was repeated
over several weeks the tendency to profound sleep during repetitive stimula¬
found much

tion became

more

more

marked.

Rocking the baby or stroking a child's hair are traditional means of
inducing sleep. Likewise the rocking-chair tends to induce a pleasant, relaxed
doze. Even gum-chewing has been shown to induce relaxation (Hollingworth,
1939; Freeman, 1940).
The sleep-promoting effects of monotonous sensory stimulation are not
confined to gentle, innocuous stimuli. Pavlov (1955) reported dogs who went
to sleep during repetitive electric shocks and we have mentioned (p. 149) the
cat of Jouvet and Hernandez-Peon (1957). In order to provoke sleep, the
stimuli which are repeated must have some initial significance for the crea¬
ture, and if this is so great as to be overwhelming, sleep or animal hypnosis
may result very rapidly indeed.
In experiments with six human volunteers (Oswald, 1959c) who were not
sleep-deprived and who received electric shocks, sleep appeared in four
subjects. Powerful shocks were given by the regular discharge, half a dozen
times a minute, of a 0.1 microfarad capacitor charged to 320 volts, and
discharged through the wrist or ankle of the subject. Sleep tended to appear
between each shock. In one case it became continuous and deepened to the
C stage (Fig. 30) and ended following a dishabituating stimulus, viz. a clap.
After these experiments, in which humans went to sleep while receiving
electric shocks, various of my professional acquaintances expressed the
belief that it could never have happened had the subjects had their eyes
open. However, Miles (1929) had reported subjects who fell momentarily
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asleep while engaged

on a

visual task and while their

eyes were open.

In

addition, normal adults (Fuchs and Wu, 1948) and children (I have often
observed my own) will sleep with eyes open and pupil partially exposed.
It is common if there exists any degree of bodily dehydration. There seemed
no reason

why keeping the eyes

open

should prevent sleep in

response

to

monotony.
In consequence, subjects' eyes were glued and strapped so widely open
that the pupil remained exposed wherever the eye was turned. They

received electric shocks

the lateral

popliteal nerve, causing both
sharp discomfort and repeated muscular twitches. The shocks were
synchronized with the rhythm of very loud jazz music and also with four
powerful lights which flashed on and off in front of the subjects' faces. Sleep
rapidly resulted from this domination of visual, auditory, skin and pro¬
prioceptive sensation by one single, overwhelming rhythm (Oswald, 1960a).
In Fig. 31 can be seen the progress into sleep of one healthy male who was
not sleep-deprived and who, at first, declared he could not possibly stand
the glare of the lights. His pupils became small and remained exposed
throughout.
over

recurrent

Sleep or death provoked by emotion
overwhelming and monotonous stimulation can provoke
sleep in humans just as in animal hypnosis. An inert, stuporose state is
found in some infants immediately following, for instance, the sudden pain
of the dislocation of a joint. Burton and Derbyshire (1958) reported also
the case of a one-year-old boy with acute secondary glaucoma.
After an hour of frenzied screaming at the onset, he stopped abruptly and
fell asleep and on examination was found to be unrousable. He remained so
until, after seven days, the eye was enucleated, whereupon he became
alert and responsive within a few hours. The EEG in the unrousable state
consisted of characteristic sleep rhythms at 3 to 5 c/s, plus 12 c/s spindles,
together with, it is interesting to note, a constant admixture of fast 15-18
c/s waves.
Sometimes human death appears to result from overwhelming fear or
other emotion. The newspapers sometimes contain reports of inquests on
persons who appear to have died inexplicably of grief. While preparing this
chapter, The Times of September 9, i960, carried a report of an inquest on a
physically normal 11-year-old girl who, hearing the screech of brakes, ran
out to the road and saw that her young sister had been run over. The 11year-old girl was seen to go down on her knees and by the time the doctor
arrived she was dead. Cannon (1942), after wide-ranging, careful and critical
It is clear that
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came to the
in primitive

conclusion that sudden death was by no means
peoples as a result of terror, following, for instance,
the pointing of the bone among Australian aborigines. Cannon speculated,
in the light of his immense researches into the autonomic nervous system,
about possible physiological mechanisms involved, and appealed to anthro¬
pologists to make actual physiological observations. Ackerknecht (1943)
gives other references to the literature.
We have already noted that overwhelming terror and restraint provoke
animal hypnosis or sleep. Sleep is always accompanied by a slowing of the
heart rate, and Richter (1957) has described experiments in which rats sub¬
jected to physical restraint and terror not merely became stuporose but
actually died within minutes. Not only did their hearts slow down, but
they eventually stopped. Both restraint and overwhelming or terrifying
uncommon

threat

were

necessary.

Cannon wrote that the human reaction is one of unsophisticated
peoples—"human beings so primitive, so superstitious, so ignorant that
they are bewildered strangers in a hostile world"—so Richter found it
much less easy to produce sudden death in domesticated rats than in wild
rats. If the latter were allowed to become more sophisticated by graduated
introductions to the restraint and terror situation, they became less likely
to die. This finds a parallel in a study by Gilman et al. (1950) of animal
hypnosis induced in hens by forcible bodily restraint and manipulation.
When the hens were subjected to the procedure day after day, they seemed
to learn there was nothing to be afraid of and the response gradually dis¬
appeared. In like manner, Cohen (1953), a Jewish physician incar¬
cerated for four years in the Nazi concentration camp at Auschwitz,
described both the initial reaction of prisoners to the camp and their
habituation to it. The S.S. guards deliberately organized a "welcome"
ceremony for all new arrivals, designed to overwhelm the latter by horrifying
brutality and utter degradation. Those prisoners who had repressed horri¬
fying ideas before entry, underwent "an acute fright reaction" which was
"a state of stupor" that had none of the traditional somatic symptoms of
fright. Repeated experiences of this nature led to apathy, and eventually to
the acceptance of such standards of behaviour.
We have already remarked that blindfolding of the monkeys of DennyBrown and Chambers (1958) and inversion of the visual field of the monkey
of Foley (1938) made animal hypnosis more likely to appear. A similar
deprivation of "reassuring" contact with reality, by cutting off the rats'whis¬
kers was found by Richter (1957) greatly to increase the likelihood of provoking
sudden death. Hagamen (1959) found he could very rapidly provoke sleep
Just

as
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Fig. 31 A 24-year-old healthy, non-sleep deprived male. Eyes glued widely open. Rhythmic
electric shocks and light flashes synchronized with rhythmic jazz music. The large artifacts are
present at the time of lights off, small artifacts at time of lights on and shock, (a) EEG appear¬
ances after one minute. The normal low-voltage fast rhythms of a waking person with eyes open,
(b) After 4 y2 minutes. Over the back of the head, especially on the right side (RPO), alpha
rhythm has reappeared, even though the subject's eyes are open, (c) After eight minutes. The
EEG of light sleep (B stage). The alpha rhythm has disappeared and low-voltage slow waves can
be seen, (d) and (e) After 10 minutes, the subject is soundly asleep and the record is dominated
by slow waves with occasional K complexes and anterior 15 c/s sleep spindles. His pupils were by
now very small. (Reproduced from Oswald, 1960a.)

in his cats

were blind, deaf and anosmic) by noxious stimulation such
the nose. The sleep not only appeared much more rapidly
than sleep following non-noxious stimulation, but it was much harder to
rouse the cats—since strong stimulation had provoked the sleep one might
expect that further stimulation would be unlikely easily to end it.
as a

(which

brisk tap on
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Delay and relief
One of the most

striking features about sleep that Pavlov (1955) noticed
they fall asleep while waiting for the
they would sometimes fall abruptly
asleep when put into the harness. This is a very striking phenomenon, and
I have seen a human (Oswald 1959c) who had already had many experiences
of an experimental set-up in which he had repeatedly to make difficult
discriminations, between which he regularly fell asleep—as soon as the
"harness"' of electrodes was put on he would fall asleep. Levin (1952), in a
discussion of the sleep-provoking effects of delay, gives examples of persons
who fell asleep while waiting to start an important activity such as a race or
a public address. Migliorino (1944) observed that, in persons accustomed to
regular air-raids, if the actual attack was unusually delayed after the sound
of the sirens, an overpowering sleep would appear, which he believed to be
a
"flight" into sleep on account of fear. Tinbergen (1951) cites soldiers over¬
whelmed by sleep while waiting just before an attack, and an acquaintance
of mine who was a rear-gunner in night-bombing missions in World War II
describes how he found it almost impossible to keep awake just prior to
those parts of the trip where danger was greatest.
In all instances of repetitive stimulation there is a delay, or a waiting
period, between each stimulus and, as was the case with Pavlov's dogs,
humans tend to fall into a brief sleep while waiting between the recurring
events. Loomis et al. (1937) and Gastaut et al. (1957) demonstrated this
recurrent sleep in subjects required to make responses at one-minute or
half-minute intervals, while my own subjects similarly (Oswald, 1959c)
showed alternation between sleep and wakefulness every ten or five or three
seconds (Figs. 19 and 20), or even less according to the frequency of the
stimuli. A striking illustration of the sleep during recurrent waiting periods is
that of the woman in the later stages of labour, who is often irresistibly
overcome by sleep between each of her uterine contractions with their
attendant and recurrent physical and emotional climaxes.
Patients who lie upon the dimly lit psychoanalyst's couch, making recur¬
rent responses, experiencing recurring emotional tension and restrained by
obligations not to move, are liable to fall asleep. Stone (1947) described such
a patient who would
regularly fall asleep after each utterance by the
psychoanalyst (compare with Fig. 30). Dosuykor (1952) described a patient
who kept falling asleep and snoring during analysis, in the course of which
the analyst kept tediously getting round to the implication that the patient's
dysphagia arose from a fear of swallowing a penis. Scott (1952), Bird (1954)
in his

dogs

was that not only would
next conditioned stimulus, but that
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and Parkin

(1955) report other instances of brief sleep episodes recurring
during analytic sessions in relation to fluctuations of emotional tension. I
understand also that patients in psychoanalysts' waiting-rooms are re¬
markably prone to fall asleep.
Owing to the rapid appearance of sleep between recurrent stimuli,
Gastaut et al. (1957) proposed the term "reaction d'assoupissement" as a
complement to "reaction d'6veil". We have all experienced weariness after
a day of intense effort, we have considered Fig. 30b in which, after the
warning and the shock, the subject lapsed into sleep, and we have mentioned
the animals of Svorad in which the sleep of animal hypnosis appeared when
the violent stimulation ceased. I have seen subjects who did not lapse into
sleep during repeated electric shocks, but did so within a minute after the
shocks ceased, or who did not show marked sleep signs in their EEGs while
moving endlessly to the rhythm of the very loud music made by an entire
jazz band, but who showed sleep signs almost immediately in their EEGs
when quieter or solo passages were played. The "reaction d'assoupissement"
in these instances may be seen as a manifestation accompanying a feeling of
relief.
Wolfenstein (1957), in a monograph devoted to human responses to
disaster, apart from quoting, as did Kretschmer (1926), examples of stupor
after the 1909 Messina earthquake, makes available studies carried out in
the U.S.A. by university research teams on reactions to a number of
tornado disasters.

She concludes that there is

a "disaster syndrome"
in disaster victims immediately after the event,
of emotion, unresponsiveness to sensory stimuli,
motor inertia, docility and undemandingness. In the few hours that followed
the collision involving the trans-Atlantic liner Andrea Doria, survivors of the
disaster were observed by two psychiatrists (Friedman and Linn, 1957) to
act as if under the influence of a sedative, showing motor inertia, passivity
and a remarkable compliance. The parallel with animal hypnosis is very
close, and if frank sleep is not present, it is obvious that cerebral vigilance
tends to be lowered following a disaster, with resultant unresponsiveness and
inertia. The inertia may be manifested in humans as docility and compliance:
were such persons forced into awkward postures, like experimental animals,
they would probably maintain these for an unnatural period.
Hersey (1946) recorded the extraordinary quietness and inertia of the
immediate survivors at Hiroshima: not even the children cried. Mott (1919)
described shell-shock, which he considered to be mainly emotional, in World
War I and remarked on a "state of anergic stupor" with unresponsiveness to
questions. Harrison (1941) wrote of victims of air-raids throughout the

which may be observed
characterised by absence
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United Kingdom who showed "an extreme desire to retreat into sleep".
Spears (1939) in his descriptions of trench warfare in World War I described
how after a bombardment, followed by desperate but futile attempts to save
comrades, men would exhibit a kind of stupor or "overpowering sleepiness".
Deliberate abreaction by the psychiatrist, in which the patient may relive
former terrifying events, may be followed by collapse into a state of inert
unresponsiveness. Erickson (1937), for instance, describes such a case where,
following the appearance during the hypnotic trance of intense terror with
widely dilated pupils, the patient collapsed, with loss of rapport, muscular
relaxation, loss of pupillary reflexes and a slow pulse.

An

interpretation
Sleep or some state apparently having many of the characteristics of sleep
appears in response to (1) monotony, (2) delay, (3) relief, (4) a continued
situation which may be interpreted as overwhelmingly terrifying, and (5)
imposed restraint of spontaneous motor activity.
Monotonous repetition of stimulation brings about decreased responsi¬
veness or habituation (p. 17). We can think merely in terms of stimuli
entering the reticular formation via collateral afferents over and over again,
with consequent habituation of the usual response of arousal. As reticular
formation responsiveness declined, sleep would tend to appear. I believe
the route of sense organs to cortex, and then corticofugal excitatory signals
to the reticular formation to be much more important. In this case we could
propose habituation of responsiveness at both cortical and brain-stem
levels.
In the

of

delay, if we accord primary importance to corticofugal
paths to the reticular formation, then we could
propose that when the individual waits for something which is highly
significant for him, other stimuli to his sense organs that may be present will,
by comparison, be treated as trivial, as "not worth arousing about", so that
at these times the cortex will not send excitatory signals to the reticular
formation, which will therefore become less active. In the case of regular
stimuli with intervals of waiting, the recurring significant stimuli could be
said to impose uniformity of environment, as Oldfield (1937) suggested.
The same arguments apply in the case of relief—what stimuli now are
present are trivial compared with those which were present and, in addition,
since the reticular formation has undergone an extremely intense and varied
excitatory bombardment, habituation of reticular formation responsiveness
will have occurred, so that it will now be in a state of unresponsiveness
and the few exciting stimuli still present will be incapable of maintaining
case

rather than collateral
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Hernandez-Peon and

Hagbarth (1955) stimulated the cat
found that if this was maintained for three seconds, a
prolonged depression of reticular formation responsiveness to afferent
cortex electrically and

stimuli followed.

So far

we

have

ignored the possible role of corticofugal inhibitory impulses
we acknowledge that the sleep of animal hypnosis

to the brain-stem. Even if

may most readily appear as a manifestation
stimulation ends, we are left with the problem

of relief when the violent

of sleep or even death while
the stimulus situation persists unchanged. We can refer to reticular forma¬
tion habituation, but it is also necessary, I believe, to propose either (a) that
intense corticofugal excitatory bombardment of the reticular formation may
initially be present while the cortex is "trying vicariously to seek a solution
to the present difficulties" and that it then just gives up, perhaps on account
of some inborn death-feigning reflex, so promoting the situation of relief, or
(b) that with decrease of corticofugal excitatory signals there is a dispropor¬
tionate increase of corticofugal inhibitory signals to the reticular formation
of both mid-brain and medulla. The imposed motor restraint, whether
physical or psychological, would mean a lack of AD signals (p. 75) to the
reticular formation in respect of facilitation of movement and, in addition,
one might conceive special inhibitory signals ("Keep still! Don't move!")
to the reticular formation.

If

we

soon

Fatigue at skilled tasks
holding heavy baskets in our hands, we
"fatigue" of a type which undoubtedly is related to

stand with outstretched arms,

feel what

we

call

muscle metabolism.

However, there are many prolonged tasks which require
negligible muscular effort and yet during them we may say we feel fatigued
and our standard of performance declines. In such tasks, monotony is
chiefly responsible for fatigue and for our subjective difficulty in keeping
alert and remaining attentively interested. From time to time we may realise
we are not doing very well, so we "make an effort" and
(one may imagine)
we pep up the reticular formation by a few extra AD signals from the
cortex.

Owing to the practical importance of fatigue at tasks requiring little
effort, particularly for the Armed Services, concerned as they are
with observers who have, for instance, to maintain a prolonged and careful
scrutiny of radar screens, applied psychologists have devoted considerable
energy to the study fo these matters in recent years. It is a matter for
regret that their work has failed to make a contribution to our fundamental
knowledge commensurate with the effort expended, owing to the fact that
muscular
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they have largely ignored physiological changes accompanying the changes
of performance and have contented themselves with numerical scores of
reaction times, failures of response and false responses.
The type of task studied is exemplified by the Clock Test of Mackworth
(1950), where an observer sits for prolonged periods watching a pointer move
round a dial, one jerk every second, and has to make a special response on
rare and irregular occasions when there is an extra
big jerk. Tasks of this
nature have been called "vigilance tests". Many of the authors including
Mackworth, quote or acknowledge the usage of the term by Head (see p.
21), yet, in fact, use it to mean something different, namely, to describe
a test in which a
high level of cerebral vigilance maintained over the whole
period of the task would be expected to enable the subject to do well at
the task.

When tests of this nature

are given to subjects for, say, an hour, their
performance shows a characteristic decline in efficiency after the first
quarter of an hour or so. Mackworth (1950) proposed that this decline could
be said to be due, in Pavlovian terms, to the extinction of a voluntary
conditioned response (the subject keeps saying, "No don't! No don't!" to
himself, as it were) and the development of internal inhibition (see also
footnote on p. 27).
We have already noted that Pavlov identified internal inhibition with
sleep and would have expected, from what has been discussed earlier in this
chapter, that subjects restrained by obligations to remain fixedly at their
posts and in whose environment the potentially significant stimuli were
monotonously uniform, would tend rapidly to go to sleep, or at least to be
liable persistently to suffer from lowered cerebral vigilance. We would also
have expected, as is indeed the case, that amphetamine, which stimulates
the reticular formation and promotes wakefulness (p. 8), would largely
prevent the decline of efficiency (Mackworth, 1950) and that, as has been
almost universally reported, the occasional introduction of some degree of
novelty into the subjects' environment (such as encouraging remarks)
would help to maintain efficiency.
Sleep deprivation increases an individual's liability to fall asleep and
consistent with this is the finding that sleep deprivation makes performance on
tasks of the nature under consideration worse (Williams et al., 1959; Pepler,

Wilkinson, i960). Wilkinson reported that the increase of failures does
apply only to instances where, to the unaided observer, the subject appears
to have lapsed into sleep, but also to instances where he appears to have
allowed his attention to wander, though still appearing to be awake. Bjerner
(1949) attributed the lapses of his subjects during a monotonous task to
1959;

not
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sleep-deprivation (p. 181), but I am convinced that had he used nonsleep-deprived subjects, as I have done (Oswald, 1959c), he would have
found the tendency to lapse briefly into sleep almost as great. Fig. 11
illustrates how failures of response in a boring task, in this case listening for
a recurring very faint tone, can be related to lowered cerebral vigilance.
Travis and Kennedy (1947, 1948), whose work has already been described
(p. 59), and Wilkinson (1961), used one indication of cerebral vigilance,
viz. muscle tonus, and found errors and failures at a prolonged task to be
minor

related to low muscle tonus.

(1958) advocates certain models having only tenuous sympa¬
neurophysiology, in order to explain impairment of performance
at "vigilance tasks". Owing to the failure of those who have carried out such
work to monitor physiological variables, Broadbent leaves on one side the
fact that a person may fail to respond correctly not only because of distrac¬
tion, his attention having wandered (especially if he is drowsy, p. 85), but
also because of inertia and unresponsiveness of the nature of sleep lasting for
very brief periods. Nevertheless, earlier studies of performance at monoto¬
nous tasks (e.g. Barmack, 1937) emphasized that both distractability and
sleepiness were present. It needs to be more generally realised that the fall
of cerebral vigilance during such tasks does not occur as a steady decline
but occurs briefly over and over again, with frequent sudden upsurges of
cerebral vigilance to, once more, a high level, especially when any degree
of novelty is introduced into the situation, be it only a distant foot-fall or
cough—if one monitors subjects' EEGs, one does not even need to watch the
paper, one can hear the responsive pens buzz and scratch differently. It has
already been shown that having the eyes open does not prevent falls of
cerebral vigilance owing to monotony, though, on account of blinking and
directional shifts of gaze, it may help to maintain an element of variety. As
Bjerner (1949) suggested, the well-known "mental blocks" of Bills (1931)
are most likely episodes of lowered cerebral vigilance. Bills found these
"blocks" in long-continued homogeneous tasks, and errors tended to occur
in conjunction with the "blocks", so that Bills was led to suppose that the
Broadbent

thies with

cause

of the

errors

must lie in

a

"recurrent low condition of neural function¬

ing". Barmack (1937), as well as Bills, believed the blocks indicated the
presence of a recuperative function. The blocks increase in frequency if the
individual is sleep-deprived (p. 182).
Hagamen (1959) has justifiably criticized psychologists of the stimulusresponse outlook for failing to allow for variations in the state of responsive¬
ness of the organism. In his own experiments the same
stimulus could
provoke friendly, seeking behaviour or avoidance behaviour in a predictable
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depending on the degree of sleepiness/wakefulness of the cats. The
quality of response varies according to the level of cerebral vigilance: the
responses of the drowsy or dreaming person to a stimulus are qualitatively as
well as quantitatively different from those of full wakefulness.
Skilled tasks can not merely be monotonous, but may give rise to emotion¬
al tension or anxiety about the consequences of failure. We have already
discussed the appearance of sleep or lowered cerebral vigilance as a reaction
to sustained intense emotion when the organism appears to "give up".
Davis (1948) reported some studies of pilots who had to "fly" an impossibly
difficult simulated aircraft. Some of the pilots, after intense anxiety and
wild overactivity, developed an "inertia reaction" characterized by motor
inertia, impaired discrimination and unresponsiveness to sensory stimuli,
dreaminess and feelings of tedium. Standards of achievement or aspiration
appeared to be lowered (see p. 182). This led Davis to point to the likelihood
of emotion playing an important role in the fatigue of actual flying. Lowered
cerebral vigilance in such tasks can also be promoted by inadequate sleep,
and Stanbridge (1951), who investigated fatigue in pilots engaged in the
Berlin Airlift, found their symptoms of fatigue could be relieved by arranging
adequate facilities for allowing them sufficient undisturbed sleep.
way

Human

hypnotism

One of Mesmer's

leading disciples was the Marquis de Puysegur. He was
deeply impressed by the apparent withdrawal from reality of patients during
a

mesmeric trance, and it occurred to him that there were

state of the

similarities to the

sleepwalker. So he called the trance a state of "somnambulism".
James Braid, evidently preferring Greek to Latin, decided to change the
name to "hypnosis". So we have been left with a name which, by its deriva¬
tion, implies sleep, but which has lost its original connotation of similarity
to sleepwalking. It is a fact that suggestions of relaxation and of drowsiness
or sleep can assist the induction of the human hypnotic trance, but they are
unnecessary for the production of a trance in which all the usual phenomena
of hypnotism can be elicited (Wells, 1924).
Animal hypnosis has the physiological characteristics of sleep. Human
hypnosis induced by a conventional hypnotist has not the physiological
characteristics of sleep. In sleep responsiveness is diminished. The hypnotis¬
ed person responds as well or better than normally to such signals as the
hypnotist wishes.
Just as a hypnotized person will respond to suggestions of gaiety, so he
may, of course, respond to suggestions of sleep and, especially if lying immo¬
bile with restricted, monotonous stimulation, he may fall asleep with the
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usual

electroencephalographic changes (Barker and Burgwin, 1948; Schwarz
Oswald, 1959c). Unless the sleep is light and brief, rapport with
the hypnotist becomes lost.
The hypnotized person can manifest striking abnormalities of attention
which may involve some of the same mechanisms which govern wakefulness
(p. 71). These abnormalities arise without the intervention of a hypnotist in
patients with conversion hysteria, and Kretschmer (1926) and Rivers (1920)
took the view that conversion hysteria is a modified form of animal hypnosis,
which we have seen to be a state of sleep—Kretschmer called it the "shamdeath-reflex" and Rivers the "instinct of immobility". At the present time
we can only say that while there may be mechanisms at work related to
those of sleep and wakefulness, the human hypnotic trance is not a state of
sleep.
et

al., 1955;

"Brain-washing" and conversion
Pavlov wrote that certain conditioned stimuli

too

strong to evoke the
"transmarginal" or "supra¬
maximal" and believed that they could give rise to an inhibitory process.
Sargant (1957) interpreted human reactive collapse after intense mental
tension or excitement in terms of the "transmarginal inhibition" caused by
these transmarginal stimuli. This inhibition was held to be protective and to
be manifest in its effect on behaviour by three distinguishable phases: the
"equivalent", "paradoxical", and "ultraparadoxical". These appeared when,
respectively, all stimuli, whatever their strengths, acted equally; when only
the weak stimuli had any apparent action; when the previously elaborated
inhibitory stimuli alone had a positive effect. It should be noted that
Pavlov (1928, p. 345) explicitly stated that this last, ultraparadoxical phase
was to be seen in certain
stages of drowsiness and that it was followed by a
state of complete inhibition or sleep (Pavlov, 1928, p. 347).
Scrutiny of Pavlov's writings leaves some doubt on how firmly established
and clearly demarcated were the three phases, and even more doubt on how
confidently these changes in the salivary secretion of dogs in the particular
circumstances of Pavlov's laboratory should be extrapolated to human
behaviour. We may not feel Sargant (1957) to be entirely justified in his
attempt to exemplify in the birth of a new love for a formerly hated interro¬
gator the condition of the "ultraparadoxical" phase of Pavlov's drowsy dogs.
Nevertheless, I believe that in his fascinating book about human religious
and political conversion of the highly dramatic kind, and about police
interrogations and the eliciting of confessions, Sargant was on the right
track when basing his physiological interpretations on the concept of
were

maximal conditioned reflex and he called these
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cortical inhibition that Pavlov recognized to
of sleep. In the many examples Sargant

be identical with the mechanism
gives we can discern the very
same factors at work that we have been concerned with in this chapter.
Sargant cites stuporose reactions following the emotion of abreaction or
following threats by Wesley of hell-fire; following the emotional tension
and ecstasy of snake-handling; after combat; and after mounting fear and
excitement in those believing themselves to enter into union with spirits.
He emphasized the role that prolonged and intense rhythmic stimulation
and movement to rhythmic music could play in producing the state of
"transmarginal inhibition". In fact (see Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 23, and 31)
movement to rhythmic music does precipitate lowering of cerebral vigilance.
In his descriptions of events which promote transmarginal inhibition or
lowered cerebral vigilance, we can, I believe, see combinations of events
which would not merely tend to lower cerebral vigilance, but would tend
to prevent the usual arousal response from a state of low vigilance, by
destroying through sheer repetition the novelty value of overwhelming
threat.
Nowhere is this

apparent than in the case of political interrogation.
sleep-deprived, through anxiety and by deliberate awakening.
The normal arousing qualities of, for example, bright lights and physical
discomfort, are lost through deliberate continued exposure. Interrogation,
both in Russian and Chinese "brain-washing" practice, always takes place
at night (Hinkle and Wolff, 1956), when established rhythms (p. 175) would
render the victim sleepy. There are the recurring delay episodes, waiting for
uncertain possibilities. Above all, there is, night after night and on individual
nights, the endless repetition of the same questions and coercive statements
under conditions of imposed restraint of spontaneous activity. The
victim, seen to be approaching breaking point, is offered relief through
Victims

sudden

more

are

friendliness, and then he breaks. At that moment he may neglect past
experience (see p. 183) and may reveal in his thinking, speech and actions,
the qualities that, in Chapter VII, we noted were present when cerebral
vigilance was low—an impaired grasp of reality showing itself in suggestibili¬
ty and the acceptance of thoughts, words, actions and beliefs that would be
rejected as incompatible with established facts if cerebral vigilance were
higher.
In Fig. 32 may be seen an illustration of how, in a sleep-deprived person,
repetitive questioning can lead to a state of low cerebral vigilance in which
each question may provoke only a momentary rise of vigilance and in which
answers can be repeated during moments when the EEG is that of light
sleep.

"brain-washing"
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Fig. 32 After being deprived of sleep for 90 hours, this man had been allowed about five hours
sleep. Twenty hours later he was interrogated during the night and a series of 42 questions was
fired at him over and over again, (a) The EEG within two minutes of the start. He had just
been asked, "What are the names of the women you kissed after the age of 16?" He replies,
"I can remember the women: I can't remember their names." Ten seconds later he spoke the
name, "Mary" and the deflection on the lower of two voice recording channels can be seen, (b)
EEG three quarters of an hour later. EEG signs of light sleep recur repeatedly between ques¬
tions, with a brief burst of waves in the 10-15 c/s range immediately after each question begins.
He has made similar answers to the same questions before and EEG signs of light sleep return
while he replies. In this instance, he was asked, "Explain the abstraction of the Universal'. He
replied, "I don't understand the question.' Despite dream-like experiences (p. 105) during the
light sleep episodes, recording from the front of the head (R.PF-F) did not show rapid eye
movements of the type seen in Fig. 28.

CHAPTER X

Some

physiological functions

Changes with sleep
Sleep is a condition of inertia and unresponsiveness, and many changes of
bodily function consistent with this are found. It is obviously to the ad¬
vantage of undisturbed sleep that there be a decrease of urinary output
during sleep. The secretion of the salivary and other glands of the mouth,
nose and throat lessens in sleep, so that, unlike ruminants, we do not keep
swallowing. Lacrimal secretion decreases during drowsiness and the eyes
feel dry and gritty (the "Sand-man" or "Sleepy-dust man" of children).
Gastric and biliary secretion also decrease (Kleitman, 1939). Helm et al.
(1948) recorded human small intestine motility with a balloon kymograph
and found motility reduced during sleep in 12 of 16 subjects.
The electrical resistance of the skin, which is believed to vary according
to the secretory activity of the sweat glands, varies with the level of cerebral
vigilance. The electrical resistance (usually of the palm) can be shown to
undergo a sudden brief fall, concomitant with a change of local skin poten¬
tial, approximately 1-2 seconds after any sudden arousing stimulus. This
brief fall is known as the galvanic skin response (Fer£ response). On a longer
time-scale, as the level of cerebral vigilance falls, so the palmar skin resist¬
ance rises from values of the order of 5-100,000 ohms during wakefulness to
values ten times as great in deep sleep (e.g. Levy et al., 1958).
The skin resistance can be used as an indicator of the degree of wakefulness/sleepiness. Is has earlier been mentioned that the EEG alpha
rhythm amplitude is maximal at a certain level of wakeful cerebral vigilance
and decreases as vigilance rises or falls. In accord with this, Stennett (1957)
showed that the alpha rhythm amplitude has an inverted U-shaped dis¬
tribution when plotted against palmar skin resistance. Zickgraf (1953) used
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a

body motility index of sleep-depth and found that deep sleep with de¬
motility was associated with increased skin resistance and slowing

creased

of the heart.

Slowing of the heart is a classical sign of sleep (Boas and Goldschmidt,
1932) and if one observes brief episodes of sleep, a concomitant brief brady¬
cardia can usually be seen and is often marked (Figs. 11 and 30). A sudden
arousal stimulus, provoking, for instance, a K complex in the EEG, is
followed by a brief tachycardia. The heart rate has not proved a particularly
good indicator of sleep-depth (Brooks et al., 1956; Coleman et al., 1959). The
blood pressure, especially the systolic, falls in sleep (Kleitman, 1939).
The pupils characteristically become constricted (Byrne, 1942) so that
in deep sleep they are very small indeed and do not constrict further to
light. There is no constant position of the eyes in sleep, although there is a
common misconception that they are always rolled upwards and outwards—
a position which is uncomfortable if voluntarily maintained for more than
a few seconds. The eyes are often central, but from time to time roll into any
position. Bilateral rolling movements of the eyes are especially common
during drowsiness. The eye-movements of light sleep

were

described in

Chapter VIII.
The general muscular relaxation in sleep

was discussed in Chapter V.
activity, there is a fall in the
basal metabolic rate in both normal and anxious persons, although in thyro¬
toxic patients the rate remains abnormally high (Fraser and Nordin, 1955).
The blood glucose level remains fairly constant, except in diabetics, who
In association with the decreased muscular

show marked

variations, which cannot be attributed to their last meal, in
concentration during sleep (Robin et al., 1959). In the brain

the blood glucose

itself

decrease in

glycolytic activity and lactic acid formation has been
sleeping rats (Richter and Dawson, 1948).
body metabolism are reflected in a fall in oxygen con¬
sumption and carbon dioxide production (Robin et al., 1958) and to some
extent at least in body temperature, which falls in sleep. This fall is also
associated with increased heat loss on account of peripheral vasodilatation
(Magnussen, 1944). Magnussen also reported that there was a rise in the
skin temperature of the foot during "preparedness" for sleep prior to retiring.
Kleitman et al. (1948), however, found that the rise of toe skin temperature
with relaxation could be accompanied by a drop of finger temperature and
warned against too ready generalizations from data obtained from one part
of the body. Brooks et al. (1956) did not find toe temperature variations to
be usefully correlated with other physiological changes indicative of sleep.
a

occur in
The variations in

reported to
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The
The

respiration

recording of chest movements throughout a night's sleep is technically
is liable to be disturbed by the subject turning
over. I know no really thorough study relating the respiration to the EEG
during all-night sleep.
In sleep the general unresponsiveness includes not only tendon reflexes
(Kleitman, 1939), but also respiratory reflexes. If the carbon dioxide content
of the inspired air is increased during sleep, the ventilatory response is
much less marked than in the waking state (Magnussen, 1944; Robin et
al., 1958). In fact, Bellville et al. (1959), who used the EEG to monitor the
depth of sleep, found the respiratory reflex to carbon dioxide more depressed
by deep natural sleep than by clinical doses of morphine.
During sleep the respiration is slowed and is shallower (Magnussen, 1944),
with a significant fall in both total and alveolar ventilation (Robin et al.,
1958). Despite the fall in carbon dioxide production associated with lower
metabolism, the alveolar carbon dioxide rises considerably (Magnussen,
1944; Birchfield et al., 1958; Reed and Kellog, 1958; Robin et al., 1958). The
common misconception that respiration during sleep is deeper than normal
probably arises from the fact that it is often noisier. My colleagues and I
have often monitored sleep with the EEG and used a microphone, amplifier
and loudspeaker to listen to noises from the subject, and we have regularly
noticed how noisy respiration becomes in deep sleep. In a measure this may
be related to altered muscular tone in the upper respiratory passages.
Snoring, according to Robin (1948), is generally associated with mouth
breathing, so that nasal obstruction predisposes. The vibrating part is the
thin edge, or velum, of the posterior faucial pillars. In order for this vibra¬
tion to take place there must be a reservoir of air in the nasopharynx, and
it only occurs when there is a critical relative position of the tongue and
soft palate. Robin states also that the texture of the velum is important and
that it depends on both the thickness of the tissues and on the tone of the
nasopharyngeal musculature. Sleeping on the back tends to cause the rear
part of the tongue to fall back and so helps to bring about the critical relative
positions for snoring. The velum can only vibrate when there is a certain
degree of muscular relaxation. Snoring is present in medium or deep sleep and
not in light sleep when rapid eye movements are present (Fischgold and
Schwartz, 1961). Fischgold and Schwartz used the EEG to monitor
the depth of sleep and their findings contrast with those of Tsukamoto et al.
(1938), who used reactions to auditory stimulation to determine depth of
sleep and concluded that sleep was lighter when there was snoring. Perhaps
difficult because apparatus
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subjects of the latter workers may sometimes have failed to respond
overtly because, when not snoring, they may have been dreaming (p. 135).
the

Individual

snores

of the classical kind, as well as the various other

snortings, gruntings and puffings that go on in sleep of any depth, can
disturb sleep and, in the C stage, provoke K complexes. If the snores are
repeated, habituation is rapid and K complexes cease (Fischgold et al., 1958).
Sensory stimulation will provoke not only a K complex, but also a sudden
deep inspiration or snort.
It has been emphasized earlier in this book how, when drowsy, one os¬
cillates between wakefulness and sleep. This oscillation is associated with
moment to moment changes in the rate, depth and form of respiration (Fig.
11). Periodic (Cheyne-Stokes) respiration is present in healthy persons in
sleep, especially in the very young and the very old. Robin et al. (1958)
described

a

recurrent decline of ventilation rather than recurrent apnoea,

but Haab et al.

(1957), who studied

20

normal adults, described periods of

up to 40 seconds of apnoea when first falling asleep, with regular breathing
in deep sleep. They found that increased oxygen in the inspired air had no

effect and that the apnoea was accompanied by a very slow pulse. One cannot
but reflect on this and wonder if the decreased sensitivity to carbon dioxide
of the

respiratory centre is a manifestation of an active inhibition of the
medullary reticular formation rather than merely a lowering of excitability
through decrease of afferent inflow. The observation of such prolonged
apnoea when first falling asleep is reminiscent of the inhibition of galvanic
skin responses in light sleep only (p. 34). On the other hand, Birchfield
et al. (1958) report that the blood carbon dioxide content is even higher in
deep sleep than light sleep, and Bellville et al. (1959) found the least respon¬
siveness to a deliberate excess of carbon dioxide in deep sleep.
The alveolar oxygen content and the arterial oxygen saturation are not
significantly altered by sleep (Mangold et al., 1955; Robin et al., 1958),
which disposes of the speculations that have occasionally been advanced that
sleep is caused by cerebral hypoxia. Mangold and his colleagues found no
change in the cerebral oxygen consumption during sleep, although there
was an

increase of cerebral blood flow associated with decreased cerebral

vascular resistance. Robin and his

colleagues attribute the latter to the

vasodilator effect of increased carbon dioxide in the blood.
The increased muscle tone of wakefulness is

probably responsible for an
smoothing of and assistance to expiration, which becomes passive
during sleep. Magnussen (1944) studied the respiration of subjects who had
to breathe out against the resistance of an expiratory valve and found
expiration was prolonged during sleep of even a few seconds' duration. He
active
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believed

expiration in sleep to be passive. Recordings made using a mercuryexpiration, have shown a more abrupt
expiration during sleep (Oswald, 1959c). When awakening occurs there is a
brief period of hyperventilation in which the excess of carbon dioxide in the
blood is washed out (Magnussen, 1944).
in-rubber tube, without resistance to

The need for
Infants in the first six months of life have

sleep

traditionally been thought to sleep
for more than 20 hours during every 24. Kleitman and Engelmann (1953),
who studied the sleep of such infants using a recorder of bodily motility
and direct observation, reported that the total duration of sleep was actually
considerably less, amounting on average to 12-17 hours per 24, depending on
the individual infant. The mean duration of sleep of six-month-old infants
was only one hour less than that of infants less than one month old. Even by
the third week of life slightly more sleep was taken at night than by day.
In one infant they detected a 25-hour sleep-wakefulness cycle, suggesting
that there may be some inborn tendency to a rhythm of approximately 24
hours which may become adjusted to 24 hours through life experiences.
In the case of adults the need for sleep is less, and, once again, individuals
vary in the amount of sleep they take, a few people being content to spend
only 4 or 5 hours in bed regularly, though most of us need about 8 hours.
Lewis and Masterton (1957) reported on the sleep recorded as having
been taken by the members of an Arctic expedition. The men lived in a
relatively unorganised community where there were few of the normal
social pressures to take sleep at certain hours or for a certain duration and
where the normal 24-hour cycle of light and darkness was absent. The men
kept careful records of their sleep and it was found that there was little
variation from month to month and that 7.9 hours of sleep was the average
amount taken, even though for long periods they were at liberty to sleep as
long as they wished.
It is not certain whether it is a fundamental necessity to spend about one
third of our adult lives asleep in order to work off some "debt" incurred during
wakefulness. Two of my colleagues recently spent a month living on a 48hour schedule, taking as much sleep as they wanted in one single ration
every other night. Whereas both had normally taken 7.5-8 hours of sleep
per 24 hours, on the new routine they did not take 15-16 hours, but, instead,
regularly took 11-12 hours. This suggests that if some working off of a
"debt" occurs, it may do so more in the early hours of sleep, when sleep is
deepest, with perhaps a logarithmic decline in the "value" of the sleep.
They may have derived some "value" from the drowsiness that tended
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them

the

nights when they would normally have slept, but
subjects, P. Woodings, adapted well to the new routine and still
took less than 12 hours sleep at the end of the experiment, when he no
longer felt particularly sleepy at times when he "should" have been asleep.
Most reports of sleep-deprivation experiments have commented that,
despite several nights without sleep, subjects appeared restored to normal
after 12-14 hours of sleep, and it would be interesting to determine whether
space-men could adapt to sleeping, say, 14-15 hours only once a week.
Marbach and Schaff (i960), using a motility index of sleep-depth, found
that sleep deprivation was followed by particularly profound sleep in the
early hours of the night, as did Berger and I using the EEG.
to

overcome

one

on

of the

Rhythms and cycles
are widely distributed throughout the biological kingdom
and the interested reader should consult the review by Kleitman (1949)

Cycles of activity
and

monograph by Sollberger (1962) in which discussion of human
biological rhythms is included.
Aserinsky and Kleitman (1955b) studied the bodily and ocular motility of
14 infants aged 1-7 months and found that they did not simply sleep
uniformly between feeds. Instead, there were cycles of alternating muscular
activity and rest, the average duration of each cycle being about one hour,
during about half of which the infant was quiescent and during the other
a new

half of which occasional movements

demand

were

made. Infants who

were on a

self-

feeding schedule woke up fully and "demanded" at intervals which
multiple of the hourly cycle. During the other motility periods they
were restless, but they did not yell for food, particularly at night, when the
cycle also tended to be rather longer.
It is likely that a cycle of activity of the same order of duration may
persist in later life, but that, instead of sleeping for 20 minutes every hour
or so, environmental pressures—light, noise and, above all, social contacts—
combine to allow the domination of a 24-hour cycle in which we consolidate
our sleep into about 8 hours,
yet, during which, we cannot entirely obscure
the old 1-1.5 hour cycle of activity that manifests itself by the recurring
cycles of light sleep, bodily and ocular restlessness, and dreaming discussed
in Chapter VIII.
It might be expected that if a person were deliberately woken up from
his "consolidated" night sleep each time he reached that part of his 1-1.5
hour cycle in which sleep was lightest and activity greatest, it might be
possible to produce a "de-consolidation" effect in which he might tend to
revert to his infant pattern of sleeping deeply for a brief part of each 1-1.5
were a
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hour

cycle, being restless during the remainder of it. This is what Dement
(i960) would appear to have done by waking subjects up for "several
minutes" from their consolidated night sleep whenever they entered a
period of light sleep with rapid eye movements. On successive nights of
this regime, the subjects spent a larger and larger proportion of the time
in light sleep with rapid eye movements. Furthermore, the newly acquired
pattern persisted for several nights after they were allowed to sleep undis¬
turbedly.
If subjects were deliberately to be wakened during the deep sleep phases
of their 1-1.5 hour cycles, at which time some strong internal sleep-promot¬
ing factor would presumably be operating, we should expect them to fall
asleep again more readily than if wakened at the start of each light-sleep
phase. In the latter case, a greater degree of sleep deprivation would,
therefore, result both as regards sheer duration of sleep as well as the pro¬
gressive decrease of the proportion of really deep sleep during the night.
Sleep deprivation causes subjective unease and irritability, as we shall see
in the next chapter, and the subjects whom Dement (i960) kept waking up
in the light-sleep phases of the night exhibited psychological changes of just
such

a

nature.

It must be made clear that

wholly different interpretation of his
experiments is advanced by Dement himself, who believes that there exists
a need to dream, which becomes frustrated if the subject is repeatedly
woken up in the light-sleep phases of a night's sleep. The increased propor¬
tion of the subsequent nights spent in light sleep and, presumably, in dream¬
ing, is interpreted as an attempt to satisfy the frustrated need. The irritabili¬
ty and unease are considered to result from "dream deprivation".
We have already mentioned that bodily metabolism and secretory and
excretory functions alter during sleep. One result of this is that because,
through environmental pressures, we sleep, waken, become prepared for
sleep and sleep again, day after day and month after month, we gradually
acquire not merely a "learned" rhythm of sleep and wakefulness, but we
also "learn" a rhythm of various bodily functions. Kleitman (1939) reviewed
a large number of different bodily functions which show a diurnal rhythm,
and,

no

doubt,

a

a

host of others remain to be described. Some of these

rhythms are highly dependent on activity, and an immediate change of
rhythm can be effected by changing the hours of sleep. Examples are the
heart rate in normal people and the haemoglobinuria caused by the break¬
down of abnormal erythrocytes during sleep of the patient with nocturnal
paroxysmal haemoglobinuria (Marks, 1949). The actual mechanism of the
latter is obscure and does not appear to be attributable to the diurnal varia-
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tions of haematocrit and
or
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plasma proteins reported by Renbourn (1947)
dioxide and low blood pH during sleep (Robin,

to the retention of carbon

1958).
Other diurnal rhythms are more

firmly established and merely by changing

the hours of

sleep the diurnal rhythm may not at once be altered. The
most obvious example is the sleep/wakefulness rhythm itself. We are not
merely sleepy at night, but remain rather sleepy in the early morning, get
less sleepy during the middle of the day, then tend to become sleepy again in
the evening till we drop off to sleep. This variation during the day is presum¬

ably
and

a

manifestation of

a

diurnal variation in reticular formation activity

be revealed

by tests of skilled behaviour, efficiency at which shows
a diurnal variation. Kleitman (1939) showed that ability at multiplication,
code transcription, mirror-drawing and speed of sorting and dealing playingcards, as well as the incidence of Bill's "blocks" (see p. 163), showed a
marked diurnal variation. Efficiency was least in the early morning,
rose during the middle of the day and declined steadily from the late after¬
can

noon.

Kleitman and Schreider

(1951) found that impaired oculomotor co¬
accompanying experience of diplopia was most likely to
occur in the
early hours of the morning. When cerebral vigilance was raised
by amphetamine co-ordination improved. The effects of the lowering of
cerebral vigilance through sleepiness mimicked those of alcoholic intoxication.
If we suddenly change our routine of life and try to work by night and
sleep by day, many of us cannot achieve maximum efficiency at night until
a
period of adjustment has elapsed. Wittersheim et al. (1958) reported a
study of a skilled task which was a sensitive indicator of the failure of
immediate adjustment and of the persistence of lowered cerebral vigilance
during the night, despite daytime sleep. Subjects were given a 25-minute
test during which activity had to be continuously sustained. The numbers
1 to 5 could be flashed
up in random order and, in response to any number,
the subject moved a lever to one of five positions. As soon as he moved the
lever to the correct position, the next number lit up, and so on. Subjects
were told to be as quick and accurate as
possible. They had a test run on
four consecutive days with normal night sleep for five nights. They were then
given the opportunity to sleep as much as they liked by day and kept up at
nights, receiving the test again on four consecutive nights. Despite being
able to sleep by day, their performance at the test in the small hours of each
morning was considerably impaired and there were many long reaction
times—when their cerebral vigilance must briefly have fallen to the level of
light sleep (see pp. 60 and 181).
ordination with
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easily recordable diurnal rhythm that adjusts fairly readily is body

temperature. Temperature is normally maximal by day and lowest in the

early hours of the morning. Kleitman and Jackson (1953) reported on nine
male adults whose life routines were deliberately altered. Their temperature
rhythms adjusted to their new activity patterns and, at the same time, their
efficiency rhythm at skilled tasks, such as colour-naming, reaction time and
Link Trainer operation, also changed, efficiency being highest when tempera¬
ture was highest. The diurnal variation of both temperature and efficiency
must be related to the establishment of a diurnal rhythm of excitement in
the reticular formation and hypothalamus.
The hypothalamus is probably implicated in other diurnal rhythms, some
of which show considerable independence in their rate of adjustment to new
routines. There is a diurnal rhythm in the level of plasma corticosterone
and 17-hydroxycorticosteriods and in urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteriods
(Migeon et al., 1956; Peterson, 1957). The levels are maximal in the later
hours of sleep—about 5 to 8 a.m. They decrease rapidly in the morning,
more slowly in the latter part of the day, and rise sharply again after 2 a.m.
This rhythm was found not to be dependent on light, being present in blind
persons and retained after the start of nightshift working.
When a new rhythm of life activity is adopted, whether a 24-hour rhythm
or not, adjustment to it occurs gradually over a period of weeks. The actual
time for full adjustment varies greatly between different individuals. Kleit¬
man found that he himself adapted much less readily to artificial 21- and
28-hour rhythms (Kleitman, 1939) and 18- and 28-hour rhythms (Kleitman
and Kleitman, 1953) than colleagues on the same schedules. While their
temperature rhythms gradually lost their 24-hour fluctuation and adapted
to the new routines, Kleitman's own temperature rhythm persisted in
showing a 24-hour variation for several weeks despite the altered activity
schedule.
Lewis and Lobban

(1957a, 1957b) reported a study of 12 subjects who
Spitzbergen during the summer of
continuous daylight. Half lived on a 21-hour activity schedule and half on
a 27-hour activity schedule.
They too reported big individual differences in
adaptation of the diurnal rhythms of body temperature and urinary excre¬
tion. Furthermore, some rhythms were retained while others adapted.
Temperature adapted fairly quickly to the new schedules, but potassium
excretion tended to follow the original 24-hour variation very persistently
(for the entire six weeks of the study in the case of one subject). When
adaptation did occur, it was slow and progressive. The authors concluded
that the different rate of adaptation of different functions indicated a different
lived

as

two isolated communities in
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basis for the control of the diurnal

rhythms of water excretion or tem¬
potassium on the other.
phenomena is the ability some people have
to awaken at a pre-determined hour. Kleitman (1939) reviewed the older
reports of this ability, and since then Elder (1941) has carried out further
on the one hand and
One of the most curious of

perature

studies. Elder selected from

students

who believed

they could awaken
assigned hour and, using special schedules to avoid time-linked
environmental cues, he confirmed that some subjects do indeed possess
this ability and that they tend to have an increase of body motility near to
the assigned hour. Just how this is carried out and to what extent experience
of the passage of time and the diurnal rhythm are involved, we can only
speculate.
at any

100

n

CHAPTER XI

Deprivation of sleep

Lack of

significant stimulation

because

we

have reached

can

promote sleep. We can become sleepy

certain time

during our diurnal cycle. We can
by sleep if we have recently had much less than usual.
We do not know why we must have sleep to restore our well-being and
efficiency, nor do we know whether, as one might surmise, some chemical
substance may accumulate in the brain or elsewhere during wakefulness, to
be removed by the sleep it promotes. Nor do we understand the universal
experience that fatigue following prolonged, intense muscular effort tends
especially to promote sleep, and one of the difficulties in sleep-deprivation
studies is that, in order to keep awake, the individual has to keep moving
about and so suffers from considerable muscular fatigue.
a

also be overwhelmed

The effects of lack of

sleep
reviewed by Kleitman (1939), of animals
which died after being kept awake for long periods. There were conflicting
accounts of the cause of death. Emphasis was laid on the fact that the animals
became bad-tempered. Licklider and Bunch (1946) found they were unable
to keep rats awake on beds of nails, but could do so by making them work a
treadmill surrounded by water. The rats became very vicious and, if allowed
no rest, fought each other and died as a result of the fighting within three
or four days. Humans have often been reported to become irascible, but
there are no reliable reports of death caused by sleep deprivation.
Lack of sleep makes us sleepy. All those things, especially novel stimula¬
tion, that normally keep us awake become less capable of doing so. All those
things, especially monotony, that normally promote lowered cerebral
vigilance, result the more readily in sleep. This means that when we are
sleep-deprived, we are especially prone (a) to become quite unaware of and
There

are a

number of older reports,
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unresponsive to external events, (b) to suffer from those alterations of
awareness (such as hallucinations) and those disorders of thought and of
speech construction that were discussed in Chapter VII.
Apart from the numerous bodily functions of sleep-deprived persons
which have been investigated and found to be no different from the normal,
there are two which have been found to show alteration; namely, body
temperature and the EEG.
The body temperature falls at night as part of the diurnal rhythm, and
my colleague, P. Woodings, found it to fall even lower on the sleep-night of
each 48-hour imposed activity cycle, as did Kleitman (1939). Most investiga¬
tors who have recorded body temperature during sleep-deprivation have
reported that it tends to fall lower and lower (Murray et al., 1958). On the
other hand, Koranyi and Lehmann (i960) studied six patients with chronic
schizophrenia who went without sleep for 100 hours, and reported a rise
of temperature up to as much as 100.6°F over the course of the experiment.
Whether one might tentatively ascribe this rise to increased metabolism
resulting from greater psychological and muscular tension in response to
the demands made upon such patients, is uncertain.
The EEG of sleep-deprived persons contains no pathological features,
but, recorded over a period of, say, one hour by day, it contains a far
greater amount of the EEG signs of normal sleep than would be the case
on a control day. If novel or
challenging stimuli are presented to the sleepdeprived individual, his EEG is that of the normal waking state. However,
all those factors of monotony, delay, relief and physical restraint by record¬
ing gear, discussed in the last chapter, are strongly reinforced by sleep
deprivation, and alpha rhythms will very quickly disappear as cerebral
vigilance falls, to return again when any novel stimulation is provided. As
has often happened in other investigations of the alpha rhythm, anomalous
results have at times been reported because the investigators failed to
grasp that the alpha rhythm will disappear not merely because of raised
cerebral vigilance but also because of lowered cerebral vigilance in a person
who, on casual inspection, appears to be awake. Tyler et al. (1947), for
example, in order to explain the loss of alpha rhythm they observed in the
sleep-deprived, proposed that it might be caused by an intense effort to
keep awake, and appear not to have realised how very necessary it is to
relate the moment-to-moment fluctuations of the EEG signs of vigilance to
the moment-to-moment variations of the stimulus situation

While the

or

task.

alpha rhythms of a sleep-deprived person can block briefly on
account of very high cerebral vigilance, the preponderant flat, low-voltage
record is associated with lowered cerebral vigilance, during which the
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individual is

capable only of relatively automatic, non-demanding tasks,
simple counting (Armington and Mitnick, 1959) or walking about.
During walking, he may, like the narcoleptic patient who lapses equally
easily into light sleep, walk into walls, bushes or other obstacles with his
such

as

eyes open

(Tyler, 1955).

Armington and Mitnick found that under standard conditions the
amount of alpha rhythm present while the eyes were closed during counting,
adding or "mind-blank" periods, decreased progressively with increasing
duration of sleep deprivation. As might be expected, the more exacting
adding task was associated with a higher level of cerebral vigilance and
more alpha rhythm than a simple counting task. A new challenge—which
might have provoked alpha blocking in a normal person—would cause
return of alpha rhytms as vigilance shifted to a higher level. Under these
last circumstances one can often briefly detect rather fast rhythms at 12-18
c/s, especially over the front half of the scalp for a second or so after stimula¬
tion, and it is possible that this accounted for the report of higher frequen¬
cies with loss of alpha rhythm mentioned by Tyler et al. (1947).
Performance at skilled tasks
There have been many tests carried out on sleep-deprived persons which
have had negative results because the tests consisted of brief tasks or allowed

unlimited time for their

completion. Kleitman (1939), reviewing the work of
studies, was able to conclude that although the
sleep-deprived individual may perform well at brief tasks he cannot sustain
his efforts. Subjects required to name hundreds of coloured squares were
able to perform normally for the first minute, but made numerous errors
after three or four minutes. It is the lack of variety, the obligation to remain
at a uniform task, that allows cerebral vigilance to fall, just as in the nonsleep-deprived (Chapter IX), though with lack of sleep the fall of vigilance
occurs even more readily.
Tasks requiring sustained attention, performance at which is sensitive
to sleepiness, have already been mentioned in discussing tasks which have
been used to demonstrate the diurnal variation of efficiency. The test of
Wittersheim et al. (1959), at which performance was worse by night than by
day, is an example (p. 175). Other tests sensitive to loss of a single night's sleep
have been described by Wilkinson (1959, i960). In one of these (Wilkinson,
i960), subjects had to watch a screen on which at any time during a 40minute period a spot of light could briefly appear, 16 times in all, at any
one of eight positions. Subjects had to
signal when they noticed the light
spot. The sleep-deprived subjects on average performed steadily worse in
others and his

own

extensive
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successive io-minute

periods, even if their eyes were open and they appeared
watching the screen. One might mention here that Miles and Laslett
(1931) found brief episodes of light sleep occurring with the eyes open and
affecting the precision of eye movement to be commoner under conditions
of sleep-lack. Like other workers, Wilkinson (1959) has reported that the
introduction of some minor degree of novelty by allowing the subject 30second breaks while sitting still in the same chair, improved performance
in the 25-minute task he used, although, in that case, only slightly, as it did
also for non-sleep-deprived persons.
In a series of experiments of outstanding merit, Williams et al. (1959)
have clearly demonstrated and analysed the effects of sleep-loss on per¬
formance at skilled tasks. They attributed the impairment to the presence
of recurrent brief episodes of light sleep, a view which is strongly supported
by the fact that performance at such tasks is much less impaired if the sleepdeprived person's reticular formation receives continuous extra stimulation
from dextro-amphetamine (Kornetsky et al., 1959).
Williams et al. (1959) divided the tasks they used into two groups, those
in which the subject controlled the rate of work and those in which the
experimenter imposed a required rate of work. The authors argued that in
the first group of tasks repeated brief lapses into sleep would slow down the
rate of work and result in some responses being much more delayed than
others of a like kind, but that actual errors would not be very manifest as
the subjects had plenty of time to check on these at moments while cerebral
vigilance was high, when performance would be practically as good as
normal. In the second group, however, the authors argued that many
errors could be expected, since stimuli
imposed by the experimenter would
sometimes be presented during lapses into light sleep. The results of the
tests, in fact, strongly justified their grouping of tasks and the interpreta¬
to be

tion offered.

They gave sleep-deprived subjects tasks of adding up numbers, and found
that the percentage of correct answers was practically the same as on non-

sleep-deprived days. The number of additions attempted in a given time
was significantly decreased, however, suggesting that there had been delays
while subjects slept briefly.
Subjects were also given tests of choice reaction time. To help to alert
them each time, there was a warning noise two seconds before one of two
lights was switched on. The subject's task was to press the appropriate
one of two keys as quickly as possible. The best responses of subjects when
sleep-deprived were almost as fast as their best before their sleep-depriva¬
tion, but there was a very large increase in the number of long reaction
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times. The

attributed to brief lapses into sleep
(1931) described (see p. 163) for,
like the former, the latter were increased in both frequency and duration
in the fatigued state. Warren and Clark (1937) had also found Bills' "blocks"
to become more numerous after sleep-deprivation. In harmony with the
emphasis that has repeatedly been placed in this book upon the effect of
monotony in promoting sleep episodes, Williams and his colleagues found that
the longer the task was maintained, the longer average reaction times became.
In more complex tasks of communicating by a code the placements of
patterns of domino-like pieces, and in a "concept-attainment task", sub¬
jects were able to perform without a significant increase of errors compared
with their control days, but they needed more time, and errors made, but
corrected increased significantly. In these and further tests where subjects
controlled their own standard of performance, the authors showed that
with the tendency to lowered cerebral vigilance a change occurred in the
quality of performance, the subject appearing to lower his standards of
achievement or aspiration (cf. p. 164).
Williams and his colleagues gave subjects a series of so-called "vigilance
tasks", of the type discussed in Chapter IX where it was proposed that
lapses or "blocks" in performance could be attributed in large measure to
brief episodes of lowered cerebral vigilance brought about through mono¬
tony and restraint. Sleep loss would be expected to increase this tendency.
Williams and his colleagues, to determine whether such lapses in the sleepdeprived were indeed attributable to a central change such as sleep, used
three series of tests, each very similar in what was required, except that in
one case a special response had to be made to an occasional visual signal
amongst many others, in another to an occasional auditory signal amongst
many others, and in the third to an occasional vibratory stimulus to the
skin of one part of the body amongst vibratory stimuli to other areas.
The results of all three tests were very similar. In these tasks, where the
rate of performance was imposed by the experimenter, there were, as
anticipated, many errors of omission and commission on sleep-deprived
days. The tests on both experimental and control days lasted only ten
minutes, but even so the effect of monotony was apparent by an increase of
errors towards the end of each task. As might be expected, the greater
the sleep loss, the earlier in the test the lapses tended to appear, sleepdeprivation interacting with the monotony and restraint of the task situa¬
tion. The introduction of minor degrees of novelty, provided by brief
interruptions or by giving knowledge of results of performance to subjects
as they went along, helped to maintain efficiency.
and

were

long reaction times

were

related to the "blocks" which Bills
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The

performance lapses at the highly similar auditory and visual tasks
just mentioned parallelled each other particularly closely, which is of
interest in the light of the view previously expressed in this book that brief
falls of cerebral vigilance can occur at visual tasks while the eyes are open,
even although unaided observers may fail to realise this. Unfortunately,
the EEG is not easily made use of to illustrate small fluctuations of cerebral
vigilance while the latter is at a rather high level during eye-open periods.
However, in the case of their auditory task, Williams et al. (1959) reported
that errors were closely related to moments of loss of alpha rhythm, strongly
supporting their belief that episodes of light sleep accounted for the errors.
In the tasks just mentioned, most of the errors were of ommission, as if
the subject had simply failed to respond at all because of being asleep. In a
more complex task involving communicating the positions of domino-pieces,
where the task could be controlled by the experimenter, most of the errors
made during sleep-deprivation were errors of commission. The subjects were
required to receive instructions and the authors attribute the errors to the
subject failing to receive parts of individual 12-second instruction sequen¬
ces, owing to lapse into sleep, so leading to mistakes. This may well be true
in this particular case, but we should expect that in certain tasks errors of
commission would result from the impaired efficiency of thinking rather than
from

a

brief total "absence".

Experiments by Goodnow et al. (1959) illustrate the impaired efficiency
handling multiple data during sleep-deprivation. Using a problem-solving
task in which knowledge of past events could be utilized to increase success,
they found that sleep loss promoted stereotyped behaviour in which informa¬
tion provided by past events tended to be ignored. Examples of errors of
commission in life situations will be described later in this chapter and
parallel some mentioned in Chapter VII.
In formal tests in which subjects were required to memorize brief items
of information fed to them (Gieseking et al., 1957; Williams et al., 1959) and
in informal tests (Morris et al., i960), the same group of workers found
evidence of frequent brief lapses in the acquisition of information for
subsequent recall. It was pointed out in Chapter V that Emmons and Simon
had found evidence that if cerebral vigilance falls so low that alpha rhythm
is lost, then there is an almost total failure of registration or acquisition of
at

memory-traces.
The reader who studies the

report of Williams et al. (1959) might, I
think, get the impression that the lapses which they interpret as brief

episodes of sleep
ness,

were

sudden discrete periods of total failure of responsive¬

sudden discrete falls of cerebral vigilance (Fig. 33a). I would suggest,
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from my own

experience of the EEGs of both normal and sleep-deprived
subjects, that the lapses represent only the more extreme ends of recurrent
downward slidings of cerebral vigilance (Fig. 33b), during each of which

Fig. 33 It is proposed that "lapses", "blocks" or "microsleeps" are not generally abrupt
discrete falls of cerebral vigilance of the type indicated in diagram (a), but that they form the
lowest parts of recurrent saggings of the level of cerebral vigilance, as in (b). Any given activity
would tend to

occur

cease

when

minimum critical level of cerebral

vigilance

was no

longer present.

upsurges related to successive items of the task,
stimuli, etc., with sudden, sharp rises of cerebral vigil¬

frequent minor

random extraneous
ance

a

at the end of each

lapse,

as

Bjerner (1949) also noted. Failure of

response in the particular task would occur because vigilance had fallen
below some necessary level, but might not have occurred at the same level
had the task been a less demanding one. If we adopt this point of view (see

the same theoretical framework
noted by others that Williams et al.
(1959) discuss. General disorganization and inappropriateness of response is
consistent with a decline of cerebral vigilance, rather than total absence. We
can also reconcile lapses at other tasks under conditions of hypoxia or non¬
specific cerebral damage for, like sleep deprivation, these may (to follow Henry
Head again) be responsible for lowered cerebral vigilance against which those
forces normally acting to raise vigilance might sometimes fail. It is, of
course, essential to recognize that lapses and impairment of efficiency at
a specific task can be associated with failure of directed vigilance (see
Chapter VI) rather than of general vigilance, and never more so than in a
psychiatric patient whose attention is distracted on account of preoccupa¬
tions with his own problems, quite apart from any distracting external
p. 21),
with the

then

causes

we can cope within
of response impairment

stimuli. We must remember both what Pavlov would have called internal

inhibition and what he would have called external inhibition.
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Qualitative impairment in sleep-deprivation
Alterations of

thinking, awareness, speech construction and motor behaviour
during brief episodes of light sleep have been discussed in detail in Chapter
VII. Phenomena of the

same

kind

occur

in association with the recurrent

lowering of cerebral vigilance of persons short of sleep. Such subjects
generally attribute these phenomena to brief dreams (Morris et al., i960),
in conformity with the view expressed in Chapter VII that hypnagogic
hallucinations and related speech constructions take place in "microdreams".

stimulated to maintain alertness, has
men and animals (Kleitman, 1939).
It is a commonplace that normal people, as well as medical men, tend to be
annoyed if woken up from sleep, and I feel that the report by Williams et al.
(1959) that their subjects were not irritable, and that hence this is not a
characteristic feature of sleep-deprivation, may obscure the issue, for their
subjects were all tactfully handled, and were of such high morale, and so keen
to excel amongst their fellows as to mask the usual tendency towards
resentment at being roused repeatedly.
Much of the behaviour of sleep-deprived persons resembles that of
drunkenness: sheer incompetence during drowsiness. Mumbling, slurred,
rambling speech with repetitions and mispronunciations (Morris et al.,
i960); diplopia, falling up or down steps or curbs which do not exist, walk¬
ing into walls or bushes with eyes open (Tyler, 1955). Such behaviour or a
complete break in the thread of speech or actions, often with eyes open
(Morris et al., i960), are believed to represent lapses into particularly low
levels of cerebral vigilance which often seem to occur in waves, especially in
the early hours of the morning. At other times conversation may appear
to observers as listless, shallow in quality, and the speech lacking in normal
variations of loudness and inflexion, according to Morris and his colleagues,
who also noted that subjects avoided tasks or games requiring attention or
intellectual effort. The same workers observed that as sleep-deprivation
increased the subjects seemed less concerned with how well an interviewer
understood what they were saying and (indicative of their impaired dis¬
crimination) they showed less evidence of self-correction of errors in their
speech, becoming unaware of the changes in their own speech and that of
their fellows. Sometimes the progressive fall of cerebral vigilance was ob¬
vious as speech became slower, to be followed by mumbling, repetition, an
apparent change of topic or the production of jargon, followed by silence and
Irascibility, at times when they

often been described both in the

are

case

of
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closing of the eyes. The same type of impairment was noted by Kleitman
(1939) in handwriting. Bliss et al. (1959) mention a subject who reported
having written out a "profound statement", ending with the irrelevant
comment, "owes $8.00" (cf. p. no).
One of our own subjects, when 72 hours sleep deprived, was sitting looking
at some EEG records when he suddenly realised that he had bent forward
and kissed the EEG paper and that, in fact, dream-like thoughts about his
girl-friend, who was denying him her hand in marriage, had intruded. In
order to record this experience, he wrote, "Leant forwards and downwards
to plant a kiss upon the unmaried letters. £ Coo hch." A few minutes earlier,
without any warning, he had suddenly made the wholly irrelevant remark,
"Who to begin".
Perceptual illusions are common. Cappon and Banks (i960) mention
changes in the perception of the passage of time, in the size of the self and of
space around one, of body weight and speed of movement. Bliss et al.
(1959) and Morris et al. (i960) report illusions of spatial dimensions, illusions
that dark squares in the tile floors were pulsating and becoming darker, that
stationary objects were making oscillatory, quivering or undulating move¬
ments, illusions of change of texture, impairment in size and shape constan¬
cies and sometimes micropsia or macropsia, while the quality of sounds
sometimes seemed harsh, disrupting or distant.
Visual hallucinations have frequently been described. The subject of Fig.
32, when 72 hours sleep-deprived, while looking at a curved cylinder sudden¬
ly saw a propellor going round in it. One of the subjects of Bliss et al. (1959)
saw smoke, changing to a fine spray of water rising from the floor; at another
time he saw a grey-haired old lady sticking her head out of a door and not till
he drew near did he realise that it was the fire alarm box. Such examples could
be classed as pseudo-hallucinations, for insight was not long delayed. Tyler
(I955). who noted that more than 70 per cent of his 350 subjects complained
of auditory or visual perceptual changes after 40 hours of sleeplessness,
reported that the commonest experience was that of seeing girls or female
relatives or fellow subjects as resembling girls. One must add that the sub¬
jects were United States servicemen and if the perceptual anomalies are
regarded as micro-dreams, then perhaps we should admit of evident wishfulfilment. Tyler also reported that auditory hallucinations were very
common, especially of animal noises such as dogs barking or roosters crow¬
ing. The resemblance of these brief experiences to hypnagogic hallucinations
described in Chapter VII is obvious.
Hallucinations and illusions during sleep deprivation are not always
readily or immediately dismissed as such by subjects. Brauchi and West
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(1959) describe a man who thought he saw a woman standing waiting and
opened a refrigerator door to assist the "woman" out of the rain. One
subject of Morris et al. (i960) believed he could both see and feel cobwebs

who

his hands and face and he tried to wash them off, later

refusing to
accept that they had not been there. Bliss et al. (1959) found that lysergic
over

acid

diethylamide produced visual hallucinations much
subjects were sleep-deprived.

more

readily when

Schizophrenic experiences and sleep-deprivation
Chapter VII the close resemblances between those experiences that we
may have in brief moments of drowsiness and those of schizophrenia were
discussed. Because those who lack sleep have many such episodes while
appearing to the casual observer to be awake, their schizophrenic expe¬
riences have attracted interest, particularly in the reports of Tyler (1955),
Bliss et al. (1959) and Brauchi and West (1959).
The impairment in the direction of attention to information supplied
by sense organs and that failure of the normal ability to discriminate
In

between

fantasy and reality which takes place when cerebral vigilance falls,
experiences and behaviour like those of acute schizophrenia.
Altered experience of the self is common. Morris et al. (i960) mention
one man who felt so changed that he thought he might be someone else and
had to be reassured by his fellows that he was just himself. Cappon and
Banks (i960) describe two subjects engaged in an endurance contest of non¬
stop talking who, after 64 hours, felt like robots. Bliss et al. (1959) reported
depersonalization to be a prominent feature in their seven subjects, mention¬
ing how subjects felt "separated from others" and how one pondered whether
the whole experiment was a dream. Alterations of bodily size and activity
have been mentioned. Bliss and his colleagues mention other bizarre bodily
sensations of numbness and insulation, queer electrical feelings in the legs
and other odd feelings in the knees and hands.
Thinking and speech reveal the disorders mentioned in Chapter VII,
including intrusive or abruptly shifting thoughts, fusion of words and
neologisms (Morris et al., i960) and, of course, frequent thought "blocking".
Remarks are made which do not fit the situation, the subject sometimes
believing that he has been talking to an observer about some topic which
had not actually entered into the conversation (Kleitman, 1939). Tyler
(1955) mentions a soldier who was asked the name of his company command¬
er and who replied, "He is married." At other times his subjects indulged
in unreasonable, unrelated or silly laughter, after which they would either
deny laughing or recount some thought content which did not merit mirth.
lead to
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Often his subjects would exhibit cataleptic maintenance of uncomfortable
body positions.
Morris et al. (i960) remark that most of the hallucinations of their subjects
lacked much affective content or personal significance. Their subjects were
tactfully handled, normal volunteers of high morale and there is good reason
to believe that imposed psychological stress (p. 116) or a backgrond of
personality disorder is much more often associated with schizophrenic
experiences during sleep-deprivation. Seven of 350 sleep-deprived subjects
of Tyler (1947, 1955) spontaneously developed states resembling acute
paranoid schizophrenia after 48 hours without sleep, in the absence of
amphetamine medication. One man insisted he was on a secret mission for
the President and that he was secretly detecting spies and traitors, amongst
other grandiose delusions, coupled with agressive behaviour. Another had
delusions of persecution and was suspicious and aggressive, believing other
men in the room were
trying to do him bodily harm. Another insisted his
mother and girl-friend were watching him, while another conversed with
some unseen person. These men returned to normal after being allowed to
sleep. A recent subject of ours, when 72 hours sleep deprived, was very
suspicious and irritable and, on one occasion, was adamant that he had seen
two women peering at him from a car, which was, in fact, empty.
Katz and Landis (1935) reported one young man, a rather odd personality
to start with, who offered spontaneously to go without sleep for ten days
just to prove that it was an unnecessary habit. In the last few days of his
vigil he had persecutory delusions concerning one of the experimenters
which did not entirely vanish in later months. Brauchi and West (1959)
reported a patient who had four times previously come under psychiatric
care on account of anxiety and emotional instability and who twice became
psychotic when taking part in radio competitions in which contestants had
to keep talking alternately every 30 minutes. In the second of these, which
was stopped after 168 hours, he felt that he and his opponent belonged to a
secret club of nonsleepers. He accused his girl-friend of kissing an observer,
even though she was with him at the time. He felt he was being punished,
had transient auditory and visual hallucinations and became suggestible,
he and his opponent exhibiting a period of folie a deux when the delusions
and hallucinations of the one were accepted by the other. He received 5 mg
of dextro-amphetamine twice a day which, in larger doses, is well-known for
provoking states resembling acute paranoid schizophrenia (Connell, 1958;
Beamish and Kiloh, i960). I have known this drug to produce paranoid
delusions and hallucinations in a psychopathic patient as an acute response
to a dose of 500 mg and we should not ascribe the acute psychoses following
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prolonged ingestion of the drug to the resultant sleep-deprivation alone. The
dose given to Brauchi and West's case was small and their report reveals how
this drug, like lysergic acid diethylamide, can act synergically with sleepdeprivation. The apparent synergic action of electrolyte disturbance and
provoked mental conflict with sleep deprivation has been mentioned (p. 117).
Bliss et al. (1959) describe two patients who developed brief but florid
paranoid psychoses as a result of acute mental anguish in which they "emo¬
tionally isolated themselves" from reality and failed to sleep for several
days and nights. The authors thought it reasonable to suggest that in these
patients sleeplessness may have been the critical factor precipitating
schizophrenic breakdown. The patients, with their continuing mental
anguish, needed psychiatric care and chlorpromazine before recovering
within a few days. Brauchi and West's case similarly showed a persistence
of his psychotic symptoms, with delusions about secret agents, and that he
was responsible for the Israeli-Egyptian conflict. He, too, needed two weeks'
care in a
psychiatric hospital before his psychotic features disappeared. The
importance of basic inner anxieties in his case is shown by the fact that
when told to stop and to go to bed he resisted and did not sleep till medica¬
tion was given. Similarly, one of six chronic schizophrenic patients who
were sleep-deprived for 100 hours, with return of active psychotic symptoms
after group morale broke at 96 hours, did not sleep for eight hours, even
though put to bed (Koranyi and Lehmann, i960).
Sleep loss
In the

as a

stressor

just cited the sleep loss itself could be regarded as a stressor, or
hardship, precipitating psychotic breakdown. Luby et al. (i960) have found
biochemical evidence of response to sleep-deprivation as to a stressor agent.
They studied one 27-year-old male during a 220 hour vigil, carrying out
estimations of erythrocyte adenylic phosphates. It appeared that the intra¬
cellular transfer systems responded to the stressor with a marked increase in
the specific activities of adenosine triphosphate, adenylic acid and fructose1,6-diphosphate. There was a particularly interesting increase in the
synthesis of adenylic acid. The estimations indicated that the emergency
energy mobilization began to fail by the seventh day as if a stage of exhaus¬
tion appeared. At the end of his vigil the subject could barely speak and had
to be supported when he walked.
Luby and his colleagues give an interesting account of the course of the
vigil. At 72 hours the subject had to struggle to keep awake. After 100 hours
he became hyperactive, grandiose and deluded. During this phase of ebullient
hyperactivity, performance at a memory drawing test, which had earlier
cases
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deteriorated, improved again. In the later state of exhaustion he had fre¬
quent hypnagogic-like experiences such as seeing a grey mist hanging over a
table and

a

blue luminescence

from the wall,

surrounding a young woman and spurting
causing him to leave the room in terror. In addition he became

paranoid and aggressive.
In his studies of muscle tension (see p. 59) and the performance of
sleep-deprived subjects Wilkinson (1961) found that those whose perform¬
ance was best had muscle tension which, despite their sleepiness, was
significantly higher than normal. Hasselman et al. (i960) found that the cus¬
tomary rise of adrenaline and noradrenaline urinary excretion caused by
muscular work was enormously enhanced by sleep deprivation. It is apparent
that in order to achieve normal waking activity sleep-deprived subjects
may have to make an immense voluntary effort to overcome those factors at
work which cause them to be sleepy. That immense voluntary effort must
presumably involve intense corticofugal excitatory bombardment of those
brain-stem centres concerned not only with ascending and descending
facilitation to the cortex and spinal cord, but also with the hormonal
regulation of metabolism.
Malmo and Surwillo (i960) have described a study of three subjects who
were faced with an exceptionally challenging task and to this task they
responded by progressively increased effort as their vigil continued, with
progressive increase in physiological signs of what the authors call "activa¬
tion". It should be noted that the vigil was of only 60 hours duration and
did not approach the duration for the stage of exhaustion of the subject of
Luby et al. (i960). The subjects of Malmo and Surwillo were highly motivated
to perform well on an auditory type of "tracking task" in which they had to
use their hands and feet to regulate a tone in some headphones while
blindfolded. As an incentive to perform well they were liable to punishment
by burning heat on the legs if bad errors were made. Each of their 10 onehour sessions was broken down into 5 minute episodes by brief recuperative
periods and they were repeatedly encouraged by being given knowledge
of the results of their performance.
Malmo and Surwillo report that palmar conductance and respiration rate
during the performance trials rose during the course of the vigil. Heart rate,
performance, and muscle tension varied between subjects but in some
muscle groups tension rose in each subject. One biparietal EEG derivation
was monitored with special frequency filters and integrators which showed
a
significant decrease of EEG activity in the 8-12 c/s range and also a fall
in the 2-4 c/s range during the performance trials over the course of the
vigil. Two of the subjects had visual hallucinations and one became briefly
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deluded.

Unfortunately the authors do not give separate data about
physiological measures during these experiences which were in one case
described
Ax and

as

dream-like.

Luby (1961) found a steady fall of palmar skin conductance, and
galvanic skin response to painful stimulation, with increasing sleepdeprivation and they have made a number of technical and general criti¬
cisms of the report by Malmo and Surwillo. It seems also to me a pity that
the latter authors used a parietal EEG derivation instead of an occipital.
Normal non-sleep-deprived persons engaged on motor tasks often reveal
more fast activity over rolandic areas on ordinary inspection of their EEG,
when drowsiness is present at times when they are carrying out a motor
task (see Fig. 16 for example). Even so, I find no reason to question the
main finding of Malmo and Surwillo, provided that the rise of "activation"
(rise of the level of sympathetic tone, and EEG changes in the direction of
increased wakefulness) is seen in relation to the particular task situation of
their subjects. The authors' general theoretical standpoint, that deprivation
of any need leads to a general rise of "activation", and that this must be
true of sleep-deprivation, is, however, unacceptable, and is equivalent to say¬
ing that sleep loss causes increased wakefulness, whereas the general ex¬
perience is that sleep loss causes sleepiness.
It would seem to me that an important field of research lies in the study
of the interaction of sleep-deprivation and such factors as anxiety, acting
simultaneously. I believe that in states with such an interaction, where
some
physiological processes are powerfully promoting sleep, and others
promoting wakefulness, hypnagogic experiences or "schizophrenia-like"
experiences are most liable to arise. Instances are to be found in the hypna¬
gogic psychoses discussed in Chapter VII, in the psychotic reactions noted
earlier in the present chapter, in amphetamine psychoses and probably
in the commonly increased frequency of ordinary hypnagogic hallucinations
and sensory shocks in persons who are anxious or who have consumed
of the

caffeine.

CHAPTER XII

Sleep mechanisms and

some

clinical conditions

This book is not

designed as a clinical manual, but there are a number of
clinical matters of interest in themselves which illuminate further our
subject. Reference has been made in earlier chapters to carotid sinus syn¬
cope (p. 28), sleepwalking (p. 138), enuresis (p. 139) and the similarities of
the drowsy state to schizophrenia (pp. 112 and 187). Hypnagogic phenomena
occasion alarm in some patients.
In Chapter X it was mentioned how sleep can follow as a sort of "rebound"
from,

reaction to, emotional stress. We know that the latter will cause a
faint, presumably through inhibition of the medullary reticular
formation. We also know (Ferris et at., 1935) that while sometimes cardio¬
or

common

vascular

changes alone may be sufficient cause of unconsciousness in carotid
sinus syncope, in other cases the effects on the mid-brain may predominate.
It is reasonable to suppose that emotion might have a similar effect in certain
causing "sleep' 'rather than cerebralischaemia. "Black-outs" are a com¬
complaint in neurotic, anxious young adults and adolescents and many
are not readily ascribable to epilepsy, hyperventilation or histrionic display.
Kennard et al. (1958) described a study of 100 young persons with
behaviour disorders, among whom were a group who showed a special
tendency to fall asleep and who also showed occasional brief bursts of highvoltage frontal EEG slow and fast waves, and who had particularly marked
thought disorder, delusions and hallucinations. One cannot but speculate
whether the tendency to fall asleep was associated with occasional brief
"partial sleep" (p. 61) with manifestation of frontal slow waves when local
vigilance was impaired. Lowered cerebral vigilance with loss of alpha
rhythm was reported by Daumezon and Lairy (1956) to be a common finding
in a group of psychiatric patients in poor contact with their environment
(particularly in the case of melancholic stupor).
swoons,
mon
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Insomnia
common disorder of sleep is insomnia. It is readily understandable
anxiety should prevent the onset of sleep in someone already awake,
and difficulty in falling asleep is a common complaint in anxiety neuroses. A
number of patients in the early phase of an acute schizophrenic illness also
suffer from this form of insomnia, which again could be ascribed to excitatory
corticofugal bombardment of the reticular formation. What is less easy to
understand and, indeed, remains a considerable challenge to research is
insomnia manifested by frequent and early wakening from a sleep that is
already present.
In the melancholic or depressive illnesses of the type that respond well to
electroplexy ("psychotic depression", "endogenous depression") frequent
and early wakening from sleep is a classical feature, though individual
exceptions occur. In addition, such patients frequently show a marked
diurnal variation of mood and will say that they feel at their worst at about
the normal time for rising in the morning. They will often say they have lain
awake for some hours, ruminating self-reproachfully or feeling something
dreadful may happen, or worrying about whatever forms their chief preoccu¬
pation.
There have been surprisingly few recent well-conducted studies of
insomnia and of differences between different diagnostic groups. Some
studies have been described, but these are open to serious objections, such
as the use of chronic institutionalized patients who, despite different diag¬
nostic labels, may have reached a state of equilibrium or adaptation to
their disorder and return of reasonably normal sleep pattern. What is
lacking is research into insomnia of the acute onset of different psychiatric
disorders. It is also necessary that proper attention should be paid to
studying controls under comparable conditions and that natural undrugged
sleep should be studied. Kammerer et al. (1957), using a motility index of
sleep, did not find specific patterns of sleep for specific psychiatric syn¬
dromes. However, the finding that most of their patients of all diagnoses
tended to be still in the early and middle hours of the night is rendered
valueless by the authors' statement that practically all patients received
hypnotic drugs in the evening.
One valuable study of the insomnia of depressive illnesses is that of
Diaz-Guerrero et al. (1946). They used the EEG, which was run on two
successive nights, although on only the second of these was actual recording
made. The purpose of the first night was to accustom patients to the record¬
ing conditions. The authors compared the sleep patterns of their six patients
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in the main part of their study not, unfortunately, with controls under
identical conditions but with those reported by some other workers for
normal young

adults. By comparison with the latter, the depressives took
longer in falling asleep and had much less total sleep, both because they
woke up more often and woke finally at an earlier hour. Furthermore, while
asleep they slept lightly for a much higher proportion of the time (twice as
much). At these times the record was of the low-voltage type consistent with
consciousness and after which people will say either that they have been
dreaming or else that they have been "thinking" (see Chapter VIII). In this
last connection it is noteworthy that some depressed patients will claim to
have been awake and thinking nearly all night, yet nursing staff will say they
appeared to be asleep. It is possible that they were lightly asleep, motion¬
less, yet conscious. Since body motility may be minimal at such times (p.
135) a motility index of sleep without EEG studies may be misleading in the
case of such patients.
The authors also compared the depressed patients with three control
subjects studied specifically for the purpose in respect of "intraminute
variability" of sleep depth. They reported that the sleep of the depressives
was far less stable, with very frequent shifts of depth.
The psychiatric disorder normally considered to be related in a converse
manner to depression is mania and patients suffering from acute mania are
probably those who suffer more extreme insomnia than any other class of
patients. The sleep deprivation may be responsible for the finding by Bonnet
and Bonnet (i960) that in 10 of 18 patients with manic excitement there
were present frequent brief episodes of light sleep during electroencephalo¬
graphy. The appearances of recurrent light sleep were lost after treatment.

Sleep therapy
While

sleep loss tends to result from mental illness, a deliberate excess of
sleep has been used to treat mental illness. In Chapter IX attention was
drawn to Pavlov's views concerning "transmarginal inhibition" as a pro¬
tective mechanism when cortical excitement
and it

was

liable to become excessive,

pointed out that this inhibition was identified with sleep. As a
of Pavlov's theories, prolonged sleep has been used exten¬
sively in Russia in order to "protect" the brain during mental illness
and to assist recovery. This form of treatment, which is really better termed
"prolonged narcosis" has had adherents outside Russia, in Europe and
North America. While the cortex has been "protected", analytic, verbal
suggestive (Cameron et al., 1959), rhythmic music (Faure et al., 1958) or
natural restitutive devices have brought about recovery.
was

consequence
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Combinations of

hypnotic drugs in large doses, some long-acting, some
short-acting (mainly barbiturates), are used together with phenothiazines
such as chlorpromazine and also antihistamines. The patients are awakened
from their slumbers for an hour or two; two or three times a day for toilet,
feeding and psychotherapy. The regime continues for several weeks. The
requirements in nursing and medical staff are heavy. Complications such
as rashes, pyrexia, nerve-pressure lesions, bronchopneumonia, liver damage
and drug addiction occur (Azima, 1955 and 1958).
Those few reports I have encountered not couched in generalities do not
give the impression that eventual improvement in the patients' condition
can be ascribed to the heavy sedation. Only properly controlled trials
would reveal whether the method was superior to others in which patients
received equal amounts of attention over equal periods of time while having
only conventional quantities of sedatives.

Sleep paralysis
people occasionally, and narcoleptic patients more often, experience
sleep paralysis: episodes in which the individual, though conscious, feels
unable to move. These are associated with light sleep and are commonest
when drowsing in the morning after a night's sleep and when first falling
asleep at night. They are sometimes associated with those brief episodes of
light sleep which occur during prolonged vigil (p. 162) especially in sleepdeprived persons during the night, being common in naval officers on the
watch and, as "night-nurses' paralysis" (Rudolf, 1946), they are well known
in hospital life. The night nurse sits in the darkened ward and begins to
drowse. Suddenly she is disturbed by the night sister, yet for a few moments
feels paralyzed, unable to move, rise or speak.
There is some evidence that the EEG during sleep paralysis in narco¬
leptic patients is that of drowsiness or very light sleep (Pond, 1952; Roth,
1959). In addition, there may be dream-like experiences, usually of the brief
hypnagogic hallucination type. Schneck (1957) described the case of a woman
who, during the paralysis, experienced someone walking round the room,
having first sat on the mattress, making it move. Levin (1933) and Chodoff
(1944) described narcoleptics in whom the paralysis was accompanied by
hallucinations such as hearing a voice or, in another case, seeing someone in
the room or feeling someone sitting on the chest, so impeding breathing. The
feeling of being unable to breathe is often experienced and is alarming.
Levin (1957) gives a vivid account of his own episodes of sleep paralysis.
He describes awareness of complete inability to move except for breathing.
Normal

The latter, however, seems laboured, so that he has the idea that the blanket
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though he can do nothing about it. "There is extreme
anxiety." After striving unsuccessfully to breathe, "I feel
as if I am making a Herculean effort, and immediately the spell is broken
and I am wide awake and in full possession of my faculties."
The duration of these episodes is obviously not easy to establish. They are
described as certainly lasting during several breaths. They are often said
to be immediately dispelled by a touch after, perhaps, a moan. Yoss and
Daly (1957) mention an instance where an attack occurred in bed while a
man was smoking. He could not move even when burned by the cigarette.
Rushton (1944) noted a case where it was claimed an attack lasted two
and a half hours, beginning before some children left the room and ending
when they returned two and a half hours later (I cannot but feel sceptical
and wonder whether these were not two episodes with deeper sleep and
unconsciousness in the interval). Generally they are frightening events and
their similarity to traditional descriptions of nightmares has been noted
(p. 136).
The nature of these episodes is not understood, save that they are related
to light sleep, being especially common in narcolepsy. Ethelberg (1956)
reported a case in which a tumour of the frontal pole was believed to have
been largely responsible for a number of attacks of sleep paralysis. Levin
(I933) and Fabing (1946) interpreted the phenomena in terms of Pavlov's
ideas about partial sleep, in this case motor sleep, postulating local cortical
inhibition. However, the "paradoxical phase" of sleep discussed in Chapters
I and VIII would point to the lower brain-stem as the origin of the motor
inertia, hind-brain "sleep" coexisting with fore-brain "wakefulness" or
near-wakefulness. As Wilson (1928) and Levin (1933) pointed out, sleep
paralysis would appear to be the same phenomenon as the cataplexy of
narcoleptic patients, where sudden loss of muscle tone occurs in the waking
state (see below).
is

over

his mouth,

discomfort and

Narcolepsy
Some

people complain of excessive sleepiness. In some instances, of course,
this owes its origin to a definite brain lesion causing pressure on or oedema
of the brain-stem, so interfering with reticular formation function (p. 24),
with associated EEG abnormalities, and hallucinosis of the hypnagogic
type (Lhermitte, 1938). In other instances the complaint would appear to be
part of an hysterical syndrome. O'Connor (1951) described a female patient
who complained that everything became remote, that all her senses became
blunted and that she felt overwhelmed by sleep, allegedly sleeping for 18
hours per day. Lhermitte et al. (1943) reported hypersomnia recurring in
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relation to menstruation. Pai

(1950), discussing also cases from his own
experience, regards them as hysterical trance states and in the absence of
objective physiological evidence of sleep I think his views are justified,
though I would not so readily accept his dismissal of the syndrome of
periodic somnolence and morbid hunger (see below).
There are, however, fairly common instances of patients genuinely falling
asleep repeatedly during the day in whom no evidence of brain damage can
be discovered and in whom the condition can persist throughout an other¬
wise healthy lifetime. These are cases of idiopathic narcolepsy. Occasionally,
there is a history of a febrile illness or a past head injury, and physicians are
sometimes inclined to ascribe the recurrent sleepiness to these. Such a relation
is difficult to establish beyond doubt, however, particularly as a history
of febrile illness or of past head injury is by no means uncommon in the
population at large.
The literature on the syndrome of narcolepsy was thoroughly reviewed
by Kleitman (1939) and from the numerous clinical reports since then can
be drawn the conclusion that the only major advances since have resulted
from electroencephalographic studies. These have indicated that the recur
rent sleep cf such patients does not differ from natural sleep in other
persons; it just occurs much more readily. Since abnormal signs in the
resting EEG occur in a few otherwise normal persons amongst the popula¬
tion at large, it is not surprising that there are a few isolated reports of
narcoleptic patients having abnormal EEGs. In addition, Bjerk and Hornisher (1958) reported a 37-year-old woman whose mildly dysrhythmic
EEG and recurrent sleep episodes were relieved by anticonvulsant medica¬
tion. Since the history was of only two months' duration, it is difficult to
regard the case as one of established narcolepsy. The present-day consensus
of opinion is undoubtedly that there is no relation between idiopathic nar¬
colepsy and the convulsive disorders.
The studies of Daly and Yoss at the Mayo Clinic of 300 cases of narcolepsy
(Yoss and Daly, 1957) with EEG recordings from 100 cases (Daly and Yoss,
I957) have been particularly valuable in clarifying the nature of idiopathic
narcolepsy. My own limited experience of half a dozen patients leads me to
agree with their view
festation. Indeed, one

that sustained drowsiness is the fundamental mani¬
might formulate the condition as one in which the
"basic" level of cerebral vigilance is simply slightly lower than in most of us
not at the alpha rhythm level, but at the EEG B stage level or somewhere
between. There is no reason why some patients should not be regarded
merely as the extreme of a normal biological distribution in respect of
"basic" level of vigilance. As Yoss and Daly point out, the patient may only
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of his condition when he has

difficulty in adjusting to de¬
adult when joining the Armed Services and when
expected, for instance, to maintain a watchful guard.
In some patients there is, however, a definite onset. They find they can
no longer maintain their normal routine of work. Often there is a gain of
weight about this time. Although the condition most commonly becomes
manifest in the 'teens and twenties, it can arise at any age. Yoss and Daly
had 25 cases aged under 10 years.
Narcoleptic patients tend to fall asleep at any of those times when a
normal person's cerebral vigilance would tend to fall. They can be compared
to sleep-deprived persons, describing, like the latter, periods during the
day when no matter what they are doing it is more difficult to keep awake
than at other times. They tend to fall asleep over the office desk, when sitting
in a bus, on a train, at church, when reading or listening to the radio or
watching television. They tend to go to sleep when walking and are often
embarrassed by bumping into other persons or things. Their drowsiness may
lead them to complain of diplopia.
They tend to fall asleep under those circumstances which we have dis¬
cussed in Chapter IX, viz. during monotonous, especially rhythmic activity,
during delay, and in response to emotion. So they describe falling asleep
during driving, dancing, during sexual intercourse, especially immediately
after orgasm, and during and after eating. A normal person tends to fall
asleep after eating, of course, and on p. 153 it was noted that rhythmic
chewing promotes relaxation. Reports of narcolepsy becoming apparent as
a result of battle stress were common during the last War and sleep has
been described in such patients during episodes of delay and relief in the
dentist's chair and while playing cards.
If one records the EEG of a narcoleptic patient, it tends to be one of
completely normal wakefulness on his first visit, when he is in a novel
situation, especially if the record is made with him sitting up in a chair.
It is, therefore, important to repeat it, when it will be found that brief
episodes of drowsiness with loss of alpha rhythm and frank sleep become
more and more common—strikingly more so than in the average person.
Any novel stimulus will effect a rise of cerebral vigilance.
The liability to brief episodes of drowsiness is accompanied by all the
usual phenomena discussed in Chapter VII, especially hypnagogic hallucina¬
tions, occasional inappropriate or apparently drunken speech and movement.
These can all be embarrassing, the hallucinations sometimes alarming.
The phenomenon of sleep paralysis before and after night sleep is espe¬
cially common in narcoleptics. In addition, brief episodes of the same nature
become

aware

mands made

on an

average
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called cataplexy or cataplectic attacks. These generally

appear some months or years after the onset of the sleep symptoms. In
these attacks, despite feeling fully conscious, there is a sudden feeling of
weakness and loss of muscle tone: as one of my patients put it, "like a

puppet with all the strings gone". There may merely be a few seconds'
weakness, or the patient may actually fall and remain limp for a minute
or two. Wilson (1928) obtained an extensor plantar response from a patient
during such an episode. The EEG is that of wakefulness (Daly and Yoss,
1:957). One of the most interesting features of these attacks is that they are
usually precipitated by sudden startle or emotion such as laughter, anger,
fear or excitement. The patient mentioned above who felt like a puppet did
so especially when he was about to chastise his son. The actual precipitant
varies with the individual. Yoss and Daly mentioned a woman who could
not play cards, for whenever she got a good hand it was obvious to others
because her face would sag. It has often been pointed out that, once again,
cataplexy may be an extreme of the normal—"helpless with laughter",
"paralyzed with fear", "speechless with anger", etc.
Amphetamines are the mainstay of treatment through their action in

promoting wakefulness (p. 8). Dextro-amphetamine sulphate in daytime
doses sufficient to relieve the patient of embarrassing difficulty in keeping
awake is suitable, the dosage being adjusted according to need up to a total
of as much as 50 mg or more a day. The only complication is an occasional
acute paranoid psychosis (Connell, 1958), which is relieved by stopping the
drug. This complication of therapy may have been responsible for the
suspicion of a relation between narcolepsy and schizophrenia. The hypna¬
gogic hallucinations and schizophrenic-like thought disorders of drowsiness
(see Chapter VII) could give rise to the picture of a paranoid psychosis, but
there is no clear evidence that the incidence of definite schizophrenia in
narcoleptic patients, such as Lehrman and Weiss (1943) report, is higher
than in the general population. Yoss and Daly (i960), in an exellent review
of the whole subject of narcolepsy, advise the use of methyl phenidate hy¬
drochloride ("Ritalin"), 60-80 mg a day, as the best treatment.
The
Levin

syndrome of periodic somnolence and morbid hunger

(1936) first defined a clinical syndrome in which there are episodes
of apparently normal but irresistible sleep lasting more than 18 hours a day,
with brief intervals during the day when the patient wakes to attend to his
toilet activities, but remains dull, incoherent of speech, sometimes confused,
restless, with much yawning and sometimes hallucinations. In those waking
intervals the patient behaves as if ravenously hungry and may exhibit a
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low fever of about ioo°F. The

episodes of somnolence and hunger last from
days to six weeks. They may be initiated by a period of hunger and
a feeling of coldness lasting several days. They may be followed by a
depressive illness with misery, ideas of worthlessness, guilt, retardation and
suicide (Gallinek, 1954).
Episodes of somnolence and hunger may recur at intervals of several
months during which the patient is apparently normal in his sleeping,
eating and mental activities. There is a tendency to spontaneous improve
ment after several years. Most reported cases have been males with onset
in the second decade, but Gallinek's report included a description of the
syndrome in a middle-aged woman.
The pathogenesis is unknown, but some cases appear as a sequel to a
brief "flu"-like illness. The EEG between the somnolent episodes is usually
normal. I have not found any reports of EEG studies during the somnolent
episodes. Authors describing the condition have attributed it to dysfunction
of the frontal lobes and/or of the hypothalamus. In view of the morbid
hunger which accompanies the somnolent episodes, hypothalamic dysfunc¬
tion is probable, since Anand and Brobeck (1951) have shown that small
bilateral lesions of the ventromedial nucleus of the hypothalamus, or just
lateral to it, provoke hyperphagia in the rat. More extensive lesions in the
hypothalamus provoke sleep through interference with the ascending
activating impulses from the reticular formation to the cortex. The disturb¬
ance of temperature regulation also points to the hypothalamus as the seat
several

of this disorder.
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